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.1 INTRODUCTION
3

This guide:is intended to enable teachers and Other
school staff members to implement the Respphsive Reading

Program, a readingprogram for kindergarten to third-L

grade chi4dreir., The 'program is a comprehension-centered
apprdach 'bdsed on. the use of certain- reading strategies
aimedat achieving comprehension. It is not primarily

a phOnics-centered approach, althotgh the use of phonics

is integrated into the program:.

The book is designed principally for teacherS and

.

teaching assistants, butit can:also be used.by reading-
specialists, resource :teachers,- curriculum directorS,

coordinators teacher trainers (staff developers),
principaparents and otherswho are concerned with
planning and conducting elementary school reading prdtrams,
Teachers who have become familiar With this gtide should-
be able to use Responsive procedures in the teaching of..
reading and plan, conduct, and,,evaluate Responsive reading

activities.

This reading approach was developed as part of the
Responsive ,Education Program, a national Follow Through

model for lemehtary school education developed with the.,

support of heU.S.Office of EduCation. The methods for ,
'teaching rea ing have been shaped by the goals and ,

principles of the Responsive Education Program. It is

not necessary to, implement the entire Responsive Education
Program in order to use the reading-program, however.

Briefly, the. Responsive Education Program is asset

of teaching processes and procedures that apply to all

curriculum areas. The program has three goals that are

humanistic andlong-range rather than behavioral in

orientation. The goals are:

1



1 To support children's tognitive growth by pro-,
moting the development of problem-solving
'abilities,'the mastery of academic skills,
and the development of the capacity to think
creatively: and critically.

2 To support children's affective growth by
fostering the development of healthy self-
,poncept., 'A healthy self-concept is defined
as ai realistic but basically positive view
of oneself and confidence in one's ability
'to learn and grow.,

c.

3. To support c'hildren's social groWth by pro-
moting the devel ment of culturally pluralistic
attitudes. Chil en are-encouragedto under-,
stand and value, 'ethnic and cultural diversity
and to learn to interact eqUitably in el.-
pluralistic society.

Tea hing is based on theassumption that the k wledge
and, e erience children have previously gained--from ome,
co nitY, and school--are assets that provide the lounda-
t on for future' learning. Learning activities are geared
to take advantage of children's intrinsic motivation to
learn, 4phich. We believeto be the most effecti e way of
promoting learning, ingtead.of relying on external be-,
havioral rewards and sanctions. This approach is carried
. out by ensuring that material is interesting ,and useful
to.learners, building on what theyalready know, giving
them increasing responsibility for their own learnin,
and-enabling them to learn skills in the context of.real-
world use.

- ,

The Responsive Reading Program, which was initiated
in 1974, combines, Responsive procedures with content of,a,
specific curriculum area. The program staff, located at
the Far West Labor'atorytfor,EduCational Research and
Development in SanFranisco, has develOped and refined
the program on the basis of its use andtesting in 14
school districts in 13 states.

materials used, in this prograill ar those found
in most lassroomS,.includingreaders, setSot stories
and a'Va04ety or other wr4tten'materials:. For teachers
who wish-tb or are requited to use baSalreaders,.the
chapter 'on studen-t.activities-gives suggestions on hoW-
to integrate the .use of basal readers into the program.

How to Use This Book

As the table of contents indicates, we have divided
this guide into five sections.

2



Chapter 2, The Skills of Reading, discusses the
theoretical background of the program and the
skills or strategies needed in reading.

Chapter 3, The Role-Of the Teacher, describes
how teachers implement the program.

Chapter 4., Gathering Information about Children
for Ube in- Planning, 'utlines ways of assessing
children's present abi ities as a basis for.
planning appropriate activities.

Chapter 5, Student Activities, gives exampleS "of
suggested classroom activities for four levels:
the pre-reading learner, the beginning reader,
the developing reader, and the independent reader.

,Chapter 6, Program Assessment, describes.methods
for internal and external assessment of the
program.

The chapters are interdependent, but they.need not
be read in this order. People who. use this book may wish.
to browse thrpugh it first to: decide on the sequence ,that
suits them best..

<

I
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2. THE SKILLS OF READING

,/-

In this chapter, we describe the process of reading

and the skills or strategies'needed in reading. As

background, we will first discuss the theoretical basis
of the Responsive Readitg Program and the - relationship

between reading and language.

°Reading and Language

Reading is viewed this pi-6gram as part of'the

more general area of-langtage,developthent. The theoretical
foundation of the program is drawn from research on
language and developmental psychology as well as from
studies of what good readers actually db when they are

reading.

Language can be.broadly defined as any mediumby
which human beings communicate with themselves and others.,
While we are concerned here with verbal language'and its
two forms, oral and written language, many other media
of communication, such.as music, art, and pantomime can
also be classified as language.

Reading is a language process, the means by which-
we receive language in its written form. The other thre'

language. processes are-speaking, listening, and writing.'
Figure 1 on the next-page shows the relationship among.

these processes. Reading and writing are the means of.
receiving and transmitting written language, while
listeningl and speaking are the two parallq; processes

for oral language.

5



Oral
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Read Write'

.J

Fig. 1. Relationship among 16mguage processes.

The four language Processes-are used to reinforce
and complement one another. in ihe\Responsive.Reading
Program. -Classroom activities frequently draw on. m re
than one language process, instead of teaching each
process "in isolation. Fcir instance,^afthr children read
a story, they might tell.or write about their favor to
character or make a: hort oral or written report 'fo a

social studies project.' We.believe that'this appro ch
enhances skillg in each area and increases childre
'motivation to read.

In addition;' since knowledge of Oral language pre
cedes the aevelopmett,of written.langUage skills,
child en's oral language is used as a bridge to .their,. .

acquisition of reading (and writing) skills. For instance,
childr n at the beginning reading 'level might.aic ate
a sho story in their own words' and -Chen either read :it .
or watt the text on a blackboard or chart while ethers
read it. It shoul be noted,. however, thatrecen
,research has shown -Cat children's awareness..of w itten
language begins at a ery early age, if written 1 nguage
is define-d to inclUde such items atfood labels, traffic
signs and billboards. Thus, it. is a ropriatet, think
of oral and written. language develo4 nt.in tandem, to
some extvit. J

The'Nature 0 Language
.

Our method of instruction is shaped, by several
concepts about the nature of language.2. The' most bas4
of these is that since the purpose of language'iS to
communicate, the-primary-goal of reading is the compre-'
hension of meaning. Comprehension of ideas being
expressed in written language is the basic reason for
reading in the first place. Without understanding,
looking at and just pronouncing words are empty processes.
Like listening, reading involves receiving the ideas and

statements o another person, all the while thinking
about what they mean.

Two other impotant notions in our program are
relatively new ideag about language processing. One is
the premise that the mind receives and interprets language

6 1-i



,
..

1101istically,.Or in whole segments, rather tliEn one words
It a., time. For instance, the mind's language bank can,.
-handle "cat=here" and fill in "the" and "is" to male
toMpiete lainguage,;sense% Similarly, the_Mind can take
a partially inauaiblre announcement, such as,'"Fi7--,'four
fif-- froM Ch ca- ar;riviloGate fi--"' and fill in'the.
blanks to produce a_cothprehensible statement:

, .

, . .. ..

-:
^
Pnother.rerativqly:neW"premise is thenationdthat

4ot all Woi.ds are'.of,.equal.importancein conveying
meaki,ng.°. .Sche of,theivords in, al sentence.carry much mox
.infoltlation than others.. Thind.lealis to.those_conCe
Carfters and di e ,.smisses items of lesser importance .

...t

.

.
,,

.

Tkese, ,two statements differ 'from a notion; implied by'.
,

manytraditisonal.i:eading piograms;the idea that language .

is Atexpreted-dne.Word. at a time and that...all words are,
equallY.importani..,:Moreover, since the specific words
o.fa..statementcan Vai'y considerably while 'stir' convey.ing
the saMemeaning,-'strict.adherence to -y. standa-ed%diat*tt :
is' not.essential.to eflep4'Ve communietion, ,

Language Learning---

Almost' a-11 young c

4

en. seem to develop-the use of
oral languagd quite natral Research and simple'
obseiwation provide a sTt of theoi..ies as to how they do
so, including why. they are motivated to learn, the content'
of what they:learn, the methods by .which others teach
themand how their progress is measured. Our program
applis these same points to learning.how to read. The
four factors axe_ as follows:

- Motivation. The development of oral langilage 'appears
to 'be.natUrally' motivated. . Once fritants begin 'to observe
that the exchange of sounds and'intonations among persons
produces a response; they feel motivated to learn the
language they hear in order tde-icommunicate with others
t

in'their. world. Similarly, a natural motivation to learn
to read can be encouraged,by'ensurink that the .material
is useful,and interesting to the studerits.

. Young children, who are learning-to talk
speak about matters that have personal meaning, such aA'
their questioRs, feelings and wants.' Likewise, the .

content of material Used.;in readin :instruction should
be, meaningful to the learners. The printed .text should'
be in whole language,thai'makes sense and is'predictable,
be Televant'to thechilaren's,experience, and.be expressed
in a familiar Structure.-

Content Ye
.

12



Instructional methods. EXperienced language users--
adults or older children--help the young learn to speak
in three different ways, although the users may'notbe
consciously aware of the methods.

One such technique is modeling: an- -language users
within the hearing environment of learners model language
in meaningful ways. This constant flow of information
gradually embeds the organizational patterns of language
in the listener's.mind. It would be unnecessary and
confusing to explain these generalizations to yOung
children, yetthe children learn.

A second method. is emphasizing meaning. Although
they may be unaware 'of the process,.language users help
learners acquire language by supporting the meaning
rather than the technical accuracy of the learner's
communication. When am infant produces one word (e.g.,
"'milk"), language users praise it and translate it to
represent the complete sentence (e'.g., want some milk:"):
Young language learners are permitted.and,expected to
progress through a gradual acquisition process, which is
often termed "successive approximatibns."

A third method is providing a positive supportive
response to young users' language.

Similarly, in reading instruction, we advocate
havirig competent readers model effective reading s-0-.ate-
gies, emphasize meaning, and support learners in wing
their own resources (common sense based on their own
.language background andlife experiences) to grasp the
meaning of written language. The competent readers may
be either teachers or students.

Assessment. Finally, the criterion for measuring
progress in the development of oral language is whether
a child is gaining command of the language to the degree.
that he or she presently wants or needs it. Liklewise,
learner assessments in reading instruction should emphasize
'common-sense, total-language abilities--e.g., does the
child understand what he or she has read?

These points result in an approach to reading that
is quite different from that of many traditional programs.
They indicate that the traditional isolation of letters
and words and the use of rules and generalizations to
talk about reading are counterproductive to the strategies
actually required of readers.

Asking children to learn abstract rules before they
%become familiar with the concrete applications violates
the natural sequence of language acquisition. Furthermore,

13



___,

Jean Piaget's' work in developmental psychology inOicatesti
1.11that young children cannot dead w' h abstractions in the

way that adults can.3 Those who a pear to do so may be
merely reciting words to please adults. Young language
learners acquire rules by imitating their use rather than

hearing aOtract explanations, and,can apply rules
thout ever articulating them.

Purpose of Reading

As we mentioned above, the central purpose
reading is comprehension of an author's meaning. More
specifically, effective readers use reading to serve a "

variety of objectives ranging from acquiring practical
information, as in a menu or road sign, to the more
subjective experience of reacting'to an author's message
in poetry and other literature.

4

The process of comprehendirig an author's message is
aiffecteeby the particular purpose and the context of
the reading. Effective readers have different mind sets,
expectations and strategies when reading menus and TV
guides for desired information than when they become
personally involved in .the hopes and frustrations of
other humans while reading a novel or long poem. A
person's response to a written text can range from,
careful analysis ofthe text for specific information to
a general appreciation of the tone or mood created4by
vivid language that describes a topic having great
personal meaning. Moreover, the content 'and nature of
what a given reader comprehends is iAfluenced by the
experience, previous knowledge and background that the
reader brings to the author's message. In many instances,
a "correct" interpretation of a text could vary widely.

The purpose of reading in a given situation affects
the degree to which the reading could be termed construc-
tion or reconstruction of thought. To some extent,
reading (like'listening) is always a matter of constructing
one's own ideas on the basis of what one reads or hears
since the author's and reader's background,. beliefs, use
of language, and so forth, do not match exiLtol.y. However,
some purposes and situations call for a fairly complete
reconstruction of an author's message, which must be
presented in basic, mutually understood language, as in
road signs, recipes, and TV-gtides. Other purposes and
situations, such as the reading of poetry and other
literature,are,clearly.suited to construction of a
reader message, and much of our reading falls somewhere
between these two points. Figure 2 on the next page
illustrates the range of possible reading purposes.

9
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1

Purpose: To stimulate the
rdader.to create images,
ideas, and feelings based
on an author's statement.

Construction

-0 Purpose: To dup]icate
the message sent by an
author as.exactly as
possible.

3

Recons(ruction

descriptdons
word images.

(sUbject to individual
interpretatitinY

road si'gns
food labels
directions
recipes

Pig. 2. Range of reading purposes.

As a result of these views', classroom activities in
our program take account of the purpose of reading in a
given situation arid attend to children's inaVidual
responses to the material being read. The emphasis on
comprehension also results considerable amounts of
silent reading and lesS reading aloud, especially among
the more proficient students, since this is the way in
which reading is usually employed in daily life. Oral
discussions and activities frequently precede and follow
the reading of stories in the program.

The materials used in the classroom include an
extensive variety of, printed matter, often collected in
part by the students themselves. Since reading is a tool
rather than an end in itself, instruction can be carried
out with a variety of content. The choice of materials
can.play, an important role,'however, in helping students

, develop the view that reading is a useful and pleasurable
activity. Consequently, the materials in a classroom

. using our program are likely to range from informal and
brief kinds of written matter, such as magazines, news-

-papers, joke books, recipes and menus, to more formal and
structured kinds of texts, such as literature and social
studies and science materials.

Self-Concept and Language Expansion

, The introduction in Chapter 1 of this guide noted
that the Responsive Education Program hat three goals:

1. To support cognitive growth by promoting the
development of problem-solving abilities, the

10 15



mastery of academic skills and the capacity :

to think creatively and critically.

2. To support affective growth by fostdring the
development of healthy elf-concept.

3, To support social growth by promoting the
development of culturally pluralistic attitudes.``

The relevance of the first goal to the,Responsive
Reading Progrdm is obvious. The Other twogoals also.
apply, and it is'important for teachers to be aware how
they shape the reading program.

A healthy self-concept is defined as the ability. to
see ones if realistically and have confidence-in one's
potential to.r_...1.P0...r.04.1..g.,..a..11c.L.g.Toydb..We_b_olieve that such_

a view of.oneseq.t plays-an important role in the develop-
ment ofereading ability. The child who. can perceive
herself to be a successful reader. is over "half way.
.there."' ',The child who expects to be able to read or
who saysAyI can already read lots of things" is make
-apt to develop effective reading strategies than the
child who expects failure or has not even considered
reading. as a worthwhile activity. This notion supports
spending considerable t e and effort on .building children's'`

personal motivation to r ad. and helping them to see how
capable they already are in reading and related tasks.

A central element of the goal'of supporting cultural
pluralism is to provide learners with. as many useful
options as possible. In the area of reading and language,
the program advocates helping learners expand their.

language use to become aware bf and competentent in a variety
of options.

The concept behind langu
are a variety of ways to expre
Different options may serve d
options may be to chooke vari
formality within one dialect or language, or they may be
to use several dialects or languages, such as standard
usage, native language or dialect, local dialect,
individual dialect (idiolect) or Biblical English. A

repertoire of language options can increase a learner's
understanding of others' use of language and enable the
learner to function in a variety of situations.

To help ,children expand their use of language,we
advocate that teachers give them opportunities to be
exposed to a variety of language options in meaningful
contexts. Lia addition, variations in usage should be
treated as different, not better or worse. If standard

ge expansion is that there
s any given thought.

fferent purposes. The
us styles or degrees of

11
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American English is not the child's native dialect, it

is presepted as another form-of language that will serve
many usefu 'opurposes. The child's own language,or dialect
is respecte and is used as a bridge to the development
of compete' e in reading, and using standard English.

The Process and Skills of Reading
4

With this background in mind, we can turn to wha-t

happens uring the. act of reading and the Skills_needed .

in reading.

Reading as a Problem-SolVing.Pcce,ss

Studies of the actual behavior,of readers have'spown
that reading is a probleth-solving procesS inlkhich the.
reader goes through the steps of predicting,./confirming,

and. comprehending written messages.6 This process is .

usually unconscious among adults, but ah effective.
reader is constantly bringing his previous knowledge of
language and experience to bear in the text to anticipate
.the substance and structure of the material. After
making a prediction about a word or phrase, the reader
tests the guess by judging whether it makes sense in the
contextof the rest of the material and whether it results
in a familiar'structure of language.'

guess is confirmed by passing these tests,
the reader accepts it and in the third Step, comprehension,
incorporates the guess into the process of developing
meaning, If the guess fails either test, the reader
makes a new prediction and subjects it to the same

criteria. The reader repeats this correction strategy
until the prediction is confirmed.

In making predictions, a reader draws on three
different elements of language:

1. The meaning, or context, of the surrounding
material.

2. The structure, or grammar, of the material.

3. The phonetic sound symbols, or graphic cues,

of the text.

Our program emphasizes the use of all'three elements
to gain comprehension during reading. The third element,
phonics, is important, but it is most effectively used
when employed in conjunction with the other two elements.

12 17



.

Experienced readers tend to use phonjvcs as just one piece
of information in the analysis, with the Other two serving.
fii\stto narrow the field of possibilitieS: This sequence'.
can be'illustratedby a hypothetical analysis of the A
following. sentence:

"Ten trucks were on the.gxeewdly."

Upon encountering the word trucks, the reader can use
,information about the surrounding meaning and structure'
to narrow thelange of options to something that 'appears_
on a' freeway,(an interpretation based °xi context) and
to a plural noun (a grammatical 41terpretation). The
reader can then-use knowledge of -sound/symbol relation-

, ships to selects the word "tTucks.'
. .

It is Much'thore difficult to ,approach, the word
trucks with only, phonetic strategies and put together
t-r-u-c-k-s with no additional verification.. In this
example, tracks, tricks and tucks ddn't make sense, and
the reader Would.was,te time by moving in a strict wozd-
by-word sequence.

o
While some reading programs focus on phonics as the

principal skill t9 be used in reading, our program
emphasizes the usle'o'f contextual and structural clues,
and treats pponics as an additiOnal set 'of clues to be
usedtogether with'the other two elements. We recommend
that practice in phonitS be based on segments of whole,
meaningful language rather than a'series of isolated
letters and symbols. The.instrUction shbuld keep the
perspective that as in oral language, the, overall goal
of reading is the comprehension of Meaning.'

Miscue's

Studies have also shown that competent readers
consciously and unconsciously often substitute logical
synonyms for words in the printed text.' For examPle,
a reader may substitute aaather name for a name that is
unfamiliar or difficult to pronounce, or substitute the
word "said" for such more specific words as,"exclaimed,"
or-"replied." Such substitutions are sometimes termed
"miscues."- If the synonym makes sense, the reader can

,proceed.smo thly. The two points made earlier about
language p ocessing--that the mind receives language ,

holistically and that words are pf varying importance- -
explain why readersare able to continue smoothly when
making logical substitutions.

Although this practice occurs frequently during
.silent reading, a .teacher may be aware, o4 it only when

13



it occurs during children's oralgteading. Buth substitu
tions or miscues are often caused by a_didference between
the-reader's oral dialect and the author's dialect. The
difference may be due_ either to a smaller amount .of life
experience and/or less elaborate iangUage, or to different

,life experience and lanktiage,. The latter variable can
tate the form. of adtfferent group dialect, individual
dialect, or even childt'51ialect-L-Structures based '.on
incorrect applications'or overkeneralizatiohs of rules
,(e.g.,-"The mouses jumpeded up firstest."). In either
case, substitution of logical synonym often indicates
that the repder has successfufl.y grasped the author's
meaning. T.

Strategies for Effective Reading

! In keeping with the points outlined above, successful
readers--both adult's and Childrenappear to u'se _certain
basic skills or strategies during,readink, although,these
strategies are not commonly identified as such during
trhditional reading, instruction. The strategies are:

1, ,Being willing to guess. If the reader encounters,
a word h5 or she can not recognize or pronounce,
the reader takes a chance and takes a response
that may or, may not be identical to the w
phrase text`, but in keeping with his or h r
interpretation of the context so far. Th
grammatical structure of the sentence, phonetic
clues, and context can be used to make the guess.

2. Se'll-correctioff. .If .the reader finds after
testing the guess does not make sense, the
reader changes it to the word or words Printed
on the page.

3. Making effective substitutions. The reader
makes a logical substitution for a word lie or
she cannot recognize or pronounce. If -Lice

substitution makeS sense the reader continues
smoothly. One way of making effective substi-
tutions is using one's own dialect, whereby
the reader substitutes words, pronunciations
and/or graMar.from his or her spokep.dialect
that makes sense tO him or her in these instances,
in contrast to, what is printed on the page. -

This change could. be accomplished by insertions
wor deletions as well as substitutions.,,

4. Persisting, continuing to read. The reader
.

maintains a.rather"regular pace through the
text, perhaps pausing 4,IP times, but not enough
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to cause interruption in thought' or forgetting
of.yeas.

4sT
k

Our program emphasizes helping children learn to
use these strategies. The ,section on "coaching" in .the
next chapter will describe these strategies' in more
detail and give suggestions of ways teachers can help

children learn.them.

Program Objectives and.Learner Outcomes .

A reading prograth implemented according to the above
framework is directed at the.attainment of the folldWing
prokram objectives for children (bythe end of four years
of participation in the prGgram, from kindergarten
throUgh third-grade):

1. The child demonstrates the ability tG comprehend,
' on first exposuFe,, paragraph narrations appro-

priate to his or:her maturity level. This
ability is.demonstrated in one of the following
three ways: 7 /

. a. Retelling the story. (In the case of a
retelling,` child correctly identifies
the basic subjects and/or themes of the
narrative, the developtent of ideas'and.
actions, and the major characters.)

b. Responding to comprehension-focused
multiple- oice test items.

c. Complet
(an act
missi

ng a
vity
g wo

ost-reading "cloze" exercise
n whieh the,reader fills in

I) based on the text.

The child employs a variety of strategies to
gain comprehension in reading. The strategies
include being willing to guess, self-correction,
making effective spbstitutions for words or
phrases thechild cannot recognize or pronounce,
using own dialect; and maintaining an adequate
reading pace.

In keeping with the goals of,the Responsive. Education
Program, fulfillment of these two objectives would be
manifested in the following learner outcomes. The child:

1. Perceives himself or herself either presently
' or potentially as a capable, effective reader.
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2. Uses reading effectively and naturally as a
source of information and pleasure.

3. Derives meaning based on or triggered by written
language (ranging from construction to recon
struction of an author's message). 9

4. Uses a range of printed materials for a variety
of purposes.

5. Uses reading in conjunction with other language
processes in natural, compilementarylWays.

The next'chapter will describe'the characteristics
of instruction and the role'of the teacher in a classroom
that is directed toward implementing this program.

16 21.
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3. THE ROLE OF THE TEACHER

In this chapter, we describe the role 9f the teacher
in'i plethenting the concepts discussed in t'ne previous
chapter.

Often, teachers are already conducting some of the
activities described here, such as gathering information
about the children's background and interests, writing
down their language to show that what they say is valuable
or encouraging them to browse through the, books in the
classroom library. However, teachers may view this type
of support as supplementary to the real business of the
classroom, whereas our program places high priorities o5
these activities and sees them as crucial to the success
of a language and reading curriculum. The teaching
techniques described in this guide are intended to enable
teachers not only to use the activities suggested later
in this book, but also to develop their own activities
in keeping with the principles of the program.

Overview of the Role of the Teacher

The role of the teacher in the Responsive Reading
Program can be summarized as follows. The teacher's role
is to:

Encourage children's development of all four
language processes (speaking, listening, reading,
and writing) and, use the four processes to
complement and reinforce one another.

Show children their present oral language is
valued by listening intently and responding to
ideas being expressed, and encouraging other
students to do the same.

17
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;
Model'competent, :positive uses of all four
language processes.

-

Observe (assess) children's present language
strengths and areas of 'confidence as a basis
for planning appropriate /lading

Use children's pregent language. abilities (oial
and written) as a bridge to the deveiopRient of
reading, abilities. .

Provide comprehension-focused reading acii.ities
that are appropriate for the children's present
level of skill. The activities should be based
on childrenis existing language abilities, should
be geared toward effective reading strategies)
and should enable the children to experience
success' in the use of the strategies.,

'
Create a classroom setting that produces a,natural
need for diverse and flexible uses of readinvand,L
other language processes; and make a variety of
materials available.

Relate reading activities to the. children's
immediate lives.

Emphasize personal understanding in reading and
reading-related materials and provide children
opportunities to develop an appreciation of
varying interpretations of a text.

Vi

h
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Reading instruction, in general, centers on a few
basic common-sense techniques that focus on the'goal of
achieving comprehension. These include:

1. Help-the reader make predictions about the
story ahead of time.

a. As the reader is reading:

interrupt very little unless the reader is
r, not making sense;

interject brief questior4 to keep the reader
anticipating, predicting;

(when the reader stops before an unknown word)'
'asking the reader to make a guess that would
make sense, skip and come back, or determine
what kind of word it is and leave it for now;

reinforce all meaning-based strategies he or
she uses andOnOre ineffective means by
re-focusing on understanding.

3. After the reading:;

posing questions that demand interpretation
of wha was read;

helpi the reader to apply those ideas to
his or' own life. '

Students in a classroom using,,the Responsive Reading
Program spend a considerable amount of time actually
reading, either in a group or in independent silent

reading. Similarly, beginning readers spend time being

exposed to reading being modeled (e.g., watching a printed
text while a teacher or their peers read aloud, and
eventually joining in). Students also participate in
reading-related activities that focus on the effective

reading strategies. Some examples of these activities,

which are used most often with beginning readers and
developing readers who need assistance in concentrating
on essential reading skills, are as follows:

Hearing their peers in interest groups read

for sense.

Listening to stories repeatedly at the listening
post, and following the story text..

sae Joining in choral - fashion group reading4)f poems',

songs, jingles.
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Having stories read to them (at home also) where
they could see the-text as it was being read.

Dictating sentences or stories for the teacher
to write down.on'paper or'chalkboard so that the
children' see their dictation,deVelop into a .

written'text nunning from left for right and
frop top to bottom. -t

Playing a variety of games and puzzles centering
on meaning; what would make sense? (e.g.,
supplying synonyms, filling in missing words).

Listening to a taped story repeatedly, joinihg
in and finally reading it independently to
younger children.

and most important:

Receiving continued encouragement and'emphasis
on what they were doing already that constituted
good strategies (e.g., havilig the self-confidence
to take risks, dare).

-:404

k-

'a

As children become more confident and experienced,
they are encouraged to become more independent in their
readingbut the teacher continues to monitor their
progress and provide guidanCe and appropriate supplemen-
tary activihies as needed: The activities listed above

.;
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.

and others' ar)e desCribed in detail in,g40t605, StUdent
Activities, for four different levels: the pre- reading
learner, the beginning,,,reader.; the developing' reader,;
and.the independent. reader.

.

Teachers decidewhidh activities and what, kind of
guidance, to provide, students on the basis of in4ormation
tiley gather about each child,'or.assessMent. The-nfor-
mation gathered includes the, Children's ..intereStsi
background. and experience: as iwell as their present
reading' abilities . Chaptft. Lk*describes methodS:ol-
gathering infoAlation and'wayS of deVeloping-recomienda7
tions for each child: The iMportance-ofinilpithatcon:
Vathering cannot be overemphdsized, since dt,is throiiih
this as essMent that ;the 'teacher. is able 'to provide

. appropr'ate'llesponsive:learning experiences for each
child. 6611

The teaching Methods andactivities we recommend can
.

be used'either in a curriculum in which reading is taught,
separatoay or in an integrated curriculum in which reading
and4"othsubjects are, centered around illres or units .

Grouping of Students.

Children' participate in xeadirieliatiyities,inPa
variety of flexible. groupings throughout the day and

-week, including large. groups small groups. and individual
activities. Activity groups are usually task- or
interest-oriented.

To ensure that each child has a fa 4r opportunity to
learn, children are grouped heteto neously and, not
according to their ability, .ethnicity,.sex
Traditionally, homogeneous groUpings have,,sbordinated
certain children and have resulted in:thd§e children '

,being labeled negatively and having' low expectations of
their own abilities. In contrast, heterogeneous :groups
thave focused .on the 4nowledge and experience each'child
h's and have discourdged undue emphasis on Children's.
deficits. This form of grouping enables children to
share their diverse-knowledge and skills and allows
children of different ability and 'age.groups to.be a
resource to .others AdditionallY,-it.gives-dhildren
the opportunity to seek different modes of accomplishing
a task and to work coOperatiNely With'peOple who may be '.10

culturally different or have'different skills. Children
in heterogeneous .groups tend to develop more cooperative
than competitive behavior..



The advantage of heterogeneous group experience for

the average to :slow learner are more obvious than those

' for the.advanced learner: However, there are some.

advantages for 'morei.naefiendent' students that warrant

illumination. WhenadVariced learners work with lesS

'illaturelbarners,.they gainf:Security from the contact.

Their knowledge becomes more refinedyihen'they assist

others. As advanced learners.explore tasks with less

mature learners, they identify more 'complex problems

for their independent pursuit.,' In heterogeneous group

:experiences, the self- concepts of all children are

enhance..

In Responsive clasSrooms, children learn in all

sorts of different groupings. The advanced learner will

have. opportunities to-learn ijOiomogeneous,as we'll as

heterogeneouS groups. In thiS.Wa'all children benefit.

Elements of a Reading Lesson

As we Andidatedabove,'.a considerable amount of

,CIassroom time. during reading instruction will be-centered;

:..around the 'actual .reading of texts. A 'reading' lesson can

'employ any number of techniques that a teacher believes

will work well with the children, but it contains several'

essential phases:

Selection of Reading Material

Materials should be of interest to the, child and in

.familiar language. They should be at the appropriate

level .of' difficulty. Whenever possible, children are
apowed'ioSelect a book on their own or from two or

tlifee options provided by the teacher::

_

Ify:00are using a reading ,text, instead of following
theYSTetecilience of stories 'in the text, take a series or

Unit.ofstories and ask 'the children to browse through
.and/select one that they would' like to read. Or, you can

do th.eselecting by choosing one for today that coincides
. , .147ittnoth.,er current unit of study in the classroom;
7bOOking 0 to some relevant topic will help enlist the

children's;" motivation.

Pre-Reading Discussion

This phase includes activities such as predIdting

!_wha-i. the stary_i_aabout and relat!plg
predictions and the

title of the story to pet;sonal experiences. Use the title

.,22' 27'



and illustrations to ask the students what they think the
.story is about. Ask them what makes them. think that_ Ask
them if they have ever had an experience, like what they
think will be in the story, and so forth.

Reading

For beginners, read the story to the students the
first time through the whole stOry while the children
follow the text. After establiShing the setting and
characters, read the story again and encourage children
to read along where they can. Often the teacher will
drop out during the reading and allow children'to read
on their own,, coming back in when they begin to get weak
and choppy. Developing.readers can usually read for
themselves either silently or orally. The teacher
coaches them to self-correct, make effective.substitutions
and insertions, use their dialect to attack a word, and
skip a word and come back to it when it makes sense.

Post Reading .Discussion

Ask stude s to compose responses that demand
comprehending the story, such as:

Retelling the story.

Describing the main character and his or her
important actions.

Creating a:sequel.

Comparing this story with events in their own
lives. fileo

Creating a different ending and a different title.

Vocabulary Development

Check key'deas, terms, concepts presented in the
.story after the reading and discussion. Ask students
about major items to learn from their interpretation.
Ask questions such as:

r

"The father talked about a 'tantalizing fruit.
What does that mean to you?"

"Find the part of the story that supports your
guess about the word tantalizing,,.
prove' your answers?"

23 28
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"Find one new word for you and tell us what,you
think it means. Where else might you find that
word?"

Follow-Up Application Activities

Follow-up activities are intended to enable children
to use the ideas and concepts of the story in another way.
,Examples of such activities are: '

Finding the new words in science, social studies,
and mathematics materials.

Creating puppet activities around theme of story.

Building picture dictionaries.

Dramatizing or pantomiming the story read.

Making. up songs to go with the main theme.of the
story.

Using new words in a song.

Writing'a new ending to story.

l/faking a painting related to the story.

Reading the story again to a partner.

Reading the story into a tape recorder..

Making up a crossword puzzle with words from
the story.

Writing a news bulletin about the'story.'.

Writing a play about the story in another, setting
or era.

Designing clothes for the charadters in a story'
and relating the setting to a social studies unit.

Finding all the words that begin with a letter
the reader had trouble with and make a word bank.

Developing a secret code of new words.

Developing a word family bank of new'words.
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Word-Attack Skills

Phonetic and structural analysis generally take
place after readitng and are related more to spelling
than to the development of reading skills.

To illustrate these phases the example below shows
the way they would occur .in a typical beginning reading
lesson.

A Typical Beginning Reading Lesson

Teacher Behavior
Student. Behavior

(fiVe to six children)

Selection of Reading Material

Teacher guides the'Children's selection of a short
story that is of common interest to all members. If a
basal text is being used, the children select which story
in the bbok or section to read next. (

Pre-Story Discussion

T: "Why did you choose this story? Several responses
What do you already know about
(topic)?"

T: "From the title,
and your browsing through the
pages, what do you think the
story,will be about?"

T: "When we finish reading, I'll
ask you to each help tell the
story as if you were talking
to someone who had not read
the story and tothink of one
important question (or idea,
or character you'd like to
be, or part you'd like to
change, etc., with the focus
always on meaning) to ask us
about the story."

Story.Reading

"I'll start readin the story
and anyone who want, to help

25

Several responses

Children who can do so
read along with teacher
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Teacher Behavior Student Behavior

can read along with me."
(Begins reading at an -easy
but not p/od00.n pace.)

T: Continues reading until-enough
children' join in to enable the
teacher to phase out and the
children to take over (usually
after one or two pages). This
is,encour4ged by pausing in
places where the context
helps children decide what
can be supplied to finish a.
thought, e.g.) "All at once
big clouds came and it
started to.

More capable readers
take hold as soon as
characters, setting, .

etc., are in place.

. .rain."

T: Joins back in unobtrusively Children continue
if a new section or idea is reading
introduced where the context
is insufficient. Phases out
completely as much as pogsible.

Note:- When children take overea large.part of this task
themselves, the teacher listens carefully for examples

. to point out later of positive self-correcting and
effective substitutions that don't disrupt. meaning.
However, if rea4ers do make "miscues" (or substitutions)
that don't make sense and don't hear themselVes make such
errors, the teacher may need to perform "instant replay'
and ask for something that makes sense to them (unless
they-explain why the first miscue makes sense). Minimal
intervention is valued to keep up the flow of language,
but some may be necessary to help students focus-on
seeking meaning. Teachers can reread the preceding line
and come up td the word or phrase in question and have
students fill in. They can also direct students' atten-
tion ahead. in the text for clues to what!the unknown could
be. It is a matter of reminding.students of the many
resources they have for figuring out the unknown. (For
additional discussion of this type of teacher support and
intervention, see the section on coaching techniques later
in this chapter.)

Post-Story Discussion

T: Asks for spontaneous discus-
sion of story.

26

"I liked it.."

"That was good,",
"That wasn't very
funny, "..etc.



Teacher Behavior Student Behavior

T: "-Who wants to begin telling
the story, in your own wordsTW
Involve the whole group,
Jetting the children decide
the order in which they will
participate. If incongruencies.
occur, pose them for,the
group to solve, asking them
to refer back to the story
text, if frffcessary.

T: "Now, take .a little while to
think or even look back, and
decide on one question to ask
us about something very
important tolyou in the
story."

(If.time) Asks additional
questions related to ideas
already expressed by children.
Probes further into reaons
why certain things that
happened that were unstated
in the text might have
occurred.

"Think for a moment about
whether anythiRg like this
has ever happened toydu."
(A story plot can give, rise
to many variations, but some
question is posed'to stimu-

t1,,ate integration into the
children's own lives.)
Pause. "Some ofyou might
like to tell us. Others
may want to draw it later, '

or .lust think about it."

T: " hink about what might have
happened after this part of
the story ended. Make up the
next part." The story plot '7'

will help to shape an appli-
cation question or task,
which calls for using these
ideA in another way. (This
can become an independent
assignment for partners or

27

Children take turns
until the whole stoxy
is recreated in their
own words.

Child finds part of
the story to prove
his or her point.

Children ask their
own questions:

Student response might
be talking, drabing,
Painting; writing,
dictation, etc.

Several responses
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Teacher Behavior Student Behavior

individuals, to be written,
drawn, dictated, etc.) This
is a good, opportunity to
relate this story or these
characters with others ,

encountered by the children.

*. A typical lesson with more advanced readers would.
be similar, except that the children would read the story
by themselves, either alone or'reading alouctto partners.
If the children read with partners, the tekcher canTair
readers who would benefit from one another's skills. For
instance,' a child who is good at grasping meaning but:
less proficient at recognizing individual words might be
paired with a child who is gopd at using phonetic cues,

As in the.beginning lesson, children would retell
the story in their own'words, attaining group agreement
on the retelling, and would ask each'Other questions
during the post-story discussion. Application activities
geared to,the maturity of the children would also.be.
conducted.

Helping Children Learn to Read by Reading

Much of our program's approach can be thought of as
helping children learn to read by, reading. Self-taught
readers have provided considerable'insight in this area,
leading us to try their practices in a planned fashion.

Just as young children hear large amounts of oral
language spoken around them and then join in producing
whatever they can, and gradually approximating and
duplicating their models, a similar hdlistic approach
is experienced naturally by'a beginning reader who has
the same opportunity. When children are provided frequent
non-threatening situations in which they can watch reading
being modeled (live or on records or tapes), in which,the
content is of interest to them, and in-which they can
look at a printed version of what they are hearing, they
have all the pertinent information they need` as to how
reading is done. Repeated pleasant experiences of this
sort, motivate them to join in ,as described above, and
do what is called reading before they are able to talk '

analytically about what they are doing. When the process
occurs naturally, children don't.reca 1 how or When they
learned to read. "I just know how," some report.
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As in other areas, such as walking, bike riding, and
singing, some-children seem to take to reading more easily
than 'others. 'Some do benefit from direct instruction,
but 'even then the teaching is more a matter of additional
opportunities to do reading, not talk about it. For
example, once children are joining in freely in reading
with their peers or tape recordings, an adult can assist
the children in seeing relationships. After story reading,
the adult might say, "Let's read the first page again.
There are six words, 1-2-3-4-5-6. Which words are just
alike? Which word begins as your name does?" Similarly,
on pages with chorus-type refrains, the adult might say,
"There are our lines,11-2=3-4. Whicirlines are just
alike?"

When children do begin to relate sounds and symbols
based on recognizable words that have personal relevance
to them (such as their own name, family and friends' names,
favorite food labels), they generalize these notions to
the increasing amount, of language that they face'and
become familiar with. That is, they do not need to be,
specifically re-taught the idea of sound/symbol relation-
ships with every one of the 26 alphabet letters, blends
and all other possible combinations bore they can start
reading At a beginning level. There is a snowball effect.

Nurturipg a high motivation to write in young
children helps them begin to resolve many of the unknowns.
The need to write and the accompanying necessity to be
understood causes a child to see the refinement in sound/
symbol relationships, which is often imposed prematurely .

'on the act of'reading. Reading does not reqUire an
understanding of all these refinements; in fact, it can
be Slowed down by over-attention to them.

Repeated, pleasant experlences of shared reading can
produce students who are not frightened of the'notion of
reading, who are highly motivated to do it because o, the
enjoyment- -and new information it offers and who are
steeped in the expectation that reading should make sense,
no matter who is doing it and in what situation.\NThese
are the characteristics that help children help themselves
to become readers. They have tasted what, it is like.
They have had positive experiences in using their own
inventive problem-solving strategies to figure out
unknowns. They know they can do it, and from then on,
it will only become more satisfying.

The greatest service we can provide these readers
is to continue our confidence inthem and provide them
with easy access to a vast array of printed materials.
Regular informal discussionswith them about what they
are reading.helps them reflect .on stories and characters
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And relate theM to their own lives. ,By asking, "Why
might the author have written that story?" we help tb
broaden readers' perspectives on what they read. By
posing concerns relevant to their lives, we can watch
them seek reading in many forms (TV guides, 'catalogs,
phone books, craft books, encyclopedias, short stories,
mysteries, plays, poems, newspapers, captions) to serve
a wide variety of purposes in their daily lives. They
become effective at using reading as a rich resource
in their learning and liVing.

These results can
folloi naturally when
children are helped to
learn the importance of
reading to their lives
and to see how reading
is quite easily within
their grasp, if they
but use the strengths
and skills they alrAady
possess.

Some children need
more direct instruction,
for any 'of a variety of
reasons, some of which,
such as,low selfesteem,
may originate outside
the realm of reading
and language. This
more direct instruction,
which we term "coaching,"
is discussedbelow.

Coaching Techniques

frr--;

The term "coaching" is used here to denote.a role
similar -to that of a sports coach, in contrast to a
conventional image of someone serving to instruct another.
Football coaches cannot execute the plays and maneuvers
themselves, Unit can only guide from the sidelines. On
keeping with our program's notion of producing independent
readers, the coach does not impose solutions or demand
repeated drills Rather,,the-cOach provides a series of
Contexts in which various reading skills are needed by
virtue of the situation itself, and at the same time .

maintains a. very'supportive .cliMAte. Intervention occurs
Ordy_ when ndedd, to remind the 'student that reading
should be focused. on comprehenSion. Even then, inter-
vention is sparing. The primary message at all times is,.

fr
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"You are a good thinker and already have many good ways
to figure out how to read 'things. There will be times
when you don't, understand what an author is saying because
you don)'t know about that subject, but that doesn't mean
you aren't a good reader. As a rule, I won't need to
interrupt you when you read and you won't even have to
read out loud to me because, if we select the stories
well together, you will always be able to tell for
yourself whether it makes sense or not."

This philosophy results in relatively little
traditional type instruction unless students already
have severe inhibitions, fixations on print only, or no
confidence in themselves.because*of instruction or other
personal reasons. In these cases, a higher degree of
intervention is sometimes needed. That will be described
here, but is offered with the notion that this kind of
teaching iS.usually recommended only for a short term.
However, the discussion will also offer ideas that can be
modified and used in occasional, informal ways to assist
in reading development.

The diussion of coaching is divided into three
parts. In the first part, we describe the way coaching_
techniques would apply to the various elements of a
reading lesson. The second part discusses the way coaching
techniques can be used to support the specific reading
strategies discussed in Chapter 2. The third part gives
an example of when a teacher would want to intervene, to
"coach" during a student's oral reading of a text.

Coaching During a Reading Lesson

The concept of.Coaching would apply to the elements
a reading lesson in the following way::

Selection of. reading material is extremely important
to the success.of a beginning reader (see thp discussion
in the next'chapter on choice of material in using the

-Taylor Indicators of Reading Competence). .A different
text can result in an entirely different reader, so :this
:Step deserves considerable time, attention and, willing-
ness to change the selection if the,- reader wants to.
None of us reads' our best when we don't like what we are
reading.

Pre-reading discussion is carried out in much the
same way as described earlier in this chapter, with the
addition of a preface referring to this reader's parti-
cular strengths and needs, e.g., "When we read yesterday,
you did such a fine job of reading the ending of nearly
every sentence) You might want to read that way'again
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today. Or, the story might be one whereyouwant to do
somethitg different."

Options here include such variations as:

1. "As you listen tame:read, join in wherever you
can; I'll phase out whenever you're reading' all

of it."
°

2. "After I. read a couple of pages,'you'll probably
be able to read with me, then I'll read a page
and youread.a:page--we'll take turns."

3. "As I'm reading, I'll Stop often just a bit,
fore you' to finish the rest of the line.."

J.

"In this story some'parts.are'repaated a lot.
When'we get'to those the second time, you can
read those by yourself."

e
'If possible, the child selects, or invents' an option he or
she would like, but text itsl.f plays a significant role:
Hence, choices are sometimes' changed later.

,1 During the reading. In whatever option is chosem,,''

a priority isTlaced.upon the Sthooth-floW of language
(if an adult (reads parts of-the'text) but apace is used
that young readers can follow. When the reader is' reading
alone, certain dedisionS about,,intervention must be made.

(The term "intervention"My imply a stronger behavior
than is desired; here it simply means'interrupting.what
the student is doing and/or,,offering general guidance
to'aid'the sttdent in the act of reading.) Many variables
come:.into play in the teacher's decisi!on about.when. and

how to offer guidance.

Much depends upon the confidence level of the
student and the rapport between student and teacher,

When a ,student4_1§ extremely hesitant to risk and make
-er'rots, frequent inteVections from-a teacher Can be seen

as further,confirmaticiff4hat "I'M 'not a gOod reader."
That student might be better helped by read-alongs, live
,or-with tapes,_until he or she has gained sufficient
confidence tondo-some°shared-or independent reading.

When3the confidence' level;is adequate, ,the[teacher;

can tell the student, "tstally, I doWt want to's'top;you:
i. when youl,re:reading, but if you seem to have lost track
of the thought:or seem to need to think,again about some-

thing, iinight-stop\you. Other times, I'll just ask a
quick question to see what you are thinking as'you'i.e

reading." This statement will help the student feel com-

fortable and not associate the interruption only with

"mistakes."
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During the reading, then, the teacher listens
carefully and only when changes disrupt, meaning;does
he or she ask the etuaent to re-read that part, or
inqaire about the ifeaning, or re-read that part to the
student, leading him or her to the point Of concern.
Sometimes, teachers even prefer not to lollow the text,
but just listen for sense. Some students find this
more comfortable than having an adult monitoring the
text closety.

Whether students readily supply their own acceptable
substitutions for words and ideas, or whether, they result
from a teacher stopping the, student to rethihk what he t.

or she just read and make a change, the teacher is pro-.-
gressing through a series of apProximations over time.
In initial,sessions it'is enough that a student is

willing to risk a guess at all and supply a -word that

makes sense:

sandwich'
"I was eating a hamburger."

Many school -age readers:Who lackconfidence are
hesitant to guess at all and are'helped by such suggestions
as:

"All good readers' change words when they
read.' When You come tosomething you
don't-know, put in something you think
will make sense, and then tiii it out.
If it doesn't ,work with the rest, go
back again. ""

In the act ofreading iteelf0OinetUdeitt.re
aided. by hearingeneh interchanges

44.

"What kind of word. do you

vFood."

"OK. Try a food_Nand see'i

'"I was eating a hot dog."

oesthere?"

wOr

5

The first.level of encouragitg substitutions is thus
just asking sor., a word that will.)nake sense. Next, when

a student has 136enrdoing that suddegsfully, a teacher
might praise hie:or'her progress and-say:,

"When-you read today, and did.nit.know
something, you put in very .00.0 eubsti7
tutes.; Let's go back andlooki:a-t- jiist

"..
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"sandwich
"I was eating a hamburger.!

"Will you, read this part.(whole paragraph.)'"
again and think.of'even another word that
could go there. See if you can think of
one that starts the same as the word you
see."

Freed from the reading, the reader can brainstorm other
possib,ilities and perhaps thinkof hot dog.

A thirdlevelofguidande.follows the same:proceture"
but has

4 'the student attend to more or ihe'graPhic infor-
mation.

"See:;.-ifyour gdess can start_, and end the
samd,ad'the word you seethei6:1'

This direction is seldOm needed since.s4dents usually ".

supply the term at:thepreceding level,- if they knovethe'

word ip their ownjagpage. (This is to say that often
a miscue 'or substitut,ibn, results from a lack of knowledge
of a word, not from a lack of reading ability.),

,

Once such hrtechniques are tried, ,teachers can invent
similar methods.' For instance, teachers who have usedl
the-"instant replay" concept have-Aeveloped several '

v.ariations: Some teachers rerre54,1-tlie sentence-the 114.y1

the studentreads it, saying "blank"for the unknown
word. Frequently, this replay causes the 'reader to come

up with not pnlya sensible word, but most often, the',J1,

exact word. Another concept learned by teacher;
use is the importance of ausin --giving students tith'
to think for themselves befor ,Self-correot on
is a natural process for students .whett they feel confide t
and are,g.ive'n sufficient time to

The key factor's in coaching ared. ply to have the 1
:teacher devise ways or situations invi Ch the student '

needs 'to use and does use positive strgies for getting
meaning: willingness to guess, self-corection, logical)

substitutionS, and maintenance of a read able pace
through the print.

'spost-reading discusSion. Thi ssion can be

singl .liar to the one described e ier i the
,

example ofca

A typical beginning reader lessOk ',Its purpose is to
emphasize tasks' that have the r- :k. !locate portions of
texts to prove a point, et 9,-. Ar4sx comments about the
student's progress are ust4Ty;hellakful,'especially if
they highlight th6 strengthsz,tht stligent: shows in oral
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reading. .Then the teacher Cori askAhe student hoW he or
,slae feels Obouteading.

If g'bosol text is being used,'it mOy'list_."new words"
associated with each'story. Webelieve here that 'the
practice of isolating "new words"'from'thetext is not
only unnecessary but also harmful, since. it 1011Sed on.
words, not language. kt.suggeste to stndentst.theY
are incapable:of,reOdikgindependentlyand.thOteffective
reading is a inatte,ofknoWing.:"Wor,ds-." IhStkad,' if
teachers must record students''p.rOgress on this basis,
the words can be handled' during this post-reading distus-
sion. 'With no attention''given to the words before the
reading, students might be asked. after'thestoryo "Were
there any new words or ideas that were 120..**/) you in,the
story? What were they? Find them. What do you think
theymean (using the context as a clue)?" In.this process,
it is often diScovered that only some or none of the new
wordere thought of as new by the" students, when,eneOiin-
teted in context; 151:1t some other ideas or words. might
more'deservink Of d4cussion for clarificition. .

This is to..Say, reading is not a matter of "knoWin
the words." When students have experiences thereon,
relate to the content, when they have the langu.oge to
describe them and'repeated opportunities to ::relate
printed language'intnitively to what they are hearing,
the reading of'PHht.oh the page is a.holaStic process,
not,a one-by-one linking, of pieces. ,Payihg undue
attention to the -piede's Or process is similar to distraet-,
ing a person who is, tryfng to hamMer ahail into the
wall by directing .him: or her to look at the hammer. The
hand will respond vith,what it needs to ,dOjf.:the eye
remains on the hail. A focus on eomprehensienwill allow'
the mind to do what it neeasto do- with. print

A note 'about assessment. The discussion of the
',Taylor,Indicators of Reading Competence in the next:
chapter will clarify this issue, but it should be notedV..
that assessment from the teacher's point of view:cOn
take plOce'vithin the discussion and tasks desOr4-1aPct'
'obove. For instance, if the individual assesSmentof.
child reveals that he or she is not yet regularly: tlemand-

44ing that her reading make `sense, the teacher would. focus
on continued assessment of',this issue when listening to
that child's'reading and talking about the story. With
a child who' usually reads for meaning but gets bogged
down bya. need to know every word, the teacher would.
observe the child to assess him or her for Progress in
that area. (Can he or she.akeep thoughts'flowing by
supplying substitutes for unknown words?)



.,.- .

. . .

Coaching in the Use of'Effective:ReadinStrategies

.Coaching:teChniqUeS can be used in a variety of ways
to.helIjChildren employ the specific reading strategies
described in Chapter 2 of this guide. Some :)f these
methods'were.illustrated in the PrecedinCdescriptions
of,h0w,a-teacher would use coachingytechniquesAuring a
:reading lesson. In the discussion belowwe repeat the
'definitiong of, the reading strategies and give .:some

..,,:.

further examples of how coaching can be used.

The strategies are:

1. Being willing to guess. If.the reader encounters
azword She cannot recognize, or pi nounce, she takes a
Chance and gives a response tha may or may not be
identical to:the text, but is in keeping with her inter-
pretation of the context so far.

car .

"We were. riding in the

. Students who_lack canfi-dence-may-meed4ncouragement
from the teacher to risk guessing a word that would make
sense

2. Self-correction. Aftr,making a change from
. the text .(Illicue), the reaideiiregresses and repeats that
portion or more, and -correots the reading to the words
on the page.

Ly,,.,

"We went homer
school

after skating/at the rink.L,:
, .

This'thiirking signals that the reader's exact 'Words wert.,
"We .went hothe, afee,r,school" (pause) "at" .(stop to go .::7'4'-'-'

back) "after skating at the. rink." The reader realized
that "school at the rink" was not going to make sense,
so he regressed and made another try, this time supplying
the exact word printed. Allowing the silence, for the

.

beginning reader to think and review, is extremely
impoitant in helping establish this strategy, as a regular
habit.

3. Making effective substitutions or insertions.
The readO deviates from the text -.in ways that do not
.hange the meaning', in any significant way, JQn the basis
of the information the reader has at that point, the-

.deviation serves the same approximate purpose as the word
in the text, retaining the main thought of the passage.

light
-!_'Her sweater is_pa1e
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that
"I didn't kn6w he was going." (insertion)

To establish. this strategy for regula'r use with
students hesitant to take risks and guess, it is some-
times desirable'tq do one or more of the following:

a. In.a.cop f.a short story, blank out a few
highly pr diOtable words The student must
guess wha wbUla fit ,ip,tnoselots. ThpY
usually aresurpri§eOhelr 'high percentage
of accuracy and'see the worth and importance
of thinking while reading as opposed to being
over-dependent on sounding out each letter.

Underline words in a short story for which
the students are apt to have ready synonyms..
Students must substitute.a word'or phraS6
each time they encounter one of the underlined
words.

. When students read orally todttpti other, for
example,in partriers,Th-ave 6iiWthe,reader
follow the text while the partner listens
andHqueSO.ons only when sense is disrupted
by the render's choice of words.

It,shouldbe noted, however, that this strategy
should not be carried,to.the point that word choice does
not .matter. Every word IS'slightly different from others,
causing some linguists to dispute the term synonym )

altogether. At a later time, much can be done to help
students to revise their own writing and to re,:write
other authors' work to gain an appreciation of the fine
nuances created with slight changes. .:Tnetechniques
suggested above are intended to free4he'beginning reader
in establishing the very important OVerall,search.for
meaning in print. Even effective. 1. readers constanaa:0 y
use this practice in most,,f theitily reading.

4. Using own dialeetThe reader substitutes words,
pronunciation and/or graffiMar,from his or, her own spoken
dialect for what is printed. This response could take
the:_form of ,a "trade," merely substitUtindaword or
phrase, or it could be an insertion or. omission. In any
case, the end result is that!the meaning is similar .to .

the original text, but is in the reader's own dialect.
ESpecially when beginning readers use"sucn an alternative,
it is a positive sign .that they realize.that text should
make sento their own ear. The phenomena:of idiolect
(individual dialect) and "kid dialect" are included here
as well.

c
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pin
was'.writing With my pen."

can't int a Val entime

"We cannot go. into the Nalentine party."

y'aZZ
"Thank you for the ride."

5. Persisting, continuing to read. The =reader
maintains' a reasonable pace if at all possible to keep
the, train of thought. When an unknown word appears,
the reader uses various means to manage to keep going,
including the effective substitutions and insertions
discussed above. The.reader also reads ahead to gain;
morc context before making ,a guess, skips words temPorar-
tily at-1g keeps going for more information, and, trigs out
differeht.guesses. Whenever the thought is sufficiently
disrupted; the reader returns to the last known point_,
and re-reads that portion to get back into the context. ,

Just as in learning to ride_a_b_icyc1e,___a_cer_tain_momentum
is necessary for- -the activity to be productive-iso-per-

.
sistedbe to keep moving and searching is a good sign in
a beginning, reader.

4

Reading Practices to Discourage

The strategies.listed above are habits an instructor
would want to reinforce, encourage, even introduce to the
beginning, struggling reader:., The following are practices
to discourage. Sometimes discouraging these practices
can be accomplished indirectly merely by emphasizing the
positive strategies.' Other times it may be necessary to
point out ineffective strategies following the reading
of a passage and discuss the reasons why they are not
helpful.

I. Ineffective substitutions, insertions. The
reader deviates from the printed text in ways thkt change
the meaning. The origin of the choice_bf_alY_Particular_
item-may-varr,--hut-freclitehtIYa substitutiOn will have
graphic similarities to the word(s) in the text and/or
sound similarities: In addition:, it is implied that the
reader continued beyond that point'without "improving the
deviation, or it would have t(ecome a self-correction
or an effective substitution-or insertion. The problem
lies in the reader's-inability or lack of desire to
make sense Of the text. /0

hope skatting rake
"We wenthome after skating at the rink."
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2. Critical omissions. The reader omits words or
phrases necessary to understanding the passage. Sometimes
this omission occurs after a long pause to ponder and
other times it is just within the normal pacing.

They came to a big(foresf)."

The omission of the term forest there is critical to the
story. Meaning iS incomplete with the object in tha
sentence. A temporary omission while reading on to gain
context (e,g., "There were many redwood trees.") would be
garded as positive, but a permanent omission of such
item would be undesirable. Omission of the word

"big" in this sentence would not be considered critical.
The sentence is complete without it and the concept big.
is already implied to some extent in the term )Jforest."

3. Intonational changes. The reader disregards or
-7-dhAnges-intonation-patteTns,-cau ing-741e-aral reading to-

sound as if meaning is lost. Examples include unning
through punctuation marks, substitutingiothers, and
--changing-the-eMphas-is-within-Avords-or-pbrases.

"They had ice creaino cake and milky After
. T

the, party/ they went t:a movie."

(Omission of the first comma and,peried;
insertion of a period after "party," causing
a capital letter on "they.")

It should be. noted, however, that such miscues are
frequently made an unrehearsed reading, so major change's
in meaning cannot be Automatically assumed. The mind
sometimesmakes the corrections without needing to repeat
the text orally.

7
]

4. Stopping and losing the thought. The reader
pauses or sto5s for long periods, resulting in what
appears to be a loss of comprehension. Usually the .

----p-ause- is- .due---t-o_---a-n-t-Lai_pation-of__what_th_e_reader_r_egards------
as difficult words, 1p.ck of confidence or.lack of interest.
The cost of this delaY ieoften more than the. actual time
spent, since it can result in a general slow -down and
lower morale and energy and discourage the reader:

Where long pauses are a severe problem,' the material
is probably unsuitable for the reader, or certain moti-
vational issues need more attention before actual reading
can begin. Reading along with tapes or, a live reader-
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(assisted reading) can help give the reader a "taste'''of

the feeling one is strivingfor, of having sufficient
momentum`to keep a thought alive and moving forward-.

Example of When a Teacher Would Intervene

To illustrate when a teacher would want to intervene'

to guide achild's reading, an example of a student's
oral reading of a text and a teacher's response is given

below.

The markings superimposed above each line of the

text show the student's actual performance when reading

the passage aloud. The numbers are keyed to the subsequent

descriptioh of the actions the teacher tookeither
encouraging the student to continue without ihte tion

or iniervening because the student was using ineffe tive

strategies.

The New House-

start U building
We watched three carpenters begin to build

(1)0 now block°
a new house on our streer was

see how fast they 1 those boards t

In
BeR)/ie two days they had enough. done so we could

here O7 VAN, CD

tell.where the kitchen and. living room were

too

going-to-be and where- the front door would be^

look like the shape of a real house.
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Teacher encourages
continuation without
interruption

Teacher intervenes because
reader's history and present
behavior give evidence of lack
of paramount attention on
seeking meaning

1.& 2. Effective
substitution

Self-Correction

4., Effective
substitution

5. Long pause and critical
omission.

T:, "Let's read more of the
sentence and see what might
go there. It vas (blank) to
see hoW fast theyThsed-all
those-boards. What-might

6. Omission that does Student: "It was fun to see,
not disrupt meaning amazing to see, exciting to

T see. . ." (With.a beginning
reader, any_reasonable sub7
stitution will suffice for
now, to complete the thought.)

7. T: "We could tell here the
kitchen. Does that make
sense? (repeat) We could
tell .

Student: "We could tell
where the kitchen. . ."

8. T: "Kitchen and live room.
Does-that make sense?
Kitchen and

9. Insertion that does
not change meaning
and more closely
resembles reader's
oral language

Student: "Kitchen arid-living
room. . ."
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As such instruction continues over several sessions,
it is likely that the readers will begin to monitor their
own reading more effectively and notice for themselves
when, meaning is lost. In,sum, this is the goal of reading
instruction: to installoixrdinstate the monitor for
(meaning. Achieving this-tbal, however, comes 'ry easily
for someistudents, but very slowly for others, especially
if their former instruction emphasized less important,
mechanical, aspects of the reading process. In such
cases, the teacher (or any competent reader) can. assist
the developing reader by legitimizing the use of the
larger, ampartant problem-solving strategies, increasing
confidence and providing psychological support.

A dialogue similar to the one above, would .occur
repeatedly to introduce such a reader to the various
kinds of options he has open to him. when facing unknowns
and to increase the self-motivation and confidence to
want to read increasing amounts. of,,material,. to gain the
experience and practice necessary.f9r%indePendence.

Classroom Materials and Enitironment

The major:objective to keep-in .mind when setting up".
.the claSsroom is to provide.an environment that .encourages.
maximum-communiption in oral and Written for, Achieving

44%this objective involves the "orChestration",,.arious
components -of the physical environMent: usq,.4=: all
space, special equiPment, Materials, and ro9.4angement.-

.
. ','"..;:ii. k'l-...!

Use of Wall Space

The use of wall space t into acdoiint
fact9rs as:

Current study projects

Frequent child participatibri
displaying products

Eye-level access by students
:., .-.- ,.% .,: ..,.

Meaningful purposes, such.as...prOt kfig4..ttornation
displaying projects, and stiml.0 ,- 0 exkotion
1 ,

1y.Frequent changes to capture att4410.44
remain timely
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It is desirable to
avoid-tbacher-made or
commercial displays,
irrelevant information
for children, above eye-
level displays, and
relention of the same
bulletin board over
several months. Chil-
dren can be involved
to a high degree-in
choosing and setting
up wall displays and
are likely to feel an
investment and pride
of ownership in the
classroom when they
particppate in this
way.

N..."1.t

_Special Eauj_ ment.

r^
sr

The ,recommended equipment is similar to that, which
is usually available in elementary classrooms:

record player and Records

.,,,listening post and earphones

film projector

slide projector

4,?,:pv6ia:eaptprOjector

o 'tqpwr'l Used?)

1AikUage ina:p

3

A ,taries--blank and pre-recorded
stor- 1 and7or self -made

The one 'May .be that:the use of tape
recor&rs is 11,, Yebnsiderable, so having more than
one with multi ae arphones is important if it is at 4

all possible.' The inexpensive cassette-type of tape
recorder is satisfactory and children can manage them
easily.

r--
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Materials

Materials are also likely to be much the same as
those already being used in classrooms:

Wide variety of printed materials (paperbacks,
magazines,' newspapers, men TV guides, hobby.

books).

A basal series (if used in the school).

Supplementary texts, readers, especially"
literature sets.

4 o

Varied writing materials (different papers --
line'd/unlined, various pens, pencils).

Ants and crafts materials.

---,-

Room Arrangement .

The_basic_guldelines for room arrangement are
vW;Ation, flexibility and fostering of communidation.
l*iagly a room arrangement such as the following would
bdiUpportive of this reading program:

Children'-s desks or tables inconversational-
type groupings (five to six children facing

each other).

Various types of working areas for large- and
small -scale activities, active and passive
activities, individual work, and total-group

sessions.

. A comfortable, inviting library area with a
wide variety of printed materials, furnitUre
and rugs inyiting pleasure reading and browsing,
and well organized and easily accessible materials:.,

Resource areas throughout the room with'self-
explanatory, reataiiy-Tthfialne-mterials for
independent use (e.g., writing materials, math
materials, arts and crafts materials).

A quiet listening area containing a record player,
listening post with earphones, and tape recorder

with cassettes.

A filing system containing a definite space
(folder, box, shelf, -file) for_each_child,
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simple and well-organized, for ready access for
teacher and child to refer to, add to, etc.

Attractive disglay areas to accommodate children's
collections and other special objects related to
current study projects.

a

mAn example might be:

.

5
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4. GATHERING INFORMATION ABOUT CHILDREN
FOR USE IN PLANNING

One of the most_ important elements of the_ResPonsive
Reading Program is gathering information abouchifdren,
or what might be termed assessment, of their preg,bnt,
reading abilities. It is with 'this information that the
teacher is able to plan appropriate activities ana-
guidanoe-tor-each chi-Id-In-the-classroom.

Information-gathering begins the start of the
year with a preliminary assessment based on observations
and an informal interview with each child, and then
continues throughout the year. In addition to further
observation and interviews, the principal means we
recommend for gathering information throughout the year
is the- Taylor Indicators of Reading Competence (TIRC),,
an instrument developed for measuring children's reading
abilities in accoi'dance with the principles of this
program;_,r

The information gathered from these and other sources
should be kept in an individual folder for each child to
provide a reading profile of the child for the teacher's
use in planning. New information gathered throughout the
year will add to the profile and provide a record of the
child's growth in reading.

The material in ea-CETaTTeT-toutd-include÷------

I. Biographical information and notes on the
child's interests and hobbies.

2: servational data.

3, Notes from the informal reader interview
conducted at the_beginning of the year.

4. TIRC data.
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5. Work samples (indlUdirig both written work sari
tapes of oral language and reading).

6. Other 'data such as test, scores and inventories.

The first section of this chapter describes obserVa.
tion techniques and the intervipw suggested for the
beginning of the year.-IhOlibwing sections describe
the'TIRC'and'the, two fin0e0ions:disCusS syritheSizing
assessment and instrudtionand-lormulating a plan for
the year..

Discovering the Learner at e'Beginning of the Year

We recommend that during the first week or so ht the
beginning 6,f thee'ar, ,teachers -gather2infOrmation about
each child's thrOnghbservation and an
informal' intervi.-.0w- inforMatipuo41047e7re-oordaid--
in thndividual fOldOtskept;:fdrach':onild,:

The greatest emphasis thie
. _

beOn developing rannOrtwith children as individuals___should
and hOlpinV them feel comfortable and productive in the
classroom situation. During this time; however, consid-
erable observation and informal assessment can take place
in the course of normal activities.

Observational Datac,

6015Servations of children can take place during both
structured and informal activities. Teachers can use' a
log or notes to record the followingkinds of information:

1. Does the child voluntariiN'sVect books or
other printed materials took at or read
during free time?

2. Does the child appear to enjoy,stories
independently and/or in a groUp; and likes
reading_ or being read to?

3 What7;kind(s).of boOkS does the child select?

4.. Does the child abpearto handle books and other
written materials in a way that shows familiarity
with English language. print (front to back,
top to bottom, left to right, etc.. )\?

5. Does'thechild voluntarily share any ider
comment& about books he or she looks at reads?"
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Is there any indication that the child. is aware
that one reads for meaning, that th4.a book
tells a story to be understood and/Or, enjoyed
by t he- reader or. listener?, ';

',Observations Of,this kind should D .
.

Continue throughout

Informal Interview Data

We also recommend asking questions such as the
following during 'a casual conversation with each child,'
to obtain information. About the children's views about
reading' and about themselves as readers .

1. What books. do you, like best (to read and/o
listen to 1

7--,7--Do- you read or lister totories_at home?
Who reads' to :you?

yhy peotd ne read?

'Whoiri- do you 'see. who reads (both and'-out .ofl,
. schOol),and what do .,they :. read? , .

., I

,

; What .,:da you 'already- know how to read? (Signs.,
songs , rtiymes?)

6. What else,would you like to read or read better?

7. When you are reading--and don't know something,
what do you .do?:

8. Who do you think dS:, a good . readei.?, What :does
he or she do that makes him or her a -good readerZ:.

49. Tell what goes on in your hea'&when you read.

Teachers iay findit helpful to use the forms given
at the end of the section' to record the answers to the
questions. The forms are presented in two versions, one

photocopied so that there will be one for each child. 4

Not all of these questions will be appropriate for
any particular child, but. in general, quest ions such as
these bring out children's present feelings and level,of
understanding about reading. the responses to these,
kinds of ;questions are important in relation to the
intended learner outcomes described at the ,end of .Chaptr
2. , rronT theSe answers, a teacher can begin to find :oar:-



Whethor. the child perceives himself or herself
as a present or potentiAl reader.

4,WheyhT011\the phildigjtotiVated tecead or. to
166i.pta read,' o.
Whether the child gees reading as,a tool for
gaining informationland pleasurel rather than
an end in itself. /7' /

Whether the child who has'readingexpOriences
knows about or can usegtrategiesthat focus on
making senseoout of'priA, as opposed to being'
preoccupied with accurate 4ecoding:that'goes
beyond the goal of domprehgWsion.

What materials will appeal to this child.

,.Most students, when they enter first grade, can
--iffeady fd-a-d--,aa variety of signs, labels, biugans,-names-;--
ana.gO.fOrth.. a child perceites himself"as Alnable'to
read'anytrAint,ehowever, such informatton -i-simpor nt.
The teacher-may wish to begin by' helping the child
digcover.7-the-many=thingshecan-reAd, ratherthahlet °

him continue to think-he's startIng'froth zero:.which is
*.also behind everyone else.

1.-`..

r In another-case, a child may'be able to read soMe
materials but is handicapped by the notion that' each Word
is of equal importance,and every word must be pronounced
correctly'.thr acceptable reading. That child'nitight be
helped if, she relaxes.her attention to the print and
sees that A podk or .p.asage diay,be viewed aq .a dialogue
between saUthor and,readeit

Teachers may also-,wish to uSe,the first leyel of the'.
TIRC deseribed in the next sect ion': .t the be'ginning of'

..

the 'year. .



-----13egThriing. Reader. Interview (Adapted from 'work .by.
Burke .and- Duane. Tovey)

Name
Today' s Date

h--Date- SeN , placement in Prapily
;..

Grade ,or Leve.1/Teacher

What ,books i do you like best? (to rea414,and/or
listen tok WhY? '

Parent( s) Occupation( s)

Do you read/listen to stories at home? Who read.. °

3. Why do people read?
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4. Who
A wha

^ I,

a a

. _r
doyousee who TBads (ihclude out of school) and
do- they lead?' 4 6 *

I

It

4V
A.

"5 What you &eapT. fnow hoWto&wead?-, (include
signs, plAbels,songs. rhymds)'

'

50

4
4 A

*t

.44 a
447,

A

,

6. What else would,you like to" read or read better?

Description of the child's beka.vior durinWth0
conversation (confi4ence, flueney, ease,. self-
init.iation, enjoyment). 4- ',tea.

.41
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Reader Interview (Adapted from work by Carolyn Burke and
Duane Tovey)

,

Name
Today's Date

Birth Date Age Se-x PlacementimFamily

Grade or Level/Teacher ,-- Parent(s) OccUpation(s)

1. What books do you like best? (to read and/or listen
to) Why?

2. ,Do you readilte.ten'to stories at home? Who reads
to you?

3. Why do people read?

4
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4. Whom do yod see who reads (include out of school) and

what do they read?

4

5. ,What do you already know how to read? (include signs,

labels, songs, -rhymes -)

6. What else would you like to read or read better?
/

7... When you are reading and don't knows something, what

do you
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S. Who do you think is a good reader? What does he or
she do that makes him or her a good reader?

9. Tell what goes 'on in your head when you read.

Description of the child's behavior during the conver-
sation (confidence, fluency, ease, .4elt-initiation,
enjoyment).
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Introduction to the TIRC

Within our program, an individual assessment tool is
needed to assess students' present competencies so that
an appropriate teaching Plan can_be formulctedfor-them,
and to document the students' progress over the year.
In keeping with'the goals and objectives of the Responsive

_
Education PrograM, this instrument should, assess within
a natural situation that uses the skills in question,
highlights students' existing assets, and credits diver-
gent responses that emerge.froariety of cultural
backgrounds (as opposed to seeking:.one right answer) .
These criteria dO notadd.uP:]tbbrief:aSS-essMent process
that can be carried out in,6rhilictorthiher.

-

The need to test within aeaIiSti&xeadig- situation
requires an instrument that ,wprimarilyonP

Only tests containing,-whole textSshbUl&be_,
used since tests of sounds or Words in iSOIA-64o4C'arinot
evaluate understanding.. While several standai'dize,4Sts
of comprehension do. contain complete passages of; .text
confining a child's assessment to one or a few nationally
standardized text selections may severely penalize
students with backgrounds and experiences different from
those underlying the content o the passage and /or the
author's manner of presentation. This situation calls
for variati,on in content so that reading skills, not
background or experience, will be the matter being
assessed. While many schools, ,districts, and states
require some tests of the nature described above, our
program requires.the addition of an individual assessment
that is consistent with prOgram philosophy.

An evaluationprocedure that follows along'the lines
of miscue analysis satisfieS these criteria. As we
stated in Chapter 2 of this guide, the term "miscue"
refers to any.reader response that differs from the
printed text. Whi,e miscue is a neutral term, however,
it nevertheless carries a connotation of respect for the
deviation, as a response that required at leat some
thought. It is cue-related; that is it is based upon
logical. reasoning and related information. Unlike the
word "mistake," which implies rejection, this term calls
attention to the language strengths the student is, using
while reading (e.g., search for meaning, knowledge of
Syntax, sound/symbol knowledge)..

The instrument described here; theTaylor-IndicatorS
of Reading Competence (TIRC), is based on the concepts of

first, focusing on comprehension to'asspss whether students
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demand meaning,' and second, using miscue analy,s;as:Whdn.:::::
necessary to determine where a student mightneel'
and coaching. It was deveIciped by Jo Ellyn Taylor'.14":,97.6.,:'
and was derived from the "Goodman Taxonomy of ReAcling
Miscues" developed by Kenneth Goodman in 103 juuckply.,.4.;.
grant from-the U.S. Office of Education.9

___.ha_v_e_shown_that the TIRC captures pertinent information
in a brief period of time (approximatery---20.1t:9.30 'mnutes,
for experienced users). It serves both to docuinenti;:

'

progress and give specific direction to subsequent
programs for students. This information i's.;uSed,:in
combination with other knowledge about the,reader:.:01#,
can be obtained in Observations, -conversatd,OnS;-;anterViews,
'and a variety of informal situations. ,031,:,

The assessment procedure comprises
analysis:

LEVEL A. To assess comprehension .1.*Om;;:Enaelie-niieUt
reading

Can the student retell, a stogy adeq'uatel'y
after reading. story

Bi, To% as.sess...COmpreheasithiAnds0i4tie,
Acciptabiiity of an 'ordr.',readillg
pe3torman0e.

Can the student tetelItcork:44er :oral
reading? How many of the sentences -`pro-
duce d, during = dial -reaelingre''.-Semaiit i c al 1 y
acceptab,le?''-'

;:LEVEL C. To identify ::behavie.ran
strategIfs, used In.
performance

What clqes. the Student.-:_ -;:tO.;:cdnStruCt
meaning and te,I-ope.
reading, orally.? ,. '

For many students ;the ..assessment
will suffice to .determine..that:thoSe::peirig evaluated :
can construct 'meaning fromprinted4i.igu6;gos'tiltuAi that
closely reSemble*Oes:authOr!s
Whether their oral performanCe:would:::04ibit:a highly
effective profiie or *L.., :th6se,'StUdents:-.-are: reading for
all intents and, .purposes.. .They. not :,Warrant further
analysis in this system;: -but inSteadf be encouraged

.

simply to read more and: enjbY7:it -



Level B is used when the retelling on Level A indi-

cates that the student did not comprehend what he or she

was reading. The student reads andretells a second story,_

and the teacher records both, the reading and the retelling

on "tape. If the retelling of the isecond.story is also
inadequate, the teacher examines a sample of the orai
reading together with the retelling in an attempt to .

discover whether the oralftre4ding includes any ineffective
behaviors that might account for the inadequate results.
The teacher uses a copy of the story to mark ail the
deviations (miscues) -the-reader made,. and to Cdde'each

sentence as to whether the reader's oral version of it
makes sense (is:semantically acceptable).

Briefly ,1QW much af_theLtime__WaC.-the_reader trying

to construct :meaning from print and how much of the time
was he or she settling for less than eenceEaC10ext
sentence is classified in this' way:, andthe:r4Otainumber
of.sentences in each category is added 4.anci converted

to a percentageThe-information obtained_in this
analysis enables the assessor to recommend certain
potentially helpful instructional techniqUes and/or
to point out the need for a yet deeper analysis.

Level C wpul&beikeedfor.,.more Ckailed analysis
of the same otal-;r-"daieiierfOrManeebbH16&-in!'ievel B.
It goes one ste, urther by examinirig'-the.deVitiOne.

.

(miscues) for the methods. the student used;AbgAnbr
lose meaning_ By knowing hOw often and in what.ye:.
the student tries to make sense of printed materials,
the teacher Can -plan. a subsequent.. program that will

build upon existing strengths. Such an analysis can
also be used to help the reader becoMe aware of his or her

. own effective strategies. The.effecti've'and ineffective
behaviors are summarized and used as a basis forrecom-
mendations for'subsequenteading experiences for:the
student (with. and/or without an instructor),

Leyel .4, of the TIRC.

Level A, the simplest component of the TIRC,' assesses
a_clentsi comprehension by examining their retelling of

*stories they have read independently. The one-page form
-§ed to record information at this level is given on the

-f011owing page. At the end of this section, we give an

.)tample.of a story that a child read, a transcription of
'tie child's retelling of the story, and the way a teacher

otpleted the form for this. assessment.
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TIRC, Level A Student
Assessing Comprehension
ThroughRetelling Text

Ag

Listener Date

1. Describe the conditions of the uninterrupted reading exper.ience
(sildrit/oral; private/into a tape recorder; to a listenerYetc.).

2.- -The- Retelling_

a: How much similarity is there between the author's version
andthe student's account?

Great High Stme,. Little ::.y

Comments and4examples (unity of discourse, identification ..
and development of chi-acters, events, plot, thrde,vetc.).:

,

'

b. Describe the delivery Of, the retelling (students leVel
confidente, degree of, inyolyement, etc.) :

. Additional information:

Recommendations:
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The five steps that occur in this procedure are:

1. Arrange for the student to read a story.

2. Inform the student about the retelling procedUr

3.. The student reads.

4. Conduct the retelling.

AnalyzeLthe_retelling,.

This first level of analysis simply examines' the
major question of the student's reading competence: Is

the reader interacting with the author .via the message
the autl-for_conveyed_7-through:-Vr-Tittenage?-Thi---
asqessment need not involve ever hearing the student
clothe reading itselfince reading is normallYfa silent
.process. Therefore, tile- diagnostic portion of;this first
level of analysis is ad.assesOment of what the::*Student

the%storyjUgt read::' If the studeAtactually
prefets to rea7d.thktext aloud:Or wishes to tape "record
it,. fine,. , but ttko,t, is not necessary at this stage. We
are trying to'dliiilicate the most'normal circumstances
posSiple.troM.which to evaluate his present competence
in interacting` with print. Keep'this 'foremost in mind
in planninN4polhole experience: The retelling willbe
tape-recorded so that you can listen to it later to judge
the student's understanding of the story.

1. Arrange for th4 student to read a story

This step includes the following procedures:

Establish rapport and-explain the task,. As may be.
obvious, good rapport between Student and examiner TOT--
necessary for valid assessment and maximum'benefit for
the student. In addition, yoU need to tell the student .;)

the reason for this task in terms she can understand:
'I'm finding. out how all the kids in.the class read at
the beginning of the year"; "Your mother asked me.to
listen to YOu read".; etc. Try also to obtain the student's
own opinion of her reading ability. "What kind of reader.
dO you think you are?" .(The students own perception of
herself as a reader is sometimes more dnfluential-thano
her actual ability. Also, when her competence increases,
so must her own positive estimate of it, so she can use'
her skills when and 'wherever needed.) "Do you like to
read?" "When do yOu read ,(and how often) ?" EXPlain that
she will just.4read in whatever way she usually does:.
(silent, oral: etc.) so yOu can find out Whether she
understandS what she reads.

4



Teaching the retelling task. Since the retelling' -
performance is used as -a significant- indicator- -of compre-
hension, it is important that the student not be penalized
for unfamiliarity with the task itSe14. To prevent this,'
it is suggested that you teach the,task to 'students
(groups or individuals) in anon- threatening context,
before it is used for actual diagnosis.

The content for the retelling could be (1) a story
that has just been read to the class, (2) a TV program

--wat-ehedlastrri-glrt-,(-3) a walkthe,cla-sstU6k together;
and so forth. What is important is that the student have
full confidence that' he already knows what happened and,
is just retelling it, as if anew. He needs to.understand
clearly that he should tell everything he'rem.embers, -sihce
you_are seeinghowiclaser_to the -origlhal_he coMes-.

> -

The addition of the tape recorder for "the retelling
may require ;extra time for some childrerv. Your gOal is.
for-the student to becomfoitable. with the tapingiprocess,
prior to regular assessment, so y u c'ann'ot .attribute her
performance to nervousness". ° ,. ':" 4,

F
Select a story. The'selectionof the story is a

very important step in this process. 410is only logical
that we all would be apt to 'read better With material that
is of interest to u's and,is written in language that is
familiar. This is especially'true of the student still.
learning to read. Therefore, to assess reading and not
(1) background of experience or'(2) oral language
competence, one must select a story within the range of
these two variables.

Secondly, the specific,selection will have to do
_with your purpose for the assessment: You may be doing
this to: see if the student can read anything at all;
see if he can read new material in his area of interest
and language use; see if he _can read "on grade level";
see if he can read material in subject or content areas
(or any other specific body of written language); or
gauge the reader's. competence for other purposes. These
purposes are discussed below.

Can the student read anything at all?

For this assessment. you may allow her to read
even a familiar book or more than one. ,(Road signs,
ads, songs, menus, 'food labels, and so,forth.are
also helpful for this purpose. These-CW reveal
very helpful additional informatiqn, td:you even
though they do not lend themselves to an actual
t'retelling.")
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An. thp7student read new material in her area of_,
.iiterest and language use?

. A 7

"-Fpr this purpose, you and the student 'will
,select a story unknown:to her, but within her area -

% of 'interest and, jahguage-command. You can brow,se'
a book Collection with her, helping by announcing

,,titres ancr.haVTiig the sti06t biowse picturgs-to
Ir'd&cide. It can take a few attempts to arrive at
'Tian 'appropriate story, but it should be of sufficient

length

to Yell. A complete story orchapter. The
length of the story (in one sitting) should be
within the comfortable attention span of the
student. You would usually select a story re-
flecting language and a topic appropriate to this
ge studerithiltAgain this'may vary with the
urpose of the diagnosis.:

Can the student read "on grade level?"
_

From :our experience the term "grade reVeT"-
has little meaning, or has such differnt meanings
depending upon the source of authority, that it is
not a very helpful distinction>4or instance,
designating window as a Second-Oade word seems
rather absurd, since much depends upon whether the
student has'encountered that term in his own
experience. A given student may be'able to read
motorcycle, helicopter or submarine gar more easily
than the word window, so to assign wordS grade
levels, is very experience -.and culture-related.
However, if your diagnosis MUST address this issue,
you may need to have the student selftt an
unfamiliar story to read from what is Considered
to-be-a-"grade,--level" text for her. In other
respects, follow the suggestions for the preceding
part,.

Can he read material in the content areas in which
he must perform?

Again, you will aid the student in the
selection byciting titles, etc., but here you
would confine the chOice to the particular subject
area or topic in question. Follow the procedure
suggested above.

There may be other purposes for which you wish to
assess the reader's competence. The selection of '
the material will be determined in part by that
purpose, but we Suggest that the student participate
in the selection to enlist her optimum participation.



It -iS dangerous to 'assign 'a high degrep of
confiden6-6-tb-ONE 'diagnostic experience. Tt wih "
always be safer to `have two or threb, samples upon
which to base any judgment.

'..While it may appear, that undue attention has been
paid' to the first, step, story selection, it has been done
delibe-r-dt-e77377As you work with students in this way you
will only increase your appreciation for the importanCe
of the content. itself. The story alone can transform a
heretofore "poo reader' to an effectiire reader, and vice
versa. (You Will find an example of this in the sam le
cases given in this chapter.)

Inform the' student about the retelling procedlire

Before the' student reads, she needs ,to be aware of
the entire process. She should know that she is to

Read a whole' stPry, independently (probably silently
or privately, by herself or to someone, if she
prefers )°.

( ,

ThroughoUt ihe reading she is to do hexbesi,
doing whatever she does to figure, things. out when
she reads by herself. Ask her what she usually
does when she doesn't know something, , Through her

4 statements and = your. additions, help her to be
comfortable with SubStituting words, guessing or
even skipping when necessary. In whatever way
possible,' help her to feel 'confident that all
good readers use those,techniques; that At is not
"cheating,"' but rathex., using good means of
solving the problem

Use all the time necessary to read the story and
think, about it, and then come. back to you and tell -.
you the whole story, Or just as much, as she can .',,,
remember without looking, back at the book. This
'retelling will ,be tape recorded as she says it
to you.

3. The student reads

The, .student reads the story independently in an
environment in which *no interruptions will. occur and no
assistance will be given.

4.. Conduct the retelling

Remind the student of the request to retell the
story. Formulate the task into as natural an
experience as possible for this .student, e.g.,



"Tell the stpry'as if you Weretellin it tonight
to your brother at home," or similar 'directions:
The important point here is that some- students'
don't take the task seriously '(since,you know the
story) unless they know that you are counting all
theithings.'they .can remember,from the'.whold story.
Be sure she understands that you w1,11 listen .to

--the_tape_later-to-see-how'-much-she_can_tell.''You
might conclude the directions with, "Now, please
tell" me everything you remeMber in this stOrY-."

Begin the tape Wifh the student's name; age,.
.

today's date and the story title.
. _

During ;the: retelling;, take brief notes .(if possittIO,
tO-reMind_you_of:follow7upqUestions,to.ask later '

(to define:non7words.; Complete-unfInAshed't§tarts;--
.answer "why" questions, clarify any questionable
partS, etc.).

Try to, listensto the' student's
_ .

discourse, being suie,hehas had 'Vim% to tell -
everything he,rememers. EVen thoUgh you should
not indicate any evalu&tion of whOt .2oU:hear, !Deo,
supportive of the retelling:* listening. attentively'
and openly accepting all of his perceptions *Vera

when. he appears to haye finished'; pause -to give
additional time for him to think quietly-about ,*

:anything elsehe wants".to add.'
"

4,1hen-he indicates quite definitely that he is

finished, begin to ask open-ended questions based
*on what he has already said, uSing his.saMe
nunciation.for' all woras., You may not give any
new inf'cirmation,- e.g.:

You said
Why did.,they.dp.that7 or .;

-Can YOU tell me any More abouttthk?

(.something ;he said

alii;:yon explain
(non-word or ,concept yob
wish to ,clarify)

it

eh.l" If the student mentions any seemingly ijicoprect
checkitOut later in the retelling*

ov with ,further questions without implying helvas
wrong.



( c..
If it seems appropriate, ask-the student directly
if'she felt she understood the story. This is as
impOrtantas your estimate of ll'esi; confidence.
Thank the student fcfr participating and turn off
the tape recorde -r. Note: You might dispuhow
she felt about the procedurewhat she liked,
didn't like, so as to gain Information for yr
modifying future tapings, of retellings. Students
need to feel cdmfortable to perform well, so any'.
insight 'gained toward aidingtgat can itprove.the'
validity of the performance and its smbsequent
analysis.' w 4 ,

Before proceeding to judging the retelling, side-
track amoment'to consider: Do you, feel this is
.a representative sample from thiS student?. This
event may not be worthy of further analysis if
conditions prevented the reader friN performing
as well as possible. I

Was the reader:

- not interested in the story
not feeling well

- 'extremely tense
- tired

other?

If any of the above detractors, or others,,
were operating, you may decide that this -is not
ot fair representation of the reader's perforMance,
and that you need-to have her. read a second story
and record the retelling before you pursue an'

,analysis.

5. Analyze the retelling

Use the form for Level A of the TIRC to record your
analysis of the.retelling.

Item 1. Record the exact setting in which-the
student read the story. 'Was thereading silent or oral?
Was it done alone'or.with an audience? Ifthe lattdir,
who was the audience? Was.thesetting comfortable,
threatening? If not, describe the potentialddistraCtrrs,
interruptions, whatever.. ,Mention any factors that might
have affected the reader's comprehension. in,any way. ,

c4.1.

Item 2a: Listen to the whole retellAng'. It may be
necessary to take careful notes or transcribe veiibatim
(op some occasions) to be able to assess it adequately.
CapIttre, the highlights under "comment's and examples,"
noting!'
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she ide

a

Does it hank together u.s attwhole story?
(PpmaTily for ottlentstints, ages443 or 9 and, up)

Hoes she lormulate a succin plot s'atement
and/or a-theme?",

ify and devejop e characters?

she include thetmajor.event§?

. ...,

.
. ,p

Does she make interpre*ationsaditions of her
own, beyond the author's story2

li
,

On the-b'a'sis of theSe'conOete examples , and another: look
..

at the story as a whole, a;.judgment as to how great
the siMilaritiF is between t dent's account and the

%.

author's story:

Is there: great,sinfilarity?, little similarity?
.high similarity ?' nq similarity?

.f,

'z' some sitpilvifyl
t

, Ai.

...

Item 2b. As you listen tQ the del,ivery of. the
aceount, what generall impsion doymp get from the
tone, pace and use of ;anguage? Does the student soltmd .1?
confidenpand in co trot ofkhe content; Does she appear

Ilb have0gotten involved ih the topic tatte,:degrtsb
necessary-to''underst'a.nd the story? Did she,,appear.t4 ,

enjoy the retelling or just tell:it'in comellance with

tge re%A-Est? Describe evidence 6f OntAsiasT4 lopredom,

etc. lki,to, reevd her response to the .queskOn about
whether she felWshe undetstood khe st6ity '4' , .

,. rir . i
.4::.'

Itern .O. -If there is any otherinformatAn tbai seems
pertinent to analysA and"furthel*plannlingfTr this
student) make note of.it.here. .If4the student" told Wu.
what kind of reader he considers himsell'and ho lk much

he reads, enter that her,,, 04iso. kk ..,,,.

.

: Ct'
h 41, 6 ..,, .

Item 4. , Recommendations. Since the decigion to
designate the student'sTresent reading apqtate or
inadequate rystsprimariiy on 1.teM;2a, simIla to' .4

author's, version, it is'important t.o consider e

information carefully: Only experience and more than,,;,
one assessment of the same readei.,,will help ,you to become

i,.

comfortable and confident about' the process.
,,t,

-,.,

It is important to try to separate the student"s

.present perceptions or misconceptions of the world from'
anything caused by or related only to the act of reading.

That is, if she had been told this story orally, and had,

retold,a certain portion "incorrectly~", .but in keeping
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with her understandinOof realitY;;the same retelling from
silent 'reading 'would not have been a function of reading.
This possibility,agah supports the importance of the
selection of reading content.

In the work to date on this,retelling task, it is a
common 'phenomenon to have a student misinterpret some
information frOm'a story. Rather thanreading wrong" or
not understanding, the student may actually be progressing.
in developing this particular concept and be more sophiS-
ticated in his knowledge than when he explained it in
simpler though accurate'terms.. This'is a caution to
avoid penalizing a' reader for apparently inaccuutte
interpretations that are actually concepts in the proces
of developftient. The pOintis, did the reader process th
visuals, stimuli sent by the> author in,the best way, that h
could; that-is, on the basis of his own. experience,
.language and knowledge of the world? If he did, that is
all we can expect.

Therefore, a retelling given a rating of "great" or
"high" similarly would indicate an acceptable reading e
performance "(for the present, purposes of the student just
.learning to read), Either of those ratings simply indi-
cates the continuation of additional 'reading oT interesting
material, together with supplementary activities such as
those suggested in Chapter 5. The more "miles throUgh
the print," the.more proficient.the reader is likely to
become..

' A rating of "some," "little,' or."none" usually
indicats's a need for further analysis. 1,f the student -

is:tailing to,understand more than 'half of-the story;
roughly,'"there.is reason ep/ore.what strategies. he
is `or is not using when Confronted,with:print. In this
case, proceed to Leyel.a:and select a second story that
he will read orally.

Any- of the ac41,4"tiesSuggested inChapter '5 Could
be appropriate for children with a rating of "great:, or

,"high" similarity, but ,,those listed for Level.IV,.the
independent reader, tigh-t:be most appropriate 0

Example of a Completed Level A Form

The following pages give
was used for this assessment,

Level
child'.Lretelting of

..qevel A form. 1' The story is '

the TIonkey.'"

kn example Of a story that
a transcript of a nine-
the story, and a completed'
'The Old Man, His Son, and
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THE OLD MAN, HIS SON, AND THE DONKEY

An old farmer and his son were taking

their donkey to town to sell. They had

not gone far when thersaw some girls

at a well.

"Look at them!" said one of the girls,

"Summer's here and the day is hot.

And those two walk when they might

Wh4 fools they are!"

All the girls laughid at this.

The old man heard 'them laugh.

'Get up and ride," he 'said to his son.

So the son got on the donkey's back.

The old, man walked,

Soon they came to some men in a field,

"Look at that!" one of the men shouted,

"That big boy' rides while his poor old

father must walk," .

The old man heard their words.

"Get right down,", he said to his. son,

"I will ride."

The son got down, and the old man got

on the donkey's back.

"It feels good to ride, the old farmer

said. "It wasn't right for me to walk,"

Soon they care to a woman and

her children walking on the road.

Story sed for TIRC Assessment

4

.
"Will you look.at him!" the woman

said, "That man rides while his poor

little son must walk."

The old man heard her words,

let up here with me," he said

to his son.

The son got onthonkey

in back of his father.

Soon they saw a man and his wife

standing by their, house,

"Is that your donkey?" the, man asked

the old man.

"Yes, it is," said the old man,

"How can you be so mean?" asked the

wife, "The two of you up there on, one,

poor little.donkey!" Then she went

to say,. "Two big people like you

could carry him."

"Very well," said the old man,

"we'll try that."

.The old man and his son got off the

donkey and tried to Rick him

old man picked up twolegs, and his son

picked up the other two legs.

But just then, some more people came

by, Anditen they saw the. old farmer

and his son, they all started laughing,

"Oh, oh, oh!" they laughed. "Look!

The fools are carrying the donkey!"

The donkey'didn't like the noise

and ,didn't like to be carried. So he

pulled loose and ran out intolhe.fields.

The old man and the son tried and tried,

but they couldn't catch him. So' now they

lrad no donkey. to sell.,

At last,1the old man turned to his son.

"Son" he said, "You cannot please

everyone. If you try, you only make

a 'donkey.of yourself."



Transcri st of Retell in4 f "The' 01 d Man, His Son, and tile Donke

C

ST: Um, I think two girls and two boys were um.i.was on a donkey rididg...and,the.)4asked the old man ff

4that's his donkey...and and...I can't remember the rest.

T: OK, you said there was 'a donkey though and you said two girls and a man. Do,yeu want to say.any more
about them? Like...anything else the two girls did?

ST: Well, they asked the man...is it his donkey?

T: And what did he say?

ST: Yes! (Singing in the background begins)

T: And did the man say or do anything else?

ST: What did you say?

T: Yes, that's going to confuse us, isn't it? (reference to music in bac)Croundk .

say anything else?

ST: ,No.

T: What about the donkey, what happened to the donkey in the story?

ST: Well...um...he got carried on his two...em...his four feet...

I: By whom?

ST: By the old man...

T: And why did he do that?

ST: I...L forgot...

T: Why would' they carry .a donkey?

ST: Cause he's...um...cause um...cause he was tiredw

I: OK, anyone else in the story?

ST: Yea, a lady and some children...

.Did the :man 4o or.



T. And what did they do/

,

lady was riding on the donkey, 'or.horse and the, children were lauiiihg

,

wheri did they go, what di t4y do.?

Si I can't rimier,

1;)',).,

'Ti -How fdid, this stoiy-ed/'

.
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TIRC, Level A
Assessing Comprehension

Through Retelling

Student 4.; Set- age 9

Text et, Oki //mug..? Zte4 v:* k 2i4 I -a.-
Listener -t/or ,date 7.1.6

1. Describe the conditions of the uninterrupted reading experience
(silent/oral, private/into a tape/to a listener, etc.).

- a 1 a ( A..ca 4.44i &14-a. a filve- witic 444, a ch.a.t" GL 44-JL

- 4.e.I.card-d- t 3 64.- r eas

- s eZ cee,,Ae Put d 74:1 -et* 4:1),

2. The Retelling

a. How much similarity is there between the author's version
rIcithe' student's account?

17 CI
'Great High Some Little None.

Comments and examples (unity of ;discourse, identification and development
of characters, events, plot, theme, etc.):.

ox te-ne.4 ,, ;1-AAA u?. 4. 0.4? Gtr teta.4,eor

cium cti.A.1 4.(4) utta- de .1.14,e

- .14...11L.A;
k

..e444-ey4-0g-

f.7

b. Describe die deltery of the retelling (student's level of confidence degree

of involvement, etc.):

eza_.

ice 6 ed,rkt -t Cl. c E ex,
"'Le e

- Asou t,ak a/ a tiefu, alte. 14-0 ce at tl wt Ge-Clel. roc

3. Additional aformation

4. Recommendations

- 7A -6 Go c-Ltt ae3--14-;4.44 ce-wr.444..t ;4e"

- ask-a B eaa.
. .

,421C0-Al at.

694-t- cu-sce 014.41-112-)

satt. .474441). ..r0-40:77.....4.,

BEST COPY AVAILABLE

Jet 7/15/77



Level B of the TIRC

.

Level .B of the TIRO assesses the student's,performande,
during oral reading as well as the student's comprehension
as. shown in his or her. retelling of the story. :The purpose
of examining the oral reading ,is to attempt to determine,
whether the student is seeking'comprehenSion while reading,
and in what ways the student might_need guidance from the

teacher.

Both the oral reading and the retelling will be tape-
recorded for this assessment. To carry out the assessment,,
a teacher will use a copy of the story as a worksheet and
a one-page form for recording information.' The form for
Level B is given on the next page. At the end of this
section, you will find an example of a worksheet used to
record the oral reading of a story,, and a sample comPleted

form..

The seven steps used in Level B assessment are

. Select a story.

Inform the student of the procedure.

Tape the readingand the retelling..

Analyze the retelling..

Mark the worksheet.

6. Analyze the ,oral performance.

7. Make recommendations.

These steps are discussed below.

1: Select a story

Select a story unknown to the reader, but of interest
to him.` He should be involved in the selection. Sincey

the purpose of the diagnosis is to,uncover his present,
strategies for dgaling with printed language, thS selection
should represent4appropriate reading matter for him, that
is, material 'commensurate with his reading needs in
everyday life (be that school, home, or other situations).
Note that since analysis of the oral performance is based
on tracing the logic of the miscues, there will be no
data for analysis if there are no miscues. This means
that if a reader is being referred for potential help,
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TIRC, Level fi'ki,, Student 4 Age

Assessing Readirig Through Re-
Text

telling and Semantic. Accept-
ability of Oral Performance Listener

A. Retelling
- ,

1. How much similarity is there betweeh the
the student's account?

0 0 0
Great High Some Little

.

Comments and examples:

auth'o's

Date

version and

Describe the delivery of the retelling student' level o
confidence, degree of involvement, etc.

A .

3. Does the student tell a whole integrated stgry? es, Partial

B. Oral Performance: To what degree does the student demand meaning?-
As performed by, the reader, does this sentence make sense?

0 ?

Yes, within.the Only within No, i does Can't decide; n
story context this sentence not make sense more informatio

A
L

_Totals:

%

C. Recommendations for future learning' experiences:

0 A deeper level of analysis is recommended, such as:



the diagnosig' must involve material sufficiently difficult°
to bring the perceived problem to the surface. It may take

more than one attempt to locate an appropriate story for

this purpose.

You will need a second copy of the story being; read,

so you can follow along (unless the student prefers to

read the .story in private, with` the tape'reporder). This

second copy is the one,on whibh you, will mark the miscues

while you listen to the 'tape later. Since writing during

the student's reading is frequphtly interpreted. as taking

note of negative behavior, this4js-usua.).1y not recommended.
Once'students understand that a teacher jots notes about
all kinds of behavioras an aid for asking questions later,
however,. it is then poSsible to' aid your memory by taking
minimal notes during the reading.

2. Inform the reader of the procedures

The student needs fo'be aware of the entire, process,

from the start. She should know she is to;:

Read a whole story *aloud while it is being taped.

do Read without any help from anyone. Throughout the
reading she is'to do her best, doing whatever she
clops to f,igure things, out when she reads by herself.
Ask her what she usually'doeg when she doesilt

know something. Through her statements and your
.additions, help her to be'comfortable with sub-
stituting words, guessing-or even skipping when

necessary.

Retell the story immediately after reading it.,-to

show how much she remembers from what she reads,

A friendly. , supportive,blimate should be maintained
throughout the taping. While, you must"remain-neUtral and

may not indicate whether a student's"responses are,appro-
priate, it is important to do everything possible to

promote the student's own best problemsolving strategies.

Most students are unfamiliar with this process. They

are not used to reading an entire story, uninterrupted,

and many' have been previously penalized r guessing.
Therefore,°to Obtain tip very best perf nce, the

ground .rules Of:theevaluation must be A clear, tothe

student . She deserves an "up, front" -se ent 'to the,,
effect that wefrare.doing this to see ho b you unddr

of

-

stand f what you read and how good Your. g 'Ses are 'when

you don't know something. Rather than frightping her
about being "wrong," assure her that most reaers make



good guesses when reading to themselves and that's what
you expect her to do here. Getting all the wdrds right
is not expected; just the best guesses possible. Emphasize
the point that no one knows every word he comes to, so all.
/good readers make guesses that make sense in the story..

Since these instructions,alone are good guidelines
for reading, many readers read better as soon as they can
carry out these baeic suggestions. The first diagnostic
exper.ience is sometimes the best reading the reader has
ever;done. Others need a few or several such experiences .

to bring out their best performance. Mention that if yoU
write notes while, the 'student is reading or retelling, it
is not because she did something wrong; At'soto remind
you of something to talk about later..

3. Tape the reading and retelling.

Begin the tapvith the student's name; age, date
and story' title.'

Tape the uninterrupted reading.of the story. Upon
completion of the story, thank the student and ask him
to close the'book.

Conduct the retelling according to the directions
given under Step 4, conducting the retelling, for Level A.
Tape the retelling.

4. Analyze the retelling

Use the first part of-the form for" evel B. of, the
TIRC to analyze the student's retelling of the story.

Items Al and,A2. For these items,, f011ow the.
direct ions given for Step 5, analyzing the retelling.,
for Level A.

Item A3. This item is used to de mine wAetlier-the
student produced a complete unit, story or account. ei
the.one4and this question could be answered first in this
set df*44.0 to give you, as rater, a perspective'On how-
:you feel=41out tee retelling as a whole. Second, you
would rate it 'as'. td, its sithilarity to the ,author's version.
This question remains' in third position,.hower, because
its other role is to answer: When the student did -not.
retell what was fonsidered to be a reasonable approximation
of the author's)story, did she-at least produce a complete
unii that holdOtogether to tell a tale or make a state-

.

.ment? Circle "Yes," "Partial,'.' or "No."
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5.. Mark the worksheet

Using yoidown copy of the story as a worksheet,
listen\to: title, tape of the student 's ,oral performance arid'

...mark all.misdues. Each reader Tespdnse that is different
from the text' should be indicated on the worksheet so
that you will be able"toanalyze the logic behind the
miscues.

The goal of your marking is to capture a record of
the readink perfbrmance as accurately and efficiently as

Oossible. Ideally,. all reader deviations should be noted
in, some way for retrospective examination. A variety of
markingoAystems CQ,n' be 'used,, but it is important, to have
a system that will be mutually understood and cokisistent
when the material .is used by more than one person:, There-
fore, ' the list on the next page offers a set Of suggestions
for :.a syStem of marking, misoueS Any typeS of 'deviations
not on thislist can be indicated in any self-explanatory:
fashion the.teacher chooses. (The sample worksheet giyep.
at ,the end of this section gives an example.of the way
-,th"narkings would be used for a particular story.) _

'6, -Analyze the oral performance

Using the second part of the form for .Level you
will now analyze the degree.to which the student .deiands
meaning dtring oral, reading. The analysis will consist
of examining each sentence o.f the :recorded oral perfprmance
to see whether the student tried to make sense while reading.
The readings of the sentences, will be classified into the
fOur categories shown on the form, and the numbect'
sentences in each category will be converted to ;,'k;

tage to gi,ve an indication of the student's seat,
Meaning.

Th's step is the 'first instance with.in the TIRO of...
analyzi g a student's oral' reading to, discovei- how effective.
the re er appears to be. at constructing a message conveyed
Ithroug rint. As we emphasized earlier, 'a reader's oral
rendition does not alw'ays represent what is going on inside

'the J'eadet-'s mind, so it -is diffioult to make clear-cut
.,general izat ions on the basis of oral performance. HOwever:
this, degree of 'analysis has been made necessary by an
4indizcation of less-than-adequate Comprehension at,Level A
of %$isessment, and dral.',*reading.performance is the best.
basis available for attempting to understand where the
Weaktdown is between author as-sender and student as
reevex of the wXitten. message.

Within this step, you will first determine, the seman-
i'i!'c %.ecePt-ability o.ii each.sentence, and then tabulate the-
infOrmation.



Suggestions for Markine Reader Devla.tipns (Miscues)

'Nev.. .

Substitutions are indicated by :wriiting,the
Stalist itution. above tile correspOnd)ing part
of .the text.

.1.

Omissions are indica.ted b4 circling the
portion omitted.

'

I pass .the
; .

'One day

,.pleased

bet
A
they

3. ; Insertions: are indicated by an insertion :
sign plus writing the insertion .at the
appropriate pobint.

S.. ,

with' hi

.wouldo

',Reversals are indicated by the;:citrved..line
associa.ted:witb.transposed 'portions.
.Corrections are indicated by Et' snstained
line the length.of:.the regreSsion.,
nink with a circled letter' "c:

OverjAorrections.::( Correcting unnecessarily)
are indicated, siiailarly, with "oe" being

,
.

Repetitions are indicated by underlining
the Portion 'as, niany timesas it was
repeated without chahge.

.children ,with

Lengthy Pauses. are indicated by a vertieal,
slash line at the point of pause'.

Non-words .(either substitutions or ;in:-
sertions) are indidated by reprodneing the
word phonetkcally and Preaeding it with asiiign (3). Phonetic spelling can also, h9lp ::,

to capture any 'other detviant. pronunCiati.on
of words known, to be a. word or not..

-

9. Dialect variation -is indicated: by inserting 044.41t2t4ta "d over the itern(s) and writing out The bird escaped...
the substitution Or insertion.

10. Intonational' Change
Meting or inserting
markings to reflect

'Repeated miscues are
1.:0" over' the item.

12. Any intcliCatkon that the reader was 'dissatis-"
fied,.with his or her response and/OF 'aware
of a loss of. meaning is reebrded.

fiZtis.A4,
.:'had tears in his...

indicated by. de- 1,
ctuat'ion' or other p'
rendered, Version.

. .

ndicated by writing
.

°

,

...me stay her

41-441t<"
"'Orphin

q

fl I had..

Other distinctive de,viations shown by the reader can be
self-explanatory fashion, often invented spontaneously.
mirror :the reading perfermance 'Ocenrred.

',indicated in, any.'
The* goa:1 'is to



Determine the degree of semantic acceptability of each,

sentence. Now, examine each sentence unit of the text and
the oral reading to assess the apparent degree of meanibg
sought by the:student:--If the student corrected or made
changes in tife° sentence while reading, the final state in
which the'sentence was left i8 what is evaluated.

Compound sentences of the text are treated as two

sentences. This procedure is to prevent penalizing th.6

student for prdducing one complete thought (one-half of
the-co4pound sentence),adequately, but losing meaning on.

th..:.. ',half.

A.:1:10 ,T.i --16iiehsente.nced-ixectly-- on -t he-worksheat_in_soma
',....N.4.4; -:

,, OMpardble to the following.;

The sentence is semantically acceptable
(makes sense), in the total text 'thug',

tax.-

0 The sentence makes sense only by itself
or in that immediate portion of the text

The sentence is semantically'unacceptal4e
(does not make sense).

,

? Evaluation queStionable. A decisidn
cannot be made easily based upon the
information available.

Of each sentence, then, ask,-"When read as a complete
sentence the way the reader left it,' to' what degree does
it make sense,-even if individual words are different from

those on the page?" This questionmust be answered, with

consideration to the relative importance of_words to the

total story so far. For example, a sentence might read,
:tile wore a black coat." If the exact 50or of the coat
has not been-emphasized as important to'.the interpretation
of the story, an oral rendition of wore a.tauecdat"

:v siould be agudged semantically acceptable (*). If the ,

.context had indicated that the exact color was-important,
:then the above rendition-(substituting blue for black)
would be judged semantically acceptable (0) within that
sentence onlY the'other hand, a rendition of,the '

-sentence as.1:He wore a block_coat" would be_ judged

semantiaa unacceptable ().

SynonymsVre usually labeled + (semantically accept-

able). or substitution of minor, details would
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usually receive the + or 0 designation: Omission of major
items.:.(noun, verb, object) would usually receive the
semantically unacceptable (-) designation. The sample
Pas given at the end Of this section provides,airange of
exa les to clarify the use of these three categories.

.

The final. category, ?, is helpful because it saves.
atime and enertm that might be needlessly spent On deciding

whether to use +, 0, or.- when there is insufficient,
conflicting or ambiguous information. For instance, the
occurrence of a miscue that is, actually an English word,
but dte: rarely heard or used by young children, always
raises the question as to whether it is a non-word:to the
child, even though adults recognize it .as_i_a_word_ If
this ,determination .cannot be established' easily, the ?
catZtbry.is an efficient means of handling the situation.

You pan cdde each sentence (as +, 0, -, or ?) either
dirpCtly on$pthe worksheet,as shown in the example at
the. end of is section, or'yodNcan tally the number of
sentences in each'eategorY on a .separate page. '

Tabulate the information.: The ceded information is
then tabulated on the form for Level B to compute totals
and percentages. Tally the number of sentencesalin each
category and then compute the percentage of the total
number of sentences for-.each category.

. /. Make recommendations

The final step is to examine .the total percentage in
each category to decide Whether4he oral reading performancp
indicates tat the student actually demand meaning suffi-
ciently aA-eady and merely needs More reading pSactice,
or indicategoa:clear need for a certain-type of pract,ice
or reading experience. Or it may be that unresolved
:questions remain that require a deePer analysis at Level
C of the TIRC to examine in greater detail' what. the student
is doing When shelretains or loses meaning while reading
Orally. .

It is assumed that if-the student,produces.an adequate
retelling (rated "great" or "htgh").this assessment May,
supersede the firyt one made. at Level A. 6;In that case,
additional reading; not further analysis, may bb'the most
obVious recommendation- Analysis at Level B 'may not even
be necessary.

If analysisat Level .B is warranted,,the_following
are the parameters of what is usUalconSidered an '

acceptable oral .reading performance' (keeping.in mind that
theworal performance may not be a mirror of whatis actually
happening in the reader'S head).

84
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(semantically
acceptable sen-
tences within
story context)

at least 40%

0

,.(e"ernantAcally
acceptable only
'within sentence
Itself)

.5. 5

combined, equal,A

z t

eab

(semantically
unacceptable)

no more than
40%

If the percentage of semantidhly acceptable sentences
falls outside these limits (below. 40 percent acceptable
sentences and above 40 percent unacceptable sentences),
we recommend proceeding to analysis at Level C of the

TIRC. This rating-would mean that the reader is demanding
meaning less 'than 40 percent of the.time, So a more careful
look at the behaviors (both those seeking meaning and those

not) may help the.teacher provide situations which proVoke

the reader to construct'meaning. .Specific suggestions on
how the teacher can help students whose ratings fall
outside these litits are given later in 'this chapter in

the section on "Recommendations" following the discussion

of Level

If the percentage of semantically acceptable sentences
is within the adequate range, the oral, performande would
lead one to believe that the reading was adequate. Since

the assessment of the student's retelling has not concurred,
however, the difficulty may lie elsewhere. This is a more
unusual circumstance,zbut there are readers who are very

skilled in decoding.phonetic clues, so'that their oral
reading appears to beg0.,ceptable, but. who do'notcdemand.
meaning of what thereeading,. perhaps not even .really

attending to thq con*htso that good.authOr <---> reader
interactipn'fails4o tike place. In such cases,activities
that emphasize meaning as being of utmost.importance are
what are needed. .a

Avr

Some examples
for such students

f activities that could be undertaken
lude.the

Pre- and post-reading meaning-centered activities
and discussiong.. Before the student reads any gives story,

the teacher and ttudent agree on a major question.that,
this story might answer (based on the' title and illustf7:

tione). The stu4nt4then reads sileptly with.. that quegtion
s.
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as a focus, and the etudent'and teacher discuss the story
after the reading, amsWering the initial question.

Or: if the student reads-aloud to you or others,
meaning-centered discussion can take place spontaneously
throughout the story, for brief periods. For this student,
emphasis should be placed on what makes 'sense and the why
of actions e-and situations, not.on accuracy or4Ords or
other mechanics.

Careful selection of reading material. For this
student to be capable of demanding meaning of .every sen
tence, the text must be about a familiar topic and in
familiar languageLShe_must_expect-it-aii_t_o_make_seape,
so itpust carry thatpotential for her.

Retelling task.. The student begins to associate some
form of retelling with many of the stories he reads. The
retelling can,be made orally to `a teacher or peer, can be
written, can be at home or school, etc.

All of the activities suggested above Are designed
to help the student make a habit Of demancUng meaning, *
that is, so he reads nothing without asking,a"Does thip
make sense, what does it.mean?" These activities, can workb
in combinations and be modified or oxtedided, but basically
the student needs to learn that reading must be meaningful,
that just pronouncing words is not reading. 4

e 4

There may be times when a readqr'e oral Rerformave
is borderline and you wish to analyze a bit f1rther. You
might discover some afready preeent efftctive strAegies
to draw to the reader's attention Npd reinfirce or have
him listen to the tape with yqu to 'evaivate the7otal
effectiveness In other words, the cut-off points. and
recommendations.suggested herere still just general
guidelines, to be adapted to fit 9peciific instemces.

e
4

Student-dictated material to be read back. The
student dictates her own story,and readsait back immeciliately
and on subsequent days. Whenever there is doubt about a
word or idea, the teacher's questions' focus on the, idea.
expressed or the train of thought- -not the single word.

Oral and written cloze exercises. The studedt
completes a sentenCe begun by'another reader you or
another) or in writing. There is no one'right answer.
Whatever makes sense in that particular context
acceptable.

rr
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Examples of CoMPletedForm and Worksheet for Levee
,,

Examples of the way. a workSheetwolad be marked to

show oral reading performance and a compl'et'ed Level

w form for a worksheet are given on the following'pagef.
The story on the worksheet is "The Old Man, His Son,cand
the Donkey."

A

V
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%;THE 40 MAN, HIS SON, AND THE,:DONKEY
4..

411' .4paort, e211444;') '

An old farirer and his son were taking,:

,

The 'old man walked.

Tx4..

Soon they came to

Etc
"Look at ttat!"

sac. ?
.

thei
/dopkey

to town to sell... 1They., had

.

some men in a fi

a't 42A

one of they en shout° .

t 'done fair whep they saw

f.1

"That big boy ridesWhi.le:his poor old

father must

. rJ ...0
i 4 4 , 1.

' . .

,1,tlitre..",' .:said- one .of the' gi rl % ...'
-,-...:),..,, ; , . . ..,,,..; . .,...,

.. .. ,

..the' day ,is'hut. ,. ,'' 4..; ',P:... ,;,
-ii, , ,7--- ;

,12., £ ''. ...;' t 4 :. 1 .'.

.'. I. : 1:f.446, ''' 0.. ',I l'ALgt ll

1 k .'whri.. they might .ri.de,,',-... q
,v;','. .,

'... 4: P,', , ''. ,I,

.. m:

-,

/.!!'!!'!;..I,: ./,''. -,,,,t1 r'.'4,1 IV
7,1 C '44 ;'i;''c'A'''''."' : .r',, 'i.1,' . ,r.: , ... -

'- t'j' ', .1.,..X.,ka;Nr..

..-, .',W1:1,:th,e:,:li- '" ..:' :,, :,.. .,

,l.':.
\

. !';',..'
'.1,14

',. '.. 4 '". , so: i
.". Pi,,4 ,',...,,,j'" ..;1 "la!

. . .1. . , #a-eL, 'w ....., .. . ) .1 l' ,
:'.'-.'...;:.4" '.v.,

heard
' i ..f 1`.) , ,..

61 d :mat: heard them laugh... ''',. , .

'ay

4

h I Kill ,;ri,de.!'.

4 ,4Daw

Theason got, down,. and the old man got 0-
A 1,

Lighed iat' this.

"It feels good to the ;old farmer: ,

.1=?, ,

liP''and ride,' he s,ald to his son. N:-
. ,

.677 ,

.

the oh 'got on the donkey', s' hick.
1 .5;

'"(!

c 4



you loOk at him'" the woman,

said. "Thie.man ,ri destwhi le his.

tittle
Li/tut

son ustWalk."'
to say,"

:a.t.
"The two of you up there

poor little dOnkey:" Then ..she went on '

:Aad

The old man he'ard her words.v\
4

4

ant
wo big people like you

could, carry him."

"Very weL1, _ sai Lthe_alsLman, 33 t

to hi s, sbrvf

/92

\The son 'got up dn the 'dopy

"we'll try that.'

',n back.,pf h.14 'father. 41,
n

Soon They.. siw.a Man 4.rict

-.] .., 1,7 :1.4.#1,44:.44.'""t Pti9

standing by th ouse,§,1,..,, A .!

,em
had At,t4t.

(-The old man and his son got off the

,donkey and tried to pick him The.

Ao . 4

k\ig'S that your donlovy'?"...,..the:. ,;dsked.,it'i g+

. 1;(.. . ,;. ....:... ' ,..z.p. ''' ...

tile 'old man',,,f,.' .e. '0.. i,;;* ).,.,..,.,...,.4

. . . '''.i. ' P''''L '''' t..' 1'..
i-, a 1

,,.,4,

i

.:its
!... .", 11. 11.,plid man;:,,,,,

, t -.... '. 4'''''
.,,... -,.;,: . ":.,.4,.

. , .,,,,......... ,.....,,,;,?1,-t',..le....

lithe

t.
"HoW can iov be .sp mean?" askecie

.,\ .,, q ,' .'-' ,

4444o

oleman picked up two legs, and hid son

tia
picked up thetother two legs.

.

But 'just then,(somemore people came

had,

by. And when.they saw the old farmer

444 44ax... alt GL 24.4.19/vid.

and his son, they all started laughing.

"Oh, oh, oh!" they laughed. "Look!



The fools are carrying the donkey!"

The donkey didn't like the noise.
"". Pr

-"tit ot.. "46-,

0?

'e-

and didn't like .to be carried.- 'So he- eo

1.4t0 /444-6
pulled loose and ran out into the fields:

hien

The old man and the son tried and tried,*

but they couldn't catcii'llim. (So now they

had no donkey to'sell.

as 4 1;-0-tt,
At last, the old man turned to his son.

5,rt

e said, "You cannot pleiSe.

Aria

everyone. If you try, you only make

for

a donkey of yourself."

r

04".

yr



TIRC; Level B
Assessing' Reading Through Re-
telling and Semantit Acceptability
of Oral Performance

A.

,.,Student ,Zvicr- age 9
Text 745 Oh/ ikI4c/ Ak; 44-f d -t .2:0-ar.-Lei

Listener ,/,'T /o. u date 7-7c

iRetelling
,

1 Hdw much similarity is there. between
the student'S accent?

0
",treat . High Some

omments and examples:

Litt

T
A
L

L

Y

the author's version and

7',E1 0
Little None

2.. Describe the delivery of the retelTing (level of confidence, degree
of involvement:vtc.):

j.

3. Does the student tell a whole integrated., discourse? Yes Partial (Fro)

Oral Performance - To what degree does t'he tudent demand meaning?
As performed by the reader, does this senten*Make sense?

Yes, within the
ptory context

'7'744

Totals:
% :

(5

3.2 '4

0

Only within
this sentence

/1/1

0

":No, it does
not make sense

77.64-

IN.

C. Recommendations for future learning experiences:

/714.4.e, 144.402.61442

-pum.a/(44 AL.4,e,t e9.24c4.4:c-s+cr-

7

.P
.

rifA-deeper level of alysis is recommended, such as: Lech e .
7/wad_ co e-o",-.4.4-c- 0.-ft. P11,0-4 Ax.c.....4.44a-4,e,-.K.V....,,LC.

(

Can't decide
Need more infor,-

mation

8691



Level C of the TIRC

Level'C of the TIRC provides a more complete analysis
of the oral reading performance used in Level B. It'

examines.the means by which tbe reader appeared to obtain
ordose meaning by analyzing the deviations (miscues)
made in relation to the text as printed.

mak A form for Level C can be found on the next page.
Attie end 'of the section, we have given examples of a
completed worksheet and formfor Level C.

The eight steps to be followed in administering
Level C are:

1. Select a story. Steps already

2. Inform the reader of the
procedure. completed

3. Tape the reading and
retelling:*

if Level B

4. Analyze the retelling.

5. Mark the worksheet. was

6. ;Analyze the oral performance.

administered°Degree of semantic acceptability

olPresence/absence of specific
,behaviors

7. Summarize strengths and concerns.

8. Make recommendations.

Steps 1 through 5 and the first part of Step 6, are
the same as for Level The directions for those steps
.are not repeated here since the teacher would usually have
already 'completed them.

There may be occasion's when:experience with a reader
has indicated a need for Level-C analysis even though
Levels.'A and B have not been'completed formally. It is
then appropriate and efficient to do, all analysis using
the Level C form.
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TIRC; Level.C. 4

Assessing Reading ThroUgh Retelling and

Characteristicsof the Oral Performance

A, Rete111112: What degree of undersianding of the text

is evidenced in the student's retelling?

Does the.student tell a whole integrated discourse?

Comment and examples: y p

2.' 110%4-like the author's version, is the student's account?

Comment and examples:
G L N

3. Describe the delivery of-the retelling (level of

confidence; degree of involvement, etc.):'

B. .Oral Performance - In whaiwaysInd to what degree

does the student demand meaning?

I. Semantic acceptability of each sentence: 1.

+ 9 TOTAL

Attempts to make sense by:.

a, self-correcting

b. using own dialect ,

c. making effectiye substftutionS,

Insertions,

d., being willing to guess

e, persisting,' continuing to read

f, over-correcting

Appears to change meaning. by:

a, making ineffective substitutions,

.insertions

b. making, critical omissions

c. making intonational changes

d. 'stopping and losing the thought

trall 'loft never

rawer, some frog

MEM
now .sumo tipq

Student

Text

Listener. date

LIB

age

C, Summary and Conclusions - What are:Major character-.

. istics'of the studelit s performance; what are the

implications for instruction? '

1. Strengths .

2. Concerns -.

Recommendations

ciA. MORE uninterrupted, reading

CI b.: Locate more appropriate' materials

c. 'Have student liste'r.to owp tape

and self-assess

0 d. Use student-dictated material

e. Pre/post meaning-centered activities.

f. Oral and/or written cloze exercises

O g. Oral and/or written retelling of stories,

h, Need deeper level 1)f analysis

'Other,



6. Analyze the oral performance for presence or
absence of specific behaviors

:Parts 2 and B of Item. B on the form refer to. analyzing
the oral performante for the presence or absence of certain
behaviors. -By examining the probable logic behind each of
th0 reader's deviations from the original text,'0.ve can
surmise:some ot,the strategies, tebhniques the reader'
presently uses. (orrat least used in this story) .

.Examine the marked worksheet to look for any or all.
of the following effective reader behaviors'and indicafe
the degree of use as you see it (YfrequOntly, 11somen. or
!'neyee)'.

;,,:Strategies by which the student attempts to
aremarked in Part 2 of thisy item. These inClUde :

qe1X-correcting, The reader changes a miscue
to thb word(1) printed on the page.

, .

".Using own dialect, The reader 'substitutes words,
pronunciations and/or gramMar trom his or her. spoken
dialect tlAt:make sense to hith or her in these instances

contrast to what is printed on. the page. This could
accomplished-by 'insertions or .deletions.

Making,tetfeCtive substitutions, insertions. The
readermakes devf4tionsthat do pt change.the meaning.

d. Being willing' to guess.. The ''readet takes a chance,;
and:gives a response th4t May-or may nOt 'be idpritical to .14;

the text, but Is keeping, with 4is or her interpretation
of t he f:COntext 'so far. 1'0

;,"

e. Persisting, continuing to read .the reader .

maintains a rather regular pace through, the text perhap
pausink, at times, but not enough to cause inte'rr, tion in
thought . . i.

4 I

f: (Over-correcting., The reader goes71?a.c1c;?And
-:' /

corrects .a substitution, deletion, or. inseitiOn. that was -. ,1;

alreadv appropriate in that it madetIsense,:and 'did not
changeTthe meaning to any "significatit:de:4greP. 'While a , s.

reader.,:gr'Obably makes such. cor,rAbtionS4out of a inottiv..t ion A:
to .makeipense, it is ,unnecessarY, .therefor&,.i.h9fficieht ..
ConsecA9ntlY , it is assessed in the reverse of ther'WoOve
behaviors, (i.e., ".never" over-correbt:ing is poSitive,
"frequehtly" is .negat4.ye).

4Self=correcting, .over.- correcting and the use of on4C s
own '.dialect can be readily observed by their codes on the



A
marked worksheet. The others require examination of the
worksheet andji,stenfng to the tape.

St.rategieS frequently. found tobe,ineffective and / ors
inefficient are recofded in Part 3., ThefSe include

Appearing to Change:meaning by:

a. 'Making ineffective substitutions, insertions. The
readeo makes-deviations that change the meaning}.

b. Making.critical omissions. The reader omits
phrases necessary to the understanding of the story,
:"They came' to a.big forest.:Omissionof the word "forest,".

. with no substitution is .one such example. Omission of the i
word "big" would in.most.instances.not be, a. critical.:
omission.

c. Making intonational: changes. The Deader diSregar.ds
or substitutes intonation patterns, sb-the.oral reading -,-$

sounds as if he or she is losing. meaning.. Examples include
running through:punctuation,markS,suhstituting:other:..
.punCtuati3On:;, aad:.making intonationalChanges Within,.WOrds
or phTaseS..

d: Stopping and losing the thoUint. The reader:
Stops of pauses for long perr6ds :(a.sit the nexttrd(S)
is/are difficult or unknown), reSult,ing in,whaCal ear.

.

to:,be a break in thought. ;.

. All of these items iequire some interpretation of::
the marked worksheet. None of these changes can be desig,
naeed aSabsblutely negative, because the oral reading
does not `always mirror the total experience.ftowever
the surfaCe' these behaviors appear .to. hinder -comprehension
so it is helpful to make note of them in the case:that'
they do represent the reader's actual. strategy. Changes
in intonation, especially, have not been found to be
aCcurate'predictolloSs.of comprehegsion. This finding
reinforces the. notion that an oral reading performance
often'takepraCtice" to be suitable for aivaudience'..
Readers freqUentlelfcorrect and coMpensate alOng. the
waywiihdutinforming the audience of the, adaptations
neceSsarfor gaining meaning.

S,uMMarize strengths and concerns

t ing alI'ythe information now available, on this
studen 's-reading-prformance, jot down notes on the
apparent strengths and any cause :for concern.,,

4:
Ttem Cr. Strengths. This is extremely important

/information; -1f7:.the-reader presently exhibits... any

90.
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'meaning-seeking strategies, She-has some- notion of the
purpose of reading. These areythepehaviors to ..be especial-
ly drawn to his or.het'att(Intion for continued; increased
use: It is 'helpful to knew whether .the behavio?mas

-
frequent, seldom or even appeared 'to occur by chance. 'If

%

the reader does,segrito process informatTon in' an effort
o Understand.a message, that impression sholild be re- ;-

ected In.sum, what ardall the indications that
provide evidence of the student's search for meaning?
The student's Use of the thr'ee systems;of language ("meaning,
grammar, sourld/symbol relationships) "asclues to unknown
words should also be noted here.

CcincernsTherdMay beTreaSonfer concern
ifthe readers. settles: for; pens,ense or As
e.W mentiOned earlier-,E8,ever; this behaVier alWaYs
a,negatiVeY:*ignothe .r.adet*Aerrect,ih their minds,?:
6/11yaighe Oralperf,0-140doe4nOl9 OnlY,
the:retelling'prprob.:UeStjensT'reveal..the "silent,
CorredtionS" -

However, to arriveCgt this.stagqpf analyss, you
ifoUnd-anunsatiSfactorretelling'ig tncrete.:'
evidende,at the oral le.AielefmeaningleSs reading it ..

shouldbe indicated heii4Vhen:,thereader deviation's-were. .

unacceptable, it shoUldA0-inditated asto why',.failure
to use meaning cues.?':.Qati)matital"cueS? If visual, cues
dominate ina propriatethat:shoUld;be inditateCE In
sum, `what .eVIdence:iS t e that the studen-C.doeS not know
or'leSes track o.ftheA5 reading77copStruCting
:meaning? Ifhe or she 'la 18 to use-any of the three cueing
systeMs:.(Meaping,,gramMat 'iOund/symbelitshould be
-noted here; H .

8.. Make .recommendati

Introductory note,. und
for individual student a
student's own, discovery,o
helpful teacher role is pr
conditions for Communicati

rlYing any 'spedific, suggestions
ies We toncelit*Of the
ing in reading. The mos

one of creating op
etWeen aufhor'and read' to

take, place. This role usua 1%, has more to do,with as laving
the:' ,selection of appropriate' material,'holding-,pre-reading
diS'S-sions that reveal, the reader's,4powledge and-preqt-
tip)is, and holding'po§t7reading discussions for verification,
interpretation 'and appliCition than it ha,;to,.do with the
conventional -image of "tdaching reading.", When the,stage
is: set with a. reader.(listener) matChed appropriately with,
an author speak'er) through linguage and experience, the
studentS of interaction with the text, usually elicits
effective strategies,te carry on.thF'-coMmunication we call
rgVing. -That iS,.wheti the Student demands iiaat the text



make sense because-she-Wants to know, she will usually
naturally .substitute for unknowns, regress to corret-t--
when,a ..substitution fails,to make sense, and make "changes
to make ,thelanguage more like her own dialect. When
these meaning-getting strategies can be 'developed naturally
as a function of a relevant, real reading experience, .this

. is, of course', preferred to-more imposed,-directed procedures:
This natural .self=discovery also includeS.self-assessment
whereby the reader judges her own results-'-Do I understand
what I'm reading,?--and evaluates the oral performance by
liening to herself reading'(on tape).

Are are cirdurptances$ hortwever,, that obscure or
inhibit this natural discOyery process. For instance,
years"rof'failure4n readidg can destroy or,diminishothe.
student's confidKace, motivation and exercising of existing
talents. This situ tion may cause a teacher to feel the
need ,for more dire techniques,, such as those given below.
Keep in hind," hove e that often, helping to reinstate
personalConfidence4, 6 motivation may be themost °1/4-

ficant aspects of 4 t'AOler's role in reclaiming educational
drop-Outs. 'When other conditions are positive, the reader i

,primarily teaches himself--through reading, 4reading and
more reading. Perhaps, all a teacher really can do is to IL
help instate, reinstate ar,reinforce a student's demand
for meaning.

As we indicated earlier, the student's perception of
himself as a reader is a SighificantJactor in his actual
performance. If he-revealed a low opinion of his reading
ability,,a major part of a teacher's recommendation would
be to help him see the strengths he does have and acknowl-
edge his ,progress all along the way. In an ongoing program
where there is opportunity for pre/post testing, perhaps
the most important indication of lasting growth will be
the student's change from saying "I'm a poor_reader" to
"I'm a good reader." This guide is concerned with the
activities that take place between those two points. ; It
is, important for the teachef:to,keep this yiew, as a focus.
The student should "own" the concern, assumeresponsibility
and take credit'for progreA.

Developing recommendations. Recommendations for each
child should be developed individually on the basis of
that child's strengths and weaknesses.' ,Since there is an
opvious danger in establishing overgeneralizO, predeter-
mined recommendations for individual cases, the suggestions
below offer only afew basic principles to indicate the
kinds and i-ange of assistance that mighN-be helpful to,
individual students at different levels of reading profi-

, cienctf- These general suggestions can be combined with
the coaching techniques described in Chapter 3 and the

a?
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student activities given in Chapter 5 to deve'op specific
recommendations for each-child.

Readers .can be categorized into three
basis of their. scOreson Part B' of Level B
TIRC, concerning the degree to which their
make sense'dur,ingloral reading. ..The three

groups on the
or C of the
sentences
groilps are:

Group Little or no evidence of meaning-seeking
strategies. Children in:this grOUp have fewer than
15 percent semanticalIcCeptable seritedces.
(+ category' on Part 1:3(t5 the TIRC) and more than
70 percent semanticatalk,:unacceptable sentences
( category).

/.

Group II: .aoMe evidence of,meaning-seeking strategy=.
gies..; This. group includes ch'ildren who show between
15 and 40percent semanticalty, acceptable sentences
(+ category) and between 40 'arid 70 percent semah-
'tically unacceptable sentences (7- category)..

- Group III: moderate and copz4derable evidence of
meaning-seleking,strategies. ThiS group, discussed
above in the section on Level B of the'TIRC; is
made up'of studentswho produce at least.40 percent
semantically acceptable sentences (+ca:tegory) and
-no more than 40. percent unacceptable sentences
( category).

The suggestionS below illukrate the kind of-assist-
ance that may be helpful to the readers.at each level. It
should be noted, howevpr, that these categories are nkt
-intended t imply that readers shoUld ,be grouped ,in thibs .

way for teahing. As we state earlier, ability grouping
is not an aid to instruction. "The view of this program, is
that the.advantages of heterogeneous grouping outweigh
those of homogeneous gyouping, Groups for classroom
activities,Would usually be formed on the basis of a
'Common interest. The children who.would benefit most

. f om the techniques described below would be especially
observed and given' guidance while they participate in the
activities. .

Assistance to _readers in Group I (little or no evi-
den'ce of meaning-seeking strategies). This group comprises-
the students whose score..on Part B.of the TIRC shows:

T

0 to 15 percent semantically acceptable
(+.category)

.70to 100 percent semantically unacceptable
sentences ( category)

sentences
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Methods of assisting children irLthis c4egory

1 Use of :language experience.teChniques;

When a student does not appear tb Ile& the basic
notion that'reading'is/ akin to listening to someone talk
or that reading'is"listening to Ilrint," using his own .

langtuage and Medorized language can 'servefas a bridge
from use of oral to IAISQ of written language.. Write doWn
his own or medorized/language fof him to see; read'it
to him, then with hith,-gradually phasing out ascyou

Ali 1

Createcloze exercises out of his material by covering
key words he must predict thilbugh the use ofconte>4.
Demonstrate that th!is is a major strategy he will need
in all readingWhat would make sense there? You can
even fill;:a space ?.Vith something that would not4 make

,t,

sense, aril' ask hini)if that would fit.

You are expanding his world of printed language.
He moves from seeing7his own spontaneous and memorized
language, to seeing and hearing the language of his peers.
family and close associates, to seeing and hearing the
langdage of favorite literature in his cultural and "age

group,. to seeing and hearing language in the larger world
trade books, magazines, comics, texts, plays, poetry,
and so forth.

2. Usecif the student's own taped reading

Inviting the child.to listen to hiSor herown tape.
'as soon as possible after the reading, can reveal more
information to you,apd often resUlts in substantial self-
assessment, so that the respons'ibility for analysis does
not rest solely with the teacher. As the student listens
ancrwatches the same text,'he or she is asked to stop the
tape if he orshe would now change what he or she said.
Frec'iuently cifthe material is appropriate), the studentC.
will either correct responses that did not, make sense, or

at least recognize the discrepancy. This is how the
teacher can then emphasize that reading must make:.sense.

A reader must Stop and try again/whenever Aomething'
doesn't. make .sense or sound like what he or she says
or hears.

\

\

This technique then paves the way for repeafed
readings into a tape dining which the child will follo7
the .reading wit listening to self-assess: "Did I aiwoy;s

make sense?" S me children need a. teacher or tutor present

for some or seve al such readings, to ac as a gentle

reminder. After a sentence ask, "Did th1 _make sense?':

,For children who laye become conditioned to produce.

t
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r.

` respon es based solely on the graphic informati
"crutc " (teacher demanding sense) may-be-helP4
in th habit of demanding ,sense 100 percent of t'

With some students it may be helpful to haye
self-assess in this way and to log their 'progresS
For example;othe student listens to his own tape
records that'out of all 56 sentences, 20 made gdodset
and 36 did not. The.next.day, either choosing to read
the same story again or reading a new one, he records,
that he was able to produce 40 of 56sentences that male
sense. We must be Careful in this process to notove6
emphasize the oral performance aspect of .reading. TA
is, a reader need not ,pronounce and produce every. word':,
accurately for "g od reading" to be happening in the mind.
Hpwever, since lis technique would be used.only by
studentsherepfore not gaining sufficient meaning,
perhaps they require emphasis on producing meaningful
units° 3This technique should not be continued'beyond that
need, however, as a'habit of over-carefUl oral reading.
Remind students that effitient readers do not read every
word and don't need to for most general purposes.

3. Reinforcement of existing positive strategies

When a student is using any. positive strategies"
(e.g. correcting, making logical substitutiOns), it can
be beneficial to help her become aware of these positive
behaviors and increase their use. An individual conferenge
at which you listen. to the tape and follow a .marked work-
sheet can be very helpful for highlighting the effective
behaviors, "What were you thinking here when you Changed
truck totrack?" Get the reader in touch with her.ability
to correct and to realize that that is a Rraceica all
effective readers use. Do the'same with appropriate
substitutions. Poor or under=confident readers often
believe that "goo'd* readers" say all the words "right"
and never go badk,,skip 'ahead, aril:1s° forth. All of the
effective problem-solving strAtegies must be legi,timized,
and reinforced in the less'confident student. H(Some
readers use these positive strategies while reading
silently, but don't reveal them orally because they have
been regarded as negative bey. someone else This 'license"
can improve some; readers' performanCeS considerably.) In
subsequent readings with the'student, then,. you can remind(
her or ask her what she might do since She'doesn't seem
to know, the next word, phrase,or sentence.

Teachers working withstudents'at this leVel may also
wish to refer-to the a tivities listed in Chapter 5 fbr.
Level I, the pre-readi learher,°and Level II,'the
beginning reader..
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V : .

Assistance to.,reade in Group..II.'(some evidence of .
'meaning-seeking strategies . Xhisgroup iStma,de up
-students whose'scoresetihe TIRC,show:

b

15 to 40 percent-semantically acCept sentences.
(+.category)

;

,

40 to 70 percent semantically unacceptable
sentences (- categOr.y),

The three techni,quess4gested for Group 1.may be .

-Used in an extended fashion*Witt4this group, especially
theqlse of student's own,tapdd reading and the relnforce-
ment of existingAoositive strategies..

A fourth, technique:isproviding more and more reading.
experience, withr withondirect guidance. For a student
alread.exhibiting,some::demand for meaning,simply.mdre
and more. reading of interesting and 'relevant material
willusnallY produce .increasngly positive result. When:
there is a good match betWeen the reade.r (listener) and
the author (speaker) (e.g., the child'who really wants to
read to, learn what to 'feed his pet hamster), thestudent.
reader will independ6nt.ly develori many,:ofthe.stfrategies
needed to construct meaning from this .particnlar piece
of print -,

: An' additionaq aid to such students might be to have
pre- `and post-readd g diScussionS:, For example:

Ask the student to broWse the title's and illus,
trations.and predict the possible story content
and outcome. Such a discussion. (though brief,
can briqg to the snrfaceithe' student's present..
knowledge Of.th9(particular topic and predictions
about this particular treatment 'of the subject.

, silent reading. of the story itself could follow.
(when ddne in groups, students can read alone
in partners, or small groups, whichever they
prefer).,,

4
Student or Students return, for a poStdiscusSibn:
Iollowing the story. At that tine, they verify

predipredictionS,
prove points by reading, forctions,
project themselves into the story,

.Create'isequels, and so'forth

The activities listed in Chapter 5 for LeVel III,
the deve-loping.reader, may' also be useful.
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Assistance to,readers in Group III (moderate and
considerable evidence of meaning-seeking strategies).
This group in6ludeS students whose.TIRC scores showed,:

At least 40; percent semariVically acceptable
i sentences (4 Category)

No more-than 40.percent semantically unacceptable
sentences category) ,

Some studentsin'this group will be those who appear
to producesentences that make sense when theTreadalbud:
but whose 'retelling 'of stories shows inadequate compre-
hension. RecomMendations for helping such students were
discussed in the preceding .section during the descrilption
of Level. B of 'the TIRO on pp. 80-81.

Other student in this group will be those whos'
,

oral' reading makes sense and whose retelling shows
adequate omprehensioh. Assistance to these readers
is not extensively addressed here, since our concern has
been. primarily' with less effective readers. This is not
to say, however, that such students should be ignored and
have no more reading skills to learn or imprOve. Advanced
versions of some 'of the techniques mentioned for the other
two groups are often very,appropriate, together with hn
emphasis on more and more reading. More specific recom-
mendations are made for these.readers'in the Reading
Miscue Inventory Manual (Goodman and Burke, New YOrk:
Macmillan, 1972, pp. 11S-120) and in publications
addressiMg reading in the content areas, by authors,such
as:Alan Robinson and HalHerber. 0

Te+ers may also wish to 'refer td the activities ,

!listed in Chapter 5 for Level IV, the independent reader.

A final cOmment. .In general,,then, recoMmendations
should logically flow from the information gathered. The
questions to ask imclude:

o.Aie(there strengths to emphasize, build Uppri?
4..

How will the reader become aware' of these .

strengths?
. .

.

- What material would be helPfuli, for future
.

reading? . .,

- Who will select it?

How much do negative,strategieT dominate the
performance?

97 102
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Will it be necessary to addrNS these, or can
Poitivesbe emphasized and negatives' be phased
out naturally?

--What Material would be most helpful to assure
that this reader could get meaning from it,
so vositive strategies could become habital?

Write your tentative recopendation's, try them,
reassess for effectiveness. K p a record of trials,
successes, problems.,Concentrte on the question,,"How
can the reading' task, itself promote meaning-seeking
strategies on the'part of the reader?" When in doubt,
stand back, reflect and ask, "What does common sense
tell me?" and try it.

Examples of Completed Forms and *orksheet for Level C

The.followingpages dive examples of completed forms.'
fOr Loivel C.of the TIRC. The first example is a completed.
Level.C. form for-the.story presented earlier, "The. Old
Man, His Son, an the Donkey." Following that,'yoU will
find the text of another story' used with the same child,
"The,LittleS)ld Woman and the Pig," together with,a
transcript of the child's retelling 'of the story, a
teacher's worksheet fot oral reading of, the story;,'and a
completed'. Level C forth.

.98
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TIRO, Level C

Assessing Reading Through Retelling and

Charaperistics of the Oral Performance

A. Retelling: What degree of understanding,of the text

i6 evidenced in the student's retelling?

1. Does the student tell 'a whole integrated discourse?

Comment and examples: y

a

2. How like the author's versioli is the student's account?

Comment and examples:
G H.S (:) N

Student rta: age

Text y oil m/.45 A J;i44164 .b14

Listener v-iyor date '7.76

3. Destribe the delivery of the retelling (level of

confidence, degree of involvement, etc.):

AL. 2e,0,1 rl

B. Oral Performanie - In what ways and.to what degree

does the student demand meaning?

1. Semantic acceptability of each sentence:

+ 0 -1 ? 'TOTAL

/5' 4,, , ;4 / y7
3V4 p'4, st% ..2. /490 $

2.. Attempts to make sense by:.

a, self-corrfcting

b. using own dialect
,

c. making effectiVe substitutions,

insertions urn
d.. being' willing to guer

persisting, continuing to read

f. over- correcting

3. Appears to , change meaning by:

a. making ineffective substitutions,

insertions

b.' making critical omissions

c. making intonational changes

d. stopping and losing the thought

freq somo, never

rover some fret;

cover some tEnq

111121
MUM
MIN
WEN

C. Summary and,Conclusiorit - What are major character-

istics of the studencs.performance; what are the

implications for instruction?

1, Strengths -

V4
duitsow Atto 40-4-4

61.1441.441i L C.friAA

2, Concerns 7

2tuAtyri4L14 &tell! 0 t OWL/xi)? W4.

'444064ti-
1144 gsetke.4 o-g-

1141- a A 01,4t-a a4÷.( ..t i4412e:tkAze

'
itota,.44 kw

Recommendations -

a, MORE uninterrupted reading

lib. Locate re appropriate materials ()

c, Have s udent listen to own tape

and self-assess

u d. Use student - dictated mated

a e. Pre/post meaning-centeredlttivities

f. Oral and/or written doze exercises

n g. Oral and/or written retelling of stories

II h. Need deeper level of analysis

CJ i. Other

an dr, nt..moitt Attu-tate-

rtta ttAhlt ip44Ak al
/."1.6144d

64 frnAitt'
4

4-4i411`441 411/4"

°OAT°

hu,r224-111



THE LITTLE OLYWOMAN

AND THE PIG

A little old woman

found a siXpence,'

The little old woman said

Now I can get a Rig.:

I.can get a pig

with this sixpence,

And she did.

The little old woman started home

with the pig.

By and, by she came to a stile.

The little old woman said,

"Pig,'pig, get over the stile."

The pig said,

"(I will not get over the stile."

And he ran away. k

He ran, and he ran, and he ran,

and

little old woman walked on.

By and by she iet a dog.

The little,old woman said,

"Dog, dog, bite pig.

Pig will not get over the stile.

And I can not get home tonight."

The dog said,

"I will not bite pig.

I will not! I will not!"

Story ,Used for a Second TIRC Assessment

The little old woman walked on.

By and by she net a fire,

The little old woman said,

"Fire, fire, burn stick,

Stick will not beat dog.

Dog will not bite pig.

Pig' will not get over the stile.

And I can not get home tonight."

The fire said,

"I will not burn, stick.

I will not burn stick,

I will not! I will not!"

The little old woman walked on.

By and by she met some water.

The little old.woman said,

"Water, water, luench fire,

Fire will not burn stick.

Stick will not beat dog.

Dog will not bite pig.,

Pig'will not get over the stile.

And I can not get home tonight."

The water said,

"I will not quench fire.

I will not! I Will

t

not!".

The lIttle old woman walked on,

By and by she met a big ox.

The little old woman said,

"Ox, ox, drink water.

Water will not quench fire.

Fire will not burn stick.

Stick will not beat .dog,'

Dog will not bite pig.

Pig will not get over the Stile.

.And I can not get)rme4Onight."

The ox slid,

"I will not drink water.

I Will not! I will not!".

The little old woman met a butcher.

She,said,

"Butcher, butcher, kit; ox.

Ox will not drink water.

Water will not quench fire.

Fire will not,burn stick.

Stick will not beat dog.

Dog will not bite pig.

Pig will' not get over the stile.

An I can not get home tonight,"

The butcher said,

"I will not kill

I will not! I will not!"

The little old woman met a rope,

.

She said,
1

"Rope, rope hang butcher.

Butcher will not kill at.

Ox will not drink water.

Water will not quench fire,

Fire will not burn stick.

Stick will not beat dog.

Dog will not bite'pig.

Pig will not get over the stile,

And I can not get homefonight."

The rope said,

"I will not hang butcher.
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I yill not! I will not."

The little 1 woman met a rat.

She'said,

"Rat, rat, gnaw rope.

Rope will not !Icing butcher.

Butcher will not kill ox.

Ox will not drink

ue

rn

ea

e

o

water.

Water will not qnch fire.

Fire will not bu stick.

Stick will not bt dog.

Dog will nat bit pig.

iPig will not get aver the stile..

And I can' not get home tonight."

The rat said,

"I will not gnaw rope.

I will not I will riot!"

The little old woman met a cat.

She said,

"Cat, cat, kill rat,

Rat will not gnaw r pe.

Rope will not hang utcher,

Butcher will not ki ox.

Ox will not drink wa er.

Water will not quen fire,

Fire will not burn s 'ck. ,

Stick will not beat dog.

Dog will not bite pig,

Pig will not get over the stile.

And I can not get home tonight."

The cat said, ;

"Get me some milk, 4

Then I will kill the rat."

So the little old woman

4

gave the cot some milk.

And then

. The cat began to kill the rat,

The rat began to gnaw the rope.

The rope began to hang the butcher.

The butcher began to kill the ox.

The ox began to drink the water.

The water began to quench the fire.

The fire began to burn the stick.

The stick began'to beat the dog.

The,dog began to bite the pig.

Then the pig jumped over the, stile.

And the little old woman.

got home that night.

ONCE UPON

A TIME

Row, Peterson & Company .

Evanston,, Illinois 4 Ilmsfordl N. Y.
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Transcript' of Re'tellin f. ThevLittleOld Woman. and the Pit" by, LiSa, Aged Nine ,

- c,: -rnr .

thmmm, good for you That.was a nip job DK°I just start telling.mg everything you rememberfout

this story., , . 1

,
0

. . v

. k dii4
4 . 4

5 Well, the pi mouidetgget over the.sill so the. 1,34 wouldn't get home and, the'dog wouldn't bi e

the pig,.so 'he pig froulnet overoand tnelady won'tqlmget home. And so um, so she. asked th um,'.

stick to beat e dog o she can get Aver to get ho .and'she didn't. And then'she um, asked t fire

to burn the 4ick because he wopldnbite, beat, the eg, and the dog wouldn't bite the pig, d the

pig wouldn't um, the pig wouldnTgd over the sip and so, she wouldn't get home. So she .asked the ,

water to umm quell the. fire so; she 4n um...get over to get home and he didn't, and so umi and

and ' m
,

. 0./., ,

N,

q

T:, doing,fine...You've got' 4. lot' to remember...
.

,

.

STS: see...1,can't
0
remember now."

,

T: You told methere, was' the woman, and the'pig and the dog,and the stick'..,

ST:. And the fire, and,the water, and the britip, and,the.:.I can't' remember.,',

AW

i: And what did the british.do?'
;

ST: He didn't um, kill the ork...so the!Woman,wouldn't ge over to the4house and '6 she pet the...she

the..,rat and the rat wouldn't bite.ut, the:..wou n't bite the...ilorgot,..,

I: rat wouldn't bite the'... 4;

A.4
I

. k

ST.

4

gat wouldn't bite the um man so then the WQ n wouldn't get over to go to her touse. . And...then she

met 4mi...then she met a cat and the cat di It get ,..the cat will get the rat.withhe got the cat,..

will um, get the some milk so that the old lady 'got some"milk..., and so the cat caught the rat, the

rat got the man, the man got the quell, the quell got the um, the'que11.get the water, the water got

the fire; the fire 'got the stick, the stick got the dog,, the dog gbf the pig, and then she...then she

got over to her house.

That was a really lot of things to remember,,there. You, said the woman couldn't get over the sill.

ST:, I.don'Onow, 0

What was the sill?



OK, that's what I wanted to see..,In some of .these stories there are,things that kids don't know

about and. I wanted to know if you knew. What do you think it might be?

ST: It's the...it'sua gate with 2 steps to get over...

T: OK,
1

ST: I think...

T:, Can you show me in one of the pictures what it was?

ST. O.K.
1

T: Let's see way back at the beginning of the story/is this. Now, when did Au come to the part...

ST: Here.

T: So what would it be?

ST: This. (Points to stile in picture).

T: OK,. see...Sometimes we don't know the name of something but you could tell from the picture or tell'

from the reading what it was. OK, What then was the british? (butcher) What was that?

ST: I didn't understand that one either. I couldn't sound that out....ft was a man...

T:. OK, and what about the ork? (ox)

ST: It was.'..it was like a cow with horns.

T: OK...all right...you did very well on those. I wanted to see what you thought they were...Cause they

were words that you didn't know so you did the best you could, sounding them out and you still knew

what the thing was...0K...40t is quell a fire...You. said quell? Was it quell you said or qell?

ST: Quell.

I: What does it mean?

ST: I don't know...um...

T: What might it be? You kept using it very well ...It was different from the word there but you used

it very well...You said, "Quell the fire." What might that be?

ST: That meant take the water and put it over the fire.



T: To do what?

ST: To get.the...to get the stick.

T: But why do people put water on fire?

ST: won't burn up anyone.

T: OK, that was really good.,.I think you covered all the parts. If... Lisa, this tool a long time

to tell the story because you told it just like they wrote it there with the dol(ey, the stick

and on, ..and on...and on.., If you had to tell somebody in your house, somebody in your family,

just,..just one or two sentences really short, what this story was about, What would you say if

you had to say it short?

ST: Umm...(long pause)...I can't remember...

T: What would be a way to say it in a real short way, so you don't have to tell all the parts?

ST: 'I can't remembel..

'1,...,1.4 r q Y r ar a R +.14 44 44444.--

T: OK, Then, one other thing--and that's OK, that's alright...0o you think, the person who wrote

this story,., ,because there was an author who wrote the story, why might, he or she have written

it? What kind of thing would they try to tech us?

ST: Um...I don't know...

T: .Can you think of any thing they were trying to teach us?

ST: Teach us to read...!

T: OK, but in the story itself ...anything they were trying to teach us when they told us about the

woman and pig and all those thiligs?

ST: I can't remember.

T: That's alright...that's OK to say that...Thank you for telling the story.



THE iAE OLD WOMAN

AND THE PIG '

A little old woman.

pout,.

found a si ence.

p.96

The little old woman said:.

Now I can get; pig.

I can get.a pig

#21444.41,44 44
1

with this sixpence."

.

[And she did.

sui77
p. 97 Pig will not get over the stile,

sth
vitet,

The little old woman started home QO And I can not get home tonight."

0

4444 44444444 a4444.14444.A.4444c4 4 4

The pig said,

"I will not get over the stile."

And he ran away.

t

He ran, ,011 'ran, and he ran.

p.99

The little old woman walked on.

at mat
By and by she met 1i dog.

The little pld woman said,

"Dog, dog bite

with the pig.

the 0?

By and by she tame to a stile. go

.' The little old woman saip,

2, IM7

NW St a
"Pig, pig, get over the stile."

p. 98

The dog said,

CI will not bite
Apig.-

I will not! I will not!"

p. 100

40*

o#

o-

D

St

at

O
p. 101



old woman, walked on.,

By and by she meta stick.

The little old woman said,

zowat

L6ita..

"Stick, stick, beat dog. Dog will not bite pig.0:0

Sim
Pig will not get over the stile.

tie-"Jein
I can not get home tonight."

The stick said,

"I will not beat dog.

V119;

I will not! I will not!"

C3f

ti

Stick-will not beat dog.

Di? g will not bite pig.'

en)

Pig will not get over stile..

irn

..t4.14t.

And(' can itht Att_llome tonight."

The fire said,

4ret

"I will not burn stick'.

I wi 11 'not! I wiil not!"

p. 104

p. 105

p. 103 The little old woman walked on.

The little old woman walked on. By and by she meti/some water.

By and by she met a fire. The little old woman said,

I fat
,

The little old woman said, 0"
, , "Water, water, quench fire.

$144.4

"Fire, fire, burn stick. Fire will not burn stick.



Stick will not beat dog,

Dog will not bite pig.

Sta.

Pig will not et over the stile.

! 07,

urce
. 444J4L

And I can not get home tonight."

P 106

The water said,

Ar,

eiLAVL

"I will not quench fire,

I will not! I will not1"4,

p: 107

The little old woman walked on.

i41 mat

By and by she met a big ox.

."Ox,

The little old woman,said,

oy frail
ox, drink water.

Pal
Water will not quench fire.

Fire will not burn stik.

6

et

113

Stick will not,beat dog.

Dog will not bite pig,

Sat

Pig will not:get over the stile.

aea iiasityk
And I can not get home tonight,"

The ox said,

' "I will not drink water.

I will not! I will not!"

p. 108

N."

p. 109

A644.4

The little old Woman meta butcher,

(jci0 said,

44 Jr dr kr,
44t;:ti4k 4.A.,

"Butcher, butcher, kill ox.

efl,

Ox will not drink water._

ouAlee

Water will of quench fire.

Fire will not burn stick.



Stick will noaeat dog.

Dog will not bite pig:

sW.

Pig will not get over the stile.

Aom ,1

4/4

And I can not :get home tonight'."

P

,

The butcher said,

444;li

"I will not kill ox.

t
Fire

r

will not burn stick.

Stick.will not beat dog.

1 P6.4.

Dog will not bite pig.
fem

Pig will Kit geover the stile.

Ern est

1 1 0 .° 4;;Ie dailyht

And I can not get home tonight."

I will not! I will 60t1"

p. 111

The little old woman'met a rope.

She said,

144 A4
"Rope, rope, hang butcher.

buth 41" rat
Butcher will not kill ox.

faa
Ox will not drink Water:

eulii

Water will not quench fire.

4

6".

114

The i*ope said,

- 114;k

"I will not hang butcher.

I will not! I will not!"

p.112

01"

p. 113

The little old woman meta rat.

said,

"Rat, rat, gnaw rope.

"hi 61

Rope will not hang butcher.

,ate i 1i4it 744,

Butcher will not kill ox.

(rj+



Ix. will not drink water.

,em

Water will not quench fire.

Fire will not burn stick.

Stick will not/beat dog.

Dog will no bite pig,

i will not get over the stil

em

1:414

And. Lcan,liptgq home tonight:

The rat said,

now
"I will not gnaw rope.

I will not! I will not!"

114

.115

The little old woman met a cat,

said,

"Cat, cat kill rat.

4156

Rat will not gnaw rope.

Aratd kt,dk

Rope will not hang butcher.

Butcher will not kill ox.

(4

Ox will not drink water.

01
eat

Water will not quench fire,

,Fire will not burn stick,

b1u41

Stick will not beat dog.

Nr.

Dog will not bite pig,

,em

ini
.7..s;-4,

Pig will not'get over thCstlie. 6:01e

And I can not get home tonight?,

The cat said,

"Get some milk.

tin

fudt

Then I will kill the rat,"

V

)



4

1 So the little old woman

gave theca some milk

And ,then . . . .

6
407

sae.

Then the pig jumped over the stile. 0#

And the little old woman

got home that night.

p. 117
n p. 120

The cat began6okill the rat.
,

yva)

The rat began.tolnawethe rope.

/14.1td

The rope begm,to hang the butchep.

The biltelie-begiO-6 411 the ox.

p. 118

au, ,

The ox began 'to drink the water.

Z pm"

htwit'

The water began to quench the fire.

The fire began to,burn the stick.

The stick began to beat the dog.

The dog began to bite the pig.

p. 119

a

04.

ONCE UPON

A TIME.

Row, Peterson & Company

Evanston, Illinois .,Elmsford, N.Y.



T1RC, Level C

Assessing Reading Through Retelling and

CharacteriStics of the Oral Performlce

A. Retelling: What degree of understanding of the text

is evidenced in, student's retelling?
.

1. Does the student tell a whole integrated discourse?'

Comment and,examples:

r rttint 7)444 0-t t eilz-it t to AGM Let-&)

2. How like the author's version is the student's account?

Comment and examples:
.6)

S L N
.

9Le A/tAded, e/a 44 4,71.1. ki4rct,

24.4.61K er"k- '411?-'1:4-
cluAitcti-44 c40;td.

all1;0044ZIK, 12/64:Cialj, 444a.../

; 070.444.14 /9044- Attim-e, CO4cflee-ft

Student 'age

,Text 10.4b16 4/c/ 4,0/44, 64)

LVstener fj, 'Tay/pi- date 7-76

C, Summary and ConclusiO9s - What are major charafter-

istics of the student's'performance; what,are the

implications for instruction?

Strengths,- "

.1,Pe4091d4114 ei-eu

n4-6 zizafti-td4r40

-44.4/64t4A.4c4

Cek4/244,0 2xagt.4._

3, Describe the delivery'of the retelling (level of

confidence; legre..0 involvement, etc.):
..sttz 0.41t,,Irwst elitireatiti

411C44 44,41iti

h444- corwt4L-nt eitt
64itB. Oral Perfgtofiii n,whapays end to what degree

t.,does.the student demand meaning?f 1 I

1. Semantic aCcOtabilily'Of each sentence:

''. I 9 TOTAL

'7 .2: 39
,

.2 / t?
(0.2% 'I '1/4.:, 3 3 Yo /Ye /0D

2, Attempts to'make sense by:

a. self-correcting

b.' using own dialect

cltmakingeffective subjtitutions,

insertions

d, being willing to guess

e.' persisting, continuing to read

f. over-correcting

3. Appears to change meaning. by:

a . making ineffective substitutions,

insertions

b. making critical omissions Ali, erne.
c. making intonational changes

d. stopping and losing the though',,

freq some never

never some fret;

r.qvar some tug
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3. Recommendations -

;a a. MORE uninterrupted reading

/ALb. Locate more appropriate mater-i-als

0-c. Have student listen to own tape

and self-assess

u d. Use student-dictated material

U e. Pre/post meaning-centered activities

f. Oral and/or written cloze exercises

0 g. Oral and /br written retelling of stories

1:1 h: Need deeper levil of analysis

13 Other
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Synthesizing Assessment and Instruction

As wa'Spentioned earlier, after a t cher becomes
familiar withassessment techniques suc a the TIRC, he
or she can adapt them to fit easily into e daily, routine

and ongoing program. This section will describe one,such
example of a teacher's merger of asseSsment and instruction
in the natural course of daily events.

The major components of the'"synthesis" are

1. Teacher log on each child,' including

biographical information and notes on the
child's interests and hobbies

information from reader interview conducted
at the beginning of the year

observation data

TIRC data

work samples (including both written work
u.nd tapes of oral language and reading)

.
other data such as test scores and inventories.

2. Teacher/child conferences to'distuss above
data, as appropriate.

3- Independent reading oppOrtunities for the child.

4. Individual and group opporfUnities to read
and/or discuss issues related to reading.

Information about each child, recorded in the log,
is gathered over.time, in both informal and formal

situations. Much of the information Can be gained through'
informal conversations in the classroom and.on the play-.
ground. Some occasions will lend themselves more readily-

to actually "interviewing" a child for information, but
often the .same data will be accumulated bit by bit in
casual conversation.

All such knowledge comes to bear upon any, instructional
situation, especially those directed or led by a teacher.
An example of a typical situation of this type follows.
This basic plan could be altered in any number of ways to
adjust for size of group, current topic of common interest,

112
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and so forth. An ordinary, much-used plan that showsthow
to turn assessment eXperiences into teaching moments might
go like this:

Sample,Lesson.

I. Pre-ReadingDiscussion
.,t,

. ....,

Ask questions re: how title and illustrations might
. enable ihildren to predict the story.

.

.

Probe for students', present knowledge and iti6as on
the topic.

for reading thestory:"..... "After we
read, you'll be asked to

a:), tell the story in ybur own words, and

b) think of one.question to. o. ask. the rest of.us
about the story.

While you read, I'm listening for the 'story to make
'sense, even when you heed ,to change words or skip
some. once.in a

II. During theReading

Begin by reading to the,children or reading together
(choral-fashion reading)',

Drop out (stop reading and let students take over)
in placs where the tekt is obvious, then phase
out more as it becomes. PlosIble.

After phasing out, listen for:

a. Meaning-seeking strategies

1. Self-correcting

2. Logical .substituting

3. Use of own dialect, language

4. Indicating dissatisfaction with nonsense

5.' Other?
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b. Meaninloss strategies

.1. SubStituting- words that don't make sense(

2. Making critical omissions

3. MakingWiong pauses, so thought is lost

4. Other?.

,Note: During this student reading portion (parts
a and b), a.teacher may .findlt appropriate to use
the techniques described as coaching in the previous
chaptei". HoweVer, minimal intervention is,still
desirable. When the reader truly seeks meaning,
the mind_will teach itself what to dO to achieve
that.

Odcasionally ask for predictions of upcoming
passages, but not in a way that interrupts the
flow of reading.

Pause at the end,to let students reflect on the 0

story and to formulate questions to ask one another.

III Post-Reading Discussion.

Ask,for group retelling, with each child adding a
part' to complete the story. .'

Ask, "What. (for you) were the main ideas of this
story?"

Ask students to ask the others their questions the
teacher can add question(s) at the end, if desired.

Ask older. students what they think they now do
better when they, read than before; ask them to
select what they will work on next time they read.

IV Post-Analysis (used very sparingly, usually with olden
students who have encountered difficulties stemming
from previous unhelpful instruction)

Refer to story and pointut instances of effective
reading strategies. When possible, ask students
which ones.they noted.

When possible, explore further opportunities for
good substitutions in this story.

Review any points about reading as a problem-solving
process that are pertinent to this story and

situation..

i1Q



Present'spin-off activities with other stories:

a. Partner reading; students listen for effective
strv.tegies;help each other make sense:

b Tape-recorded reading; students re -.play and7
listen for sense/potential changes.

c. Silent reading of this same story to improve
fluency and confidence.

V. Teacher Evaluation of Lesson

What went well or supported student progress?.

What improvement's would help next` time?

Indicate individual gains and needs in siudent
records.

Construct the tentative plan for the 'next'lesson.'

The amount of reading TO, reading WITH or listening
TO will vary'onthe reading independence of "the students.
Since heterogeneous interest-based groupings are recom-
mended, it is rare that only reading TO (while'students
watch print) will dominate instruction for very long.
Appiopriate selection Of material, allows for a reading
WITH mode early in instruction, even with five- and
six-year-olds.

To whatever degree students are able to 'assume some
responsibility for the reading, a teacher can focus on
instructing them in effective meaning-seeking strategiesll,
so that:'

1. The teacher will have, information upon whiCh to
build increasingly effective reading strategies.

2. Students' reading habits will be shaped (over
time) to emphasize meaning, using whaiever
mechanics and skills necessary to appropriately
serve.thatpurpose.

Recent research reveals that students do learn what
we teach; that is, they do become aware and adept at
attempting (and usually succeeding in) the abilities
deemed important by the teacher. This finding supports
the'use of the type of lesson described immediately above.
Use of this type of'reading and interaction with students
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(in groups esp ecially, but also individUally),comtrises
an efficient and productive use of'classroom time.

Teacher education'e*perence8 have shown that since
these notions .about reading differ from conventional ones,
teachers need to try'-theSe-- ideas for them teAecome
meAningful. Teachers' observations of Student readers
have indicated the validity of these notions to the extent
that-manyvteachers hPve used them to change or shape their
beliefs'agd practices in reading. While teachers ,usually.
want to know about many ,techniques (such. as those of
coaching) at first, they soon find that,they need those
only in rare instances. When we help readets'reinforce
or reinstate their natural desire to comprehend: their
minds go to work in a variety of ways to achieVe 'oOMpre-,
hension.

Formulating a Plan for the Year

A teacher's. plan foOthe'year.would beba%ed,pn the
. .

various aspects of the gtogram described in'thrs guise.
so far--the information gathered about each child, the
program objectives and 'desited-outcomes described in
Chapter 2, and the teaching. teChAiques*described in
Chapter 3 - -as well as.the specific activities described .
in' the next chapter. Injormulating 'a plan,-teachers may
.also find it helpful to f011ow the steps of proCedure
entitled the'RespOnsive Process for FaCilitating Learning
(RPFL); which 1148 been develo ed by the Responsive
Education PiOgtam. ,

The steps of the process are as follows:

Develop rapport.
.

1

Determine learners' knowledge/experience base.

Establish .a focus for the total group and
individuals.

Provide learning experienbes'.

f
Provide integration.

Provide /application experiences.

Assess and plan next steps.

These eleMehts:troVide the'sttucture On.which plans
for a day, a-month ar:I-the Year can be ,based.' Ove3.a.
year ,..a. teacher can aim to complete thatcycle repeatedly
to ptoMote eachLchfld's Abilities: in. reading/langUage.



Beginningin September, the elements could be described
in this way:

. RPFL

DeVelop rapport

Determine learn-
er's knowledge
and experience
base

Establish, a
focus

Provide learn-'
ing experiences

Kind of EXperience

InforMal,-smalgroup discussions. about
books, readingi interests;,emphasis upon
supporting children in feeling confident
in selfekpreSsion and feeling comfort-
able with peers and adults in. various
janguage.setting8.(one-to -one, small
groups,,Some total group).

.

Provj;c10!

,integration

Informal. discussion between the child
'and adult on the child's assessment' of
self as a reader, and on reading interestS-
and'preferences. Observation and"re-
cording of actual reading behavior as
measured by the TIRC.

On the basis of the above assessment,:
or another, an area for emphasis or
direCtion is established through an
informal conference with the child
(e.g., need for attention to meaning,,
need for increased fluency).

Various reading experiences are offered
that necessitate the actual use of the
skill or strategy being developed
(comprehension: students read silently
and formulate one question to ask
another reader about. the story; AUency:
students practicieja story with a taker,
recorder in ordf to read it to an
audience)..

Questions or suggestions are posed that
help the students examine the experience
to find their own personal meaning or
value in it ("Find, the parts that are
the same as what you do and find the
parts that are different; under what
conditions would you do,something other
than what Serry.did? Why ? ").

"'Provide applica- Situations are posed iel'which students
tion experiences need to use their new information and

knowledg9, in ,other `ways (conerehension:
two students0.ndependeritly read a
story and ask each other questions; .

?k.
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RPFL Kind of Experience

Assess and plan
next steps

fluency students continue to practice
additional stories with tape recorders
in order to read to others, such as
younger children).

The teacher and student evaluate whether
the activity was completed satisfactorily
(Here, the question is one of compre-
hension: "How do we know that you
thoroughly understand the story?" The
teacher requests a complete retelling,
the student suggests another means, and
both are done). The teacher suggests
what to do next as a result of this
(read another story, this time on a
less familiar topacrand the student
adds to or modifies the task.
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STUDENT ACTIVITIES--

Introduction

This chapter describes a variety of suggested student
activities. For the convenience of teachers and others
using this book, the activities have been grouped into
four categories-of reading proficiency:

Level I: the pre-reading learner

Level II: the beginning reader

Level III: the developing reader

Level IV: the independent reader.

Level I refers to kindergarteners, first graders and
others for whom formal reading' instruction has not yet
begun. Level II'could include children in kindergarten
and first grade, Level III could include.second and third
graders. It should be emphasized, .however, that these
levels do not necessarily correspond to a particular age,
or,grade level. EaCh'category could apply to a variety
of ages or grade levels.

' It should also be noted that these categories are not
meant to imply that children should be grouped according
to ability. As was stated in the two previous chapters,
our program recommends heterogeneous grouping of children
rather than ability grouping in most situations. We
believe the disadvantages of ability grouping, in general,
outweigh the advantages. Many of the activities described
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in this chapter'can be used with children at varying
levels of proficiency. The teacher can adjust the activi-
ty to individpaI children by varying the kinds of ques-
tions asked, modifying the amount of independence given to
each child, and making other variations in the.ways sug-
gested in each section in the remainder of this chapter.

Teachers are urged to choose activities for each
child (or group of children) on the basis of the indivi-
dual children's reading competence, as well as their
interests and other knowledge and experience. The
beginning-of-the-year reader interviews and the Taylor
Indicators of Reading Competence assessment instrument
described in Chapter 4 provide ways of learning about
children's reading competence.

the'activffies described here, teachers may
wish to refer to the discussion of the teacher',s role
given 'in Chapter 3, especially sections on Elements of a
Reading Lesson (pp. 22 to 28), Helping Children Learn to
Read by Reading (pp. 28 to. 30), and Coaching Techniques
(pp. 30 to 42). The discussions in Chapter 4 on developing
recommendations after using the TIRC may also be helpful.
While many of the activities suggested here involve an
adult directly or at least require an adult to initiate
them, this format, is not intended to imply that learning
to read always requires a teacher. In fact, 'many of the
activities are designed to emulate .a common experience of
children who learn to read at home--namely, following
print while.being read to and approaching stories, with
the expectation that meaning will be understood. The
activities. have been presented in this way in response to
teachers' requesting clear descriptions of-what their role
can be in assisting reading development in this kind of
program.

As soon as teachers are familiar with the activities
described here, they can invent waysto incorporate por-
tions or variations of them into several periods of a
given day or week. These kinds of activities, cari"per-
meate" the 4entire curriculum program. For example, a
silent reading period could be confined to selections from
written materials on the current science or social studies

unit. Retellings can be encouraged in many informal
situations throughout a dayAo further promote total lan-

guage.development. When group discussions of books are
held, they can easily center on social studies or science
topics and students can lead.them in many instances.
These activities can occur at any time of day,' with any
size of group, on'a spontaneous or'a planned basis.
Teachers are also encouraged to develop their own activi-
ties and variations on thosLe described here.

11,
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Types of Activities

The previous chapters have indicated that the inten-
tion of the Responsive Reading Program is to:

Stimulate the student's motivation for reading.,

Emphasize comprehension as the primary goal of
reading.

Pkonote effective use of language-processing skills
in a meaningful context.

Apply the reading task immediately to a purpose
that has personal significance.

Numerous activities could be generated to meet these
guidelines. Certain general types of activities, howevels,
emerge from observation of natural language environments
where oral and written language are used effectively and
purposefully. These types are such common uses of lan-
guage that they are often overlooked as instructional
activities. They simply have to do with speaking, lis-
tening and reading in keeping with the four guidelines
stated above. The activity categories can be described
as follows:

1. Oral discussions.

2. Listening to written language presented orally.

3. Independent silent reading.

4. Responding to written material.

5. Practicing comprehension-seeking strategies
with written materials.

In the sections,that follow, activities are divided
into these five categories for each level. At the end of
each of the last three sections, there is a discussion on
using basal readers Responsively with children at that
level.

The Responsive Process for Facilitating Learning

The Responsive Process for Facilitating Learning
(RPFL) described at the end of Chapter 4 also applies to
individual activities. Teachers may find it, helpful to

) keep this process in mind when conducting activities.
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The example below shows the application of the pro-

cess to one type of activity;.Rral discussions. Similar
lists of procedUres could be dgVeloped for the other
types of activities..

Oral discussions.' The general objectives for oral
discussion activities are:

To develop confidence and pride in one's own
language.

To develop understanding and appreciation of oral
langua e patterns .different from one's own.

To increase one's repertoire of vocabulary items
and syntax at the receptive and productive levels.

'4, To build a connection between oral'and written
language.

Discussion activities will range frot informal spon-
taneous conversations about topics of mutual interest to
.formal planned statements of. the kind one might.make on a

panel; The number of participants can vary frbm two to:a
whOle class, but maximum participation and comfort. is

usually maintained in groups no larger than five or six.
Over time, it is important that students participate in a
wide variety of different groups of varying' size to dis -'

cuss an array of topics.

RPFL Kind of Experience'

Develop
rapport

Determine
learners'
knowledge/
experience
base

Support children in feeling comfort-
able, using their present language
skills, e.g. small groups, familiar
topics, attention to ideas (not
accuracy of language).

Gather information abotit the chil-
dren's present oral language
strengths, e.g. listen, observe;
tape record, keeplcritten records
of contexts in.which children expe-
rience success, frustration, stimu-
lation, challenge in using their
oral skills.
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RPFL

Establish
a focus

Kind of Ekperience

Initiate.and support, self-initiated
situations where the emphasiS is
upon effective communication of
ideas, e.g. direct attention to
ideas and probe,for increasing 0111

clarity and understanding,.so vocab-
ulary and articulation skills are
refined through actual use.

Provide Guide and support oral discussions,
learning' with a meaningful focus, e.g. dis-
experience cuss a story all have listened to

or read; plan a trip, skit, ,picnic,
eonduct-informalinterviews

to share interests, hobbies, favor-
ite songs, games, etc.

Provide Focus the discussion on thinking
integration and/or-teliing of the child's per-

sonal relationship to the topic,
view, problem, etc., e.g. ask: "How
is that like you?" "Which did you
like best?" "What would you
choose?,",

Provide Carry the discussion to the next
application phase where children use ,the, ideas
experiences and concepts in their own situations,

e.g. "Show what you will do the next
time this happens." "Change places
and pretend you are the other per
song" etc.

Assess and Assist in evaluating the experience
plan next anti discussing what might come next,
steps e.g. "What ,did you like about what'

you/we did?" "What would you do
differently?" "What would you tell
someone to be sure to remember/do
if they were doing this?" "What do
you want to be able to do better?"

Teacher Assessment'Related to
Objectives:

Do childre seem comfortable
expressing themselves in ,'
their pri ary language in the
class oom[ft
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RPPL Kind of Experience

Do children understand each
others language, and make
sincere attempts to do so
when they' do not?

Do children begin to use
additional vocabulary items
and syntactic patterns when
exposed in oral discussions?

Do children evidence knowl-
edge of written language as
being related to speaking,
their own and others'?



Level I: The Pre-Reading Learner

Characteristics of the Pre-Reading Learner

The term pre-reading refers primarily to the stu-
dent's selt-perception. In this print culture, it would
be extremely rare to find a speaker of the native language
of any age who could not read anything. When reading com-
petence is measured in diverse and creative ways, very
young children and adult "non-readers" are found to be
readers of impressive amounts of environmental print, sur-
vival warnings, logos, foodlabels,_and so forth. How-
ever , t he_ _person_ :refers- to-h-im -or-.-he-rself._. as a

.

non-reader, this view must be recognized.and addressed.

In the K-3 elementary school, the pre-reader is most
apt to be a kindergarten or first grade child, but it
could be an older child, especially when another native
language, physical handicaps or other causes for delay
are involved.

Whatever the student's age, the characteristics of
this learner's behavior related to reading usually include
some.or all of the following:

No significant use of printed language (reading or
writing) for information or pleasure -(printed Ian-
guage .here includes at least some connected
discourse).

Little or no appirent.interest in, knowing the
message .of any particular printed language.

Little .or no evidence' of book-handling knowledge
(e.g. holding a book properly, turning pages right
to'left, ability,to recognize print as different
from illustration and other'graphics),

Little or no evidence of familiarity with the lan
guage of reading construction (such as page,

.story, line, word, and so forth).

Little or no evidence of "sense of story" (as
demonstrated in retelling a story or composing
one's own story).

Little or 'no evidence of a repertoire of memorized
language '(poems, rhymes, songs, chants).
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Littld or no evidence of the ability to predict
upcoming events in the course of listening to
stories.

Little accumulated familiarity with a substantial
body of literattre appropriate to the student's.
age and culture.

Substantial evidence that the student perceives
himself or herself as a non-reader (perhaps even
`expressing verbally,."No, I can't read").

Evidence that the student does not even imagine
himself or herself being able to read.

In most cases it is possible to uncover some or many
of the aboVe habits and kinds of in.formatiOn from stUdents
where the ,climate is supportive,.non-threatening and .reS-
,pectful of the students' primary language and cultural
background. It is then possible to. use whatever strengths
are already. there as bridges toward further development of
all the types Of abilities enumerated above.

This level may also include student's who show "little
or no evidence of meaningseeking strategies" on the-.TPC.,
Teachers may wish to.refer to the recommendations given on
pp. 93 to 95 of Chapter 4.

Activities

In general, the activities sugges.ted for the pre-
reading learner are basic.versions of those suggested for
the three levels of readers.. The principalfocus is to
use children's oral language competence (in both speaking
.and listening) ,to build a bridge to reading' competence'.
Considerable emphasis is placed on enhancing students'.
confidence in their language abilities And increasing
their familiarity with a wide range of written language.

As we mentioned in the intrOduction'to this.chapter,
"the-use of categories or levels is not:meant to imply
,thatchildren should be grouped according to ability; or
that only these activities may be used with children at
this level. Children at varying levels of proficiency
can participate in the ,same activity, with the teacher
making appropriate adjustMents to suit individual chil-
dren. Teachers may find that activities suggested in the
other sections of this chapter can also be used with
children at this- level.



As with the activities at other levels,,it is .intend-
ed-that these sugg stions serve as starting points that
teachers can devi from, modify, and expand upon. This
'particular grou of activities is one that teachers might
especially recommend to parents for some version of home
use, since home involvement could increase the child's
competence and confidence, and assist in developing paren-
tal understanding about reading as it relates to language
in general, rather than isolating it as a separateacti-
vity.

The suggested activities for this level areas
follows:

a. 'Oral Discussions
^ -

1. Book-Based Discussion Groups
2. Describing an Animal

b. Listening to itten Language Presented Orally

1. 'Using a Chart Poem
2. Changing a Rhyme

c. Independent Silent Reading

1. Read-Alongs at the Listening Post
2. Uninterrupted Silent Reading

d.. . Responding to Written' MateriAl

ly Story,Time
a. Making an I CAN `Book

e. Practicing. Comprehension-Seeking Strategies

.

1. Enjoying Books Together
2. Retelling stories
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Level I
Oral Discussions

'BOOK-BASED DISCUSSION GROUPS

Objective : To hel child to:

Formulate his thoughts and feelinge-
about a- story into his own words..

Focus': Children discuss-personal and group under-
standing of a book of mutual interest.

Materials: Multiple copies (up.to five or six) of
*books frequently selected by this age
sogroup.

Procedure: . Form a group or groups on the basis of a
bOok selected to be read. This can be
either a wh0Ie class activity or a small
grouli,activity operating simultaneously
with several other activities.

The group gatheCs to listen to and discuss
the book. The teacher or another leader
elicits all members' ideas and opinions
about `the whole story ; Main Character, ,

favorite event or otherfocus. Probing
questions are usedt-pceXPlcire8ertain
aspects in depth-(e:t. '''Why:d0:4Ou think

-Gienda acted that,N#4.01".. Thae,might ha,(7e
caused the king -Co- lea'vee'arIy?"). Some
form of synthesis-pi Clostre 'Is suggested
to conclude the activity:, 'Childxen might
describe, draw, or paint the.character most
like themselves,' the problem's, in the story,
their favorite part-, .or their alternative
ending, and so forth.

Make a distinct &ffort to have the children
see some part pf their.familiar oral lan-

'Y, 'r ivage in print.,'. Use7terms new to the chil-
=:dren,in the context-of the story to inquire

.

about their understanding. Elicit synonyms
for new terms and'enC011rage sharing terms
of phrases related-ed individual dialects,
regional or familY.)DgCkground, etc.
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Integration: Ask each child to-make one statement abou
the main or favorite part of the story.

Evaluation: Observe and ,keep records to see that all
children learn to participate and can
express their own ideas about a book.

.1&



Level II.
rzscussions

Objectives: To help the child to
.0.

Focus:

°Associate oral and written language.
Use reading in"co0iinctign with the
other langUage poocOgses.

/

Children are asked to supply words de-
scribing an animal. Words are listedput
into simple sentences and read fogether.by

. th:e group and teacher.

Materials:.

rocedure:

Co>

:Pictures
4.'1.,arge paper and pen or blackboard'an
Chalk - ,

4 Sory books. abdUt the anima:' in

Display some pictures of the animal and
have :the children. sit ii.rigroup so all

ls.an idealactivity when=: a.
.i..e4iaOmal such as a kitten, butterfly
frog',haS.:been broughti class:,)

question

cad:

or

Ask the cbildren.'some-werds.:ta deScribe the
animal. If the animal is ,a, 14tten you would
probably get: "soft, cute,. puTrW!:etc.

Write the words in a list on .large Paper or ,

the board. (The paper is preferable
because it can be saved and referred o
again.) Then ask what a kitten: can. do- ::and
make a second list of these mioras,

In front vosl each word on the'.firq_list put-,
"Kittens are" and on the second "Kittens
can . "

Kittens are cute. Kittens can,play.Kittens
are soft. 'Kittens can sleep.

Kittens are purry.4Kittens can eat.

P.

Read the sentences with the children, both
:as you Write, the' words and afterwards,
several.times.



Imtegration:

40

Follow-up activities can include: _......drawing
pictures and dictating sentences, dramatiz-
ing how a kittOn acts, writing a group
story about a specific kitten, or J.eading
stories aboutkitten:

Ask children individually in follow-up
situations' which one or two' ideas are their
favorites. They can then write' about or
draw these ideas.

Evaluation: Watch each child to observehoW he or she
is remembering the words listed, whether or

.o. of repeated words. (The
not interest yustained'and if there is
any recogniti
opportunity /or learning is there butkno
child is threatened by any demands to
remember as the responses are made by the

ti
group and the teacher together.)

:
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Level I
Li8-tening to Oral Redding.

I

ObjectiVes:

USING A CHART POEM

o tielp the child to:

41.Assb7ci4tebrai grid written language.
Relate the task bf reading to a
variety of materials and purposes.

. .

.

Children say a rhyme while looking, at the,
print, visually match words, phrases and
sentences, and hear and see rhyming words.

Materials:' Large Chart paper
FThw per

Procedure: On a large chart, prgnt.4a Mother Goose
rhyme, jump rope rhYMe.or the words to a
song.: Read the poem to the children,
unning your hand under the words as you
read. Do this several times, having the
children say it with you.

,

Print some of the words on separate cards.
Make st'i4s of some of the sentences. Show
the sentence strips to the children and see
if they can find the same sentence on the
chart. Reassemble the sentences in the
order of the poem. ,. '

.,,.
Give each child a word and have him or her
try to find it on ihe7Chart. The child can
hold the 0.rd under each line and move it
along un.,01 the .Thatch is discovered. Tell
the chO:dwbat his or her word is and then
repeat .::the sentence to restore the context..

key words and letting tWChildren supply
them.

Leave the poem on the wall and return to 1

read it from time to-time. Paint out words.
that begin like children's names. For
example, if the poem is "Baa Baa Black
Sheep," fipd the words that .start like.
Betty and Bob or Sheila.
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Note to
Teacher:'

Have the children draw pictures about the
poqt and dictate sentences. Read these
aloud several times with the children.
Some of the'words will appear again and can
be pointed Out.

Be sure not to place any pressure on the
children. Do hot demand any of the word or
letter matching /rom the children. Follow
the interest and abilities of each child
and let the others enjoy the reciting of
he poem.

Integration: Discuss the poem with the children and have
them relate any similar experiences.

Evaluation: Observe the children to learn which ones
can remember the_poem and which ones can
readily match w6rds or sounds.
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Level I
Listening to Oral Reading

CHANGING A RHYME

Objectives: To help the child to:

Associate personal meaning with oral
and written language.
Perceive himself or herselPas a
capable language user and a potential
reader.

41'

Focus: Children sing..along or chant along while
looking at print. They change words to

. 'make the rhyme_their4own.

Materials: Large chart paper
Flow pens

Procedure:. Print the words of a song or rhyme on a
large chart. Use a verse with a repetitive'
pattern such as "Hush little,baby, don't
you cry" or "One, two, buckle myshoe.,."
Have the children sing or chant along with
you as you run your hand along the space
below the words.

After the children are familiar with the
poem, ask them to substitute words. For
"example,-instead of

"Hush little baby, don't say a word
Mother's going to buy you a mocking

children might.suggest:

"Hush little baby, don't you cry,
__Mothergoing to bt.IY___YDR_Anaaple
toie.cV

Print the new version and hang it beside
the original. Even kindergarten children
will remember and recognize:the words that
they suggested.
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Integration:

Evaluation:

Ask individual children which were their
particular ideas and which parts of the new
song they especially like.

Observe which children are paying attention
to the print as they repeat the rhyme.

A
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Level I
Independent Silent Reading

Objective:

READ-ALONGS AT THE LISTENING POST

To help the child to:

4, Practice in context several reading
(skills simultaneously.

Focus:' Children listen,to a story of their own
choice While following the print, and are
allowed to repeat the experience frequently,
if desired.

-Materials: A variety of commercial or home-made sets
of short story books with accompanying.\)

tapes (usually' cassette) or-records.

TiStening post- Wiiere tin-e-to-s-ix--studen-ts
94y-listen to records or tapes, with the
use of earphones. (Individuals- =may lis-
ten with just a tape recorder, but flexi-
bility is,added to the activity if the
whole groUp can listen at once.)

Procedure: Following an orientation-session on how to
handle and operate the equipment, the lis-
tening aspect of this activity can be carried
out by children independently. In fact,
they enjoy the responsibility of doing SQ.
Usually a child or group will,selecta book
to listen to'but there are occasions which
the-teacher finds it appropriate. to select
with or for the'child (e.g., a book related
to a topic of study,:a.,,.book especially.
suited for this reader to prepare to read
independently to others). When introducing
the activity, establish the

book
in students

of thoughtfully choosing a bookand ponder-
- -~` a -at-what-might-migh-t-be-about---eT-7

reflecting on why it looks interesting.

As the children listen, they, should follow :

along', turning pages as signaled: (Some
commercial tapes also involve children by
asking them to supply predictable words.)

The usual use of this activity would have
the children listen only once and then,per-
haps do a follow-up activity (such as going
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to anlad-dlt to discuss or retell the story,
or drLwing or writing about the story).
This format accomplishes the basic goal of
the, activity.

However, listening to the story'additional
times, voluntarily, has definite benefits .

in helping children acquire effective
reading strategies. The purposes for re-
peated listening vary. Some children just
like to hear a favorite story many times.
Others can be motivated to use this as a
practicing aid to "coach" them in rehearsing
a story to read to others (especially when
older children read to younger ones). They
can ,Iisten any number:of times (even take
it, home) until theS7s,fee). confident at
reading the ,story themselves

Frequent.A, ",unil-Oreh
peatedl tithe same ,story can road more of
the story, on their own than they realized.
To a-dif s to ries -to this col e ct 6iY c
tape the daily story reading session'. 41.ive"

and add that tape and book to the read=aldng
library. This -is especially valuable when
multiple copies of the te*Tre available.r

Children of this age inay;fito4 §ome structure
at first td listen to a 411,01ete story and
absorb it in a way simi;ar'fo live reading.
It may help to have an adult, t he listen-
ing center or it maybe wi ....IA> be sure

,ethat some of the storis'dar Old favorites
nkof the group.

Books that hav9
page can 1:4 redr
children who vii'tklt,
illustrate their-^
as "Three Billy j41.r!!*

Integration: Ask children to
the story. Then t:25
has ever happened
they k ow.

one oA print per
ally for

rid they can
stories such

Evaluation:

"}draV: tip ending of
',4,1**Ipii; ;lire th-at-

:91.),t.2,g6ipeone

Observe or sit in PritIliS' &OivitAio- see
which children need.mOrelieWto., : follow
along on the correct, :;-utetia during
a complete story' and (Whe'CoM0;,S.nfli'Ciently
involved to respond -t6V ejeling,ortone
of the story.



Level
Independent Silent Reading

UNINTERRUPTED SILENT READING

Objectives: To help the child to: e.

Develop the habits of expecting pleas-
ure.,and iffformation from books.
Develop the basic book-handling skills.

Focus: Children silently read a book of their own
choice or other written text for an uninter-
rupted period of time.

Materials:

Procedure:-

A wide variety of reading.materials on a
range TA-1-e-Telsr-uf sophistication (such as

* TV guides, children's magazines, picture:.
books, easy readers, trade books, .joke
-books and -e-rattbooks, poeLry)-that-are
easily- accessible.
To initiate thiS activity some teachers
"floor a rug in the center of the room
with; books and students gather around.to
broWse and select a. book. Others catego-
rize materials and topics in a class
library corner..

The students are helped to understand that
learfi to do anything you must' DO it.

They can'be encouraged by telling them that
when left alone, we have found that children

IlaVe extremely good problem-solving skills
!.d.a.n actually read better than they thinki._

ll;.;,. I .

en,)Pley need. to and want to Each time
il select their own book.and find a

rnable, reading place to read silently--
'Period of minutes. During that time

Are .to independently do whate
Sary.to attempt to learn what the story

about . They may not interrupt anyone
"else... Even the adults read during this time.
At'the end of the period, students may return
the books or some might wish to keep them.for
further reading, even for the next silent.
reading period. There is no obligation to'
"report" on the book to.anyOne However,
after this activity, some readers often vol-
untarily gather and want to tell each other
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about the book they read or looked at.
Since this is the most desirable possible
outcome, it is beneficial 'to support this
extension of the activity. '+

The younger child may spend. most of, these
sessions "reading" pictures, even in word-
less .books. This is appropriate. Many
benefits result from the book-handling expe-
rience and the construction of a story-like
text to match illustratibns. If the teacher
reads a particularly favorite story, chil-
dren will be apt to read it later because
they.are already familiar with it. Thus, it
is important for the teacher to make sure
that the books containing such stories are
made accessible to the children. Similarly,.
seeking highly predictable language and sub-
jects will assist in motivating children to.
read at this initial stage. -Tive to ten
minutes may be an appropriate period at

. first. The term silent reading may be -too.
stYptig77to-r-ttI age group. Kuidergarten-and
first grade children May need to vocalize a
certain amount while. reading. Quiet reading
could be substituted.

Integration: If done daily, occasionally ask a question
at the conclusionof the period, such as:
"Think about your book today.. What would
be one part you would want to tell someone
about?" if possible, have them tell part-

.

. ners or small groups.

Evaluation: . Observe the children to learn which ones may
need additional assistance imselecting
books of interest to them, in maintaining
interest over the period and in giving; evi-
dence.ol handling books in ways actuar.
readers do. '
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Level I
Responding to Wi:,itten*.Mdterial

Objective:

DAILY STORY TIME

To help the child to:

EnjOy literaturelevelop increasfhg
knowledge of literature and. come to
eApect meaningful ideas from printed
material.

Focus: Children listen to a literature selection
and respond to the story from their own ex-
perience and heaF others respond from theirs.

late----A-14terature selection app proriate-to-the
particular group of children. Selections
will'vary from new publications to old favor-

,

(holidays, units of, study) to spontaneous
choices made by children in the group.

Procedure: An dult reads .a story to the entire class
or small groups, often at a regularly sched-
ule time. A typical session would include
the ollowing -steps:

1. Display the book front and ask the chil-
dren to predict something about the
story. (Sometimes you'll read the title
first, other tithes, not.)

2. As you read he story, usually keep the
"flow" goin (ithout.distractions away
from the tdpic, but pause in places for
children to join in where the next words
or.phras'e are highly predictable (rhymes,
repeated phrases).

3. -After reading-the-story-,-ask-quest-ions--
requiring 'children to think beyond the
information presented directly in the

'.story ( "Why do you think they did that?
What might happen after the story
ended?"), and ask for their responses to
the story from their own point of view.
("What did you like about the story?
'Has anything like that ever happened to

--you221) Encourage_a_variety_of_responses,
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being careful not to stop after just one
acceptable response is heard.

4. Frequently-At 'is'desirable toOfollow a
story withan,'art, craft of writing pro-
ject. Especially when it can be volun-
tary with a.:.Valety of options available,
children can-benefit from further inte-,
gration througharawing or pp,inting
favorite portions, sequels, events in
sequence, etc.!'

5. Make the book available to children
free time activities.

Children at this 1pvel especially benefit
from large picture books that .ena4le them to
see well and even follow somd-:of'the print.
They usually respond best fO,seSsions that
as no - vaptes-r-but-each

teacher should determine that from experience
with the children in her classroom. As a

Integration:'

Evaluation:''

sittingsittingTChil r-en o-f. this -age delight -in
hearing old favorites repeatedly and,, these
can easily become their beginning reading
content. Multiple copies of the book, when-

'
ever available, are often used well by
children following an enjoyable story
session.

Ask children to picture the main characters
in their minds. "Tell what they are doing
in your picture."

Over time, continue to refer back to stories
read and ask children to recall main charac-
ters, major events and themes.' Check to see
whether they are acquiring this "library"'in
their minds.
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Level
'Responding ,,to ,Written Material

Objectives;

: r

MAKINP.,AN CAN" BOOK

To ',help -the', child to:

See some relationships between oral
and written language.
Develop confidence in him'self or. her-.

self as a language user.

Children dictate sentences that can be
irated on each gage of a.small book.

Focus:

"Materials e.9" ,x 12" paber
Flow pen
Crayons

uf-9" -x 12-"-p-a-per---and--sta-pl-i-nii, along the
fold. Print "I ,Can" on the covers.

Discuss with the children things. they are
able to do now, that they couldn't do when
they w7eibabies.

Distribute books and crayons. Have children
draw their faces and write their names on
the covers.

Then have them dr;a7,' pires of things they
can do on each pages4,- As they complete the
pictures, have each child dictate a sentence
or two which you print under each picture.

I can jump rope. I can run really fast.
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It may be best to take at '1- east "1vo sessions
to complete, the book..S.becar4SeyOUrig children
'get too tired to _do -a.,:goOd jcib if asked to
do it all at onee:.,
t the second sesion begin by reading what

. ihas been written so f supporting ndivid-
,ual ideas.

When the books are completed, read and have
:the child read the books many times. ,The
pictures and the fact that "each child formed
the. sentence -will. help them remember.

Extension: Books entitled "I Like
"I-1Srant to Go to ," or any subject, of

Integration:

interest.
rt .

Encourage the child to discuss his or her
aiyi-t-i'tiesLin_ezyen greater detail than de,-
picted:` in the dictated Clption.

, .

___Evaluation Noli-ceWh&ch children::ai,e remembering_ their
sen tem c esnil.::in di v_idu al_ words- _they, have
seen, in another con'tex't: (e. g:;. in. another 7

ik,

childSbook;' in a chart. ,story). .'.,.,



Level I
Practicing Comprehension .qtrategies

Object ives :

ENJOYING BOOKS. TOGETHER

To help .the child to:

AsSocia'te and expect meaning from --
written language..,
Perceive meaning and view hithself or
herself as a potential reader.

Focus: Children f011ow along, while teacher reads,
then retell the story.

,,
a.'Materials :. One copy of ..a .gimple stork. with a rePetitive

pattern for:each.child.,

pTocedure : _Distribute a the- bOOks. DisC1458. the title and
pictUres and have the children predict' what
might ha_p_peitin the Story..

-1q

See that the children have jhe corie,dt page:
and have 'them follow along while,,yoh, read.
Read some pages twice so the children can
say 'it along with,'Tou the second time:.

Discuss the -bory and rel4te children'
perlenCes to it- as you read.r

Read.the" entire' boOk again with the children
chiming .1n.

Have the children turn the pages and retell
the" story. i

Rut: the boOks out so -that children can look
'at' them in their free. time 'Let each child,
go through the book, with..the teacher; an
alde; or a cross-age 'tutor.'

44,IntEgration: Children,Shou41 be encouraged to relate
. . .

41:, ',--,, their own. experiences .11at are similar,to
those in the story

Obse,rve the children who enjoy 'this activity,
:tliosp who cho.0se to look at the book again,'

c'4, and those who remember some of the phrases,
-nd sentences. Note which children can 're-xl.
a...,

4 te1.1. stories efecti,yely and which .need more
practice -T,' V

,--.i-

,

EValuatiOn:
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Level .I

Practicing Comprehension Strategies.

RETELLING STORIES

(This 1:-.ask-qrig-inates-Irblirth-B7adIhg-lliscue Inven-
zdty, Y. Goodman and C. Burke, N.Y.: Macmillan, 1971.)

Objective:

MaterialS:

Procedure:

To help the' child to:

Develop the abillit an,d habit of.
thinking while iftgproaching stories

44:4.-a-1 4y-or .

After listening toa'story,-. students tell
the story in their own words to someone who

..,has not heard it.

A wideyvariety;of.reading materials'
o ,Tape recorder,(opti,onal) ti

Ask students to-listen to d, story of their
choiceoran assigned story. Beforehand,
explain: that theyare to retell the Story
in their own words after Iistenplk. To
initiate the retelling,, you might just say,
"Tell me everything you remember" or "Tell.
me the ,whole story in your own words."
Then listen to all the student has to
Wen lie or She:',;has told.all he remembers
you may wish'to probe, further, on the basis,
of .information,already 'given ( "You mentioned
two pilotS. What did.theydo?"):. 'Or.you may
wish to encourage syhthesiZing and generali,z-
ing by aslanvfor major ideas or themeS.
("What was the main idea-stideas this.
story ?" )

,Students unfamiliar with this task might .be
helpe&.by practicing retelling an actual ex-
perience or.a TV show or movie, just to be
clear ad9out the. task itself.

Children at this level can retell.Stories,
they'listen.to and picture book stories they
look Vt. This is an appropriate -point to
establish'the idea that stories are read for
the meaning they convey, .and that the child's
i:deas, and interpretations are worthy and
important.

,
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:---On-- -. , *

'4 4 0

. ,
.. ___..$0ge of these oral retellings could even. be

7T.1--- wriften down, 'to beFreasupt-iona-tit-r-
0 si5ris 04one.St6r5, to be shared with other

peer*. . iv

IntegT,atlon: The retelling 4.s 'an integration activity,,
abutbut 'n addiAtion,zasking4chilaren for the
rmdSt'imp(Ortani art can assist them learning
'tc.isummarize. 'ASking for.tthe general theme

.

e, e
,days'orvWeeks lateri.is'4a helpful way to
_develop, the ability t6 generalize.

Evaluation Notixre.,whethei',ch"Wen Who are able to carry
oet this4eaSk-Willa real-life events can
dQ the same with stories aThose who cannot
in ay need support for "confidence, and more
chances individuall in partners, or-Small
group to participate in this activity.

iA
4

rd

4
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Level II: The Beginning Reader

Characteristics of4the Beginning Reader

The greatest difference:between the non-reader and
the beginning reader is the student's perception of him-
self as a reader or a potential reader. The so-called
non-reader perceives, himself as not being-able to read and
frequently does.noteveh imagine himself reading% In con-
trast, the beginning reader is engaged in activities using
printed text and is at least beginning to "taste" success
at reading and can picture hlmself using printed materials
for information and' pleasure.

Regardless of age, this beginner's behavior related
Oto the process of reading usually includes some r all of

the following:

. Increasing signs of knowledgq and familiarity"with

- a body of appropriate literature,

- asenSe of the structure of stories,

- 1369k-handling skills

- terminology used in reading instruction.

The abilityAo sustain attention to listen to
stories being read,aloud and

- prediCt upcoMing events

- supply highly ..predictable words, phrases

- th'e plot at the conclusion or later

. .- select tavorite:stories, characters, or poems

When approaching anew book,, the ability to use
title and illustrations .to predict the-possible
plot of story (when content is relevant to the
student'g'Cultural background and/br life experiences)

The ability to recognize increasing amounts of
print used or seen regularly in daily life (e.g.,
the student;s'own name, names of products used
daily, stop` signs, store, signs)
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This 1eVel may also include students who show "little
or no evidence of meaning-seeking strategies on the TIRC.
Teachers may wish to refer to the recommendations given ,on
pp. 93,to 95 of Chapter 4.

Activities

As we mentioned in the introduction to this chapter,
the use of categories or ltvels is not meant to imply that
children should be grouped according-to ability, or that
only these activities may be used with children at this
level: Children at varying levels of proficiency can par-
t.cipate in the same activity, with the teacher making
appropriate, adjustments to suit individual children.
Teachers may find that activities Suggestedin the other
sections of :this chapter can also be used with children at
this level: The activities described here are intended
to serve as starting points that teachers can deviate
from, modify, and expand upon.

The suggested activities for this level are as
follows:

a*Orgi Discussions

1. Recorded Oral Language from Personal
Pxpprience

2. Writing a Group Story

. Listening to Written Language Presented Orally

ReadAlongs at the .Listening Post
2. Daily Story Time

c. Independent Silent Reading

1. Chime-In Reading
2. Uninterrupted Silent Reading

d. Responding to Written Material

1.. A Matching Game Based on a Story
2. Retelling Stories

e. Practicing Comprehension-Seeking Strategies

1. Fill-In Story
2.. Developing Independent Reading from Language

Experience
3. Tape Recording to Develop Self-Correction

Strategies
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Level II
Oral Discussions

RECORDED ORAL LANGUAGE FROM PERSONAL EXPERIENCE

Objective: To help the child to:

. \-fakeheeon-n-eat-ion between oral
language and print.

Focus: Highlight individual accounts of personal;,
experiences by recording oral language in

_
writing and/or on tape.

Materials: Writing materials appropriate 'to the age
level

, Tape recorder and blank tapes

Procedure: Children, individually or in small groupS
tell about an event or topic of their choice
while it is being recorded on tape or in
writing. Often, this As most comfortably
done by suggesting a taeme area, relating it
to a story read today, asking for a caption
to accompany a painting, etc.

If tee accounts are written and carried out
individually, they can be collected over

__ _time_ to form-individual-books_r_with each
entry dated and sequenced. Or, class books
cam be developed by putting together each
child's story about a birth celebration or
other common topic.

Tape recordings can be replayed for"others
or larger groups to hear each other's'
accounts at a group time They can also be
converted to writing,, but 'if possible, the
child should be present to watch the writing
.performed, to observe the mechanics -in actual
use (left to right, top to bottom progres-
sion, spelling patterns, etc.).

Varicius uses can be made of th4 recorded
language. A major focus is to encourage the
"flow"'of language, but also to build a
bridge to reading from their own language
(see following page). .
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Integration:

Evaluatign:.

With the written dictation, young children
will not be able to "read" their own state-
ment'readily. Frequent opportunities-to
have it read to them, however, will lead to
occasions where they can join in on certain
parts and "Find your name and your brother's
name." Repeated readings, especially of
favorites,, are help-fin.

"Reading instruction language can be intro -
duced. naturally with .comments, sucha_S.,_"Be7,
side your name, there are three other words
in this sentence (point). 1-273. And you
Aiave four sentences in your story. 1-2-3-4."
Moving the 'ees'ileft right can become a
habit throngh thiS'in.fox'mal ',process as well

Using the tapeS, children enjoy_guessing
whose voice it is, spPping.phetape to
guess the rest of thetseptencetc. Accom-
panying the tape with writWnt,,Opy,.canead.,
to some of the same participati'on'Oecrlbe0:'
above.

Ask children which parts of their own dicta-
tion they remember. Help them to re-read
the whole sentence(s).

Observe to see that children associate the .
print with what was said, immediately and
days later.
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Levell II,

Oral Discussions

WRITING eGROUP

Objectives: To help the child to:

;

Focus

developing reading; SX4,14,;,,,,.
Perceive himself 1§r.her'Oef-..;Eisr. a. pre-
sent or potentiar.C4aPabI:d

A small group of children f'di,Ctate, ..story
together. '

"

Materials: Large chart paper
Felt pens

Procedure: Gather a: grouP. of .011100 (approximately.
,

sic to 12): ...12rOund the',,phart.Paper; or black,
board (darkprint o;'r.P0430'.'.i$.!'agaerto "4%,.

read but n'ot
.

. ,
' what.they: Wan-t0 Write

about The SUbject,; 4n'..be:.St'i:Mulated by -a
,pictUre', the 'unit the '.,children are currently
working On the season of the year, etc. '.

Hali6the ,childreri'606.2:Sel 'the -Main character.
You can hear several::84ggestibnb and then
have ,a NY9te, Disduss.,-whgt.ithis'. characterr
rnigh.tlook like and1404 some adjectives.
'Then 'aSk' sothe child ..t0',y0ilinteer a first

Print ,thi.S:cinJthe:paper as the
chpd - dictates saYing. each ord as you

`

.Then ask what this .character ,'wanted and eli-
cit another, sentence: If there is disagree-
2ment , have a ,vote,:

.
e Then elicit some !SedtehCPs :about the diffi-

culties. the:.CharaCterifiad. For example, if
the story .Was aboUt.',a-i.abbit who wanted to

k .1

paint:East'er.eggS,, .whY couldn't she do it?
Children 10.1,1 usually come up with: "She

6

didn't' t have , egge or ."She' had no paint" or
"A wait Iias_botllering her" and you have a

,

goa.d. start., for YOur: Ptor5-K.

15"1
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When the story-is-completed, read it over
and have the children decide whether they
are satisfied with their story. Revise or
add as they indicate, upon hearing the whole
story.

You can turn the story into a book with an
illustration- anti `sentence e-oh-each-gageT dOne
by individuals or partners.

trace, or copy a line or the whole story,
' for their own versions.

Integration: _Have the children examine each. other's illus-
trations'of the story fOr
differences. Discuss the,richnes of differ-
ences and how our own experlenceS affect
what we think and do.,

Observe which children
,

can form sentences.
Observe which children can read phrases and
words as_you read it with them. Phase out
of ei.Tading if you cali.;-and,see which

reh Can continUe-W4-PoutYOu-;.especia113)

Evaluation:

uring repeated reading.df.the-same story.
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Level II
Listening to Oral Reading

,.

READ-ALONGS AT THE LISTENING POST'

.',Objective: ...To help the child to: .,.

skillssimultanedusly.
. .

Focus: Children listen to a story of their owff.choice
while following the print, and are allowed to
repeat the experience frequently, if de:Sired.

Materials: A variety of commercial or self-Sets ":of
short story books with accompanying t4P0
(usually cassette) or records..

A listening post where one:Itb six students
may listen to records or tfidiOs, with the

use of earphones. .(Individuals may listen
with just a tape recorder,'but-flextbility.
is added to the activity, if the whore
group.can.listen at once )

Procedure .:4-Following an orientation sessdr4-0,n2how to ...

. :-. handle and operate the equipment, the Iis-
tening .aspect of this activity'can'be%.carried
out by children independenity. In-fapt,:t..they

enjoy the responsibility of doing.soyi..),Uual-

l' ly a child or group will select a book to
1istenJo-but-there-are7occasions-on-WhiW
the teacherteacher. finds it appropriate to selecC
with or.for.the child (a book releated to a
topic of study, a book especially suited
for this reader to prepare to read independ-
ently to others, etc.). When introducing
the activity, establish the habit in students
of thoughtfully choosing,a book and pondering
for a moment what it might be about or re-
flecting on why it looks

As the children listen, they should follow
along, turning pages as signaled.. (Some
commercial tapes also involve children by
asking them to supply predictable word.)

The usual use of this activity would have
the children listening only once and then
perhaps doing a follow-up activity (go to
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an adult to discuss or retell the story,
draw or write about the story). This format
accomplishes the basic goal of the activity.

However,, listening -E6 the story additional
times, voluntarily, has definite benefits in
helping children acquire many effeptive read-
ing strategtes-7----Th-e-purp6ses-for-regegted
listening vary. Some children just like to

---hear-gtaxcatite_stniT__many_times- Others
--- can be-met--iva:ted-t-e-u6e-thi-a-palact-i-c-img

aid to "coach" them, in 'rehearsing: a story to
read.to others (especially when older children
read to younger ones). They can"listen any
number of times (even take it'home) until
they f1 confident at reading the story ,-

themseiNe..

-

Frequenr tly, children who havejistened repeat- '

edly to the same story can read more of the
:story on their sown than they realized. To
add stories to this collection, you can tape
the daily story reading session "live" and
add that tape and book to the read-along
library. This is ,especially valuable, to do
where multiple copies of the text are available.

. Children of this age may need some structure
at first to listen to a complete story and
absorb it in a way similar to live reading.
It may help to hgve an adult at the c nter

--Or it-may-be-wise-to- be sure- that some
. the stories are old favorites of the group.

Books that haVe only one line of print per
page can be, recreated individually for chil-
dren who wish to do so, and they can illus-
trate their own copy of stories such as
"Three Billy Goats Gruff."

Integration: Ask children to tell or draw the ending of
the story. Then ask if anything like that
has ever, happened to them or to someone they
know. Have ;plem locate one part they Can
read to you.'

0

Evaluation: Observe or sit in on this activity to see
which children need more he p to (a) foll6W
along on the correct page,- (b) attend
throughoutag6Mplete-:story and (c) become

'8ufficiently.7nvolvod to respond to the
feeling,o'r'ttone of the story
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Level II
Listening to Oral:Reading

DAILY. STORY TIME

Objective: To e child to:1;1p7rth

Focus:

Materials:

Enjoyaiterature, develOp_increasing_
knowledge of literature:,and to expect

.

--Meaningful Ideas frOt printed. m-ate-

Children Listen_ -to, aTit eratilre seleCtion. and
respond to the,story from their own ;'experience
and hear others 'respond from theifs.

A literature seleCtion approPriate-o the
particular group" of children. SeleEtions
will vary from new publIcations to ;old favor-
iteg,, and from' books rellted to themes
(holidays, units of study) to spontaneous
choices made by.. children: in the group.

Procedure: An .adult reads a storylto the entire class
or small groups, often ,at a regularly
scheduled time. A typical session would
include the:following steps:

1. Di-SPIay the book i*mt aridaskthechiI-
dren to predict something about the
story. (Sometimes you'll read the title
first--= 0ther nat.-)

2. As youread the story, usually keep the:
"flow",going without distractions away
from the topic, but pause in places for
children to join in where the next words
or phrase are highly predictable (rhymes,
repeated phrases).

3. After reading the story, ask questions
requiring children to think,beyond the
information presented directly in the
story'(Why do you think they did that?'

.

What might happen_ after, the story ended?),
and,ask for their responses to the story
from their =own point of view. (What
did' you like about the story? Has any-
thing like ,that ever happened to you?)
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Integration:

--Encourage-a variety of responses, -be in
careful not to stop after just'one
acceptable:-response is heard.

Frsquedtly it is desirable to folloW a
story with an,art, craft or writing pro-
iPct. Especially when it can be volun-

.
-..tvry- with-a Variety of "options available,
'children call benefit from further inte-
gration through drawing or painting

____

sequence, etc.

5. Make the book,aviilable to children 'for
free time activities.

,
Children at this level especially benefit
from large pictui* books that enable them to
see well and 6yen follow some of the print.
They usually respond best to sessions that
last no more than about 15 minutes, but each
teacher should determinrZthat from experience.
As a rule, a story should be coMpleted in ode
_sitting. Children of this age delight in
hearing old favorites repeatedly and these
can easily' become their beginning reading
content.. Multiple copies of the book, when-

.

ever available; are often,used well by
children following an enjoyable story
se$Sion.

Ask children to pidture the story in their
minds and to draw one or more of these
"scenes."

Evaluation: Check to see that children are becoming
familiar with a variety of stories and re-
membering major ideas and characters, to use
in future discussions.

3
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`Level II
Independent Silent Re

CHIME-IN READING

help the child to':

4,--ExPere9ce.,...the_pleasure_DI_ZP,
meaning 'from written language.

'Perceive him*elf or herself as a
potentially capable reader.

Chilreh',read aloud along with a teacher and
then read alone when they are confident:

Multiple copies of a shot.t story- book, pre-
ferably. 'one,that

,

has repeated patterns'-in
;= such as ."Gingerbread Boy" or (Henny

Penny.'"

Gather a- small group of children into a cir
cle and tell them that you and they are
going to read a story together. ' Ask them to
say the words right along with you (In
actuality,' the children's reading will prob-
ably be a Second or so behind at first.)

Vocus:

Materials:

Procedure:

4.

Ascertain that everyone has the place and
begin reading. Sometimes-it-is-necessary_to___
read the first page twice to get the chil-

.

dren started.
7 --,----
Read along' with the children .chiming -un-
til you Come to a' very, predictable sentence,
then begin the sentence and "phase
That is, you remain silent and let the c 1-
dren complete the sentence on their own
e.g., from "Gingerbread
from the little old man
frog' you."

Boy;." "I ran_ ,away,.
and. I can run :-awaY:0,.

°'

Talk about the story as You read to keep thp,
children involved and predicting What will
happen next.

At the completion of the story, ask the chil-
dren to retell it, then read at least part

. of the story over again. On this second
reading, you can phase out more.



At-47-subsequen-t---t4-Me , the children can prac;;,
tice reading 'or telling the story,by,
selVes, and then read it to, an adult or older
child.

,

At, the early- stages "of reading, any 'approxi-
mations of the print that make sense are
acceptable. The siorgf can, then' bek read to
the ChAld again or he or ,she can listen to
a tape to get a closer match to° the, pririt.

Note.to the
Teacher: The childr4n who learn to read easily' are'

usually those who have been read to repeated-
ly before coming to School. When the child'
hasnjtisexperienced -this, the-school- can-pro-
vide ' such experiences.

ihe:,,print and lAstening to a story
on a tap-e'recorder or r.ed8rd is very be ef.i
,cial but laCks? the elliqtional support nand the
personal inter another'huinan being Icgri
give . ;$5;7,

Integration : The bhildien 's own experience. sb.ould_, be dis
cussed and related to the reading matprial as
much as possible, Fhich characier did yon
like? What in this 'story is like something',
you have done?'

Evaluation: . Observe which children remember ,the 41se of ,

the -story, and can-retellit- in--their own .

.words while turning the pages.
Observe---t-hose who-'can closely a,p_proximate
the author s language . . Make note ;,'of whih
Stories can be Itsed repe.'itedly, in the fului'e to

,,help'thosp- Children gain ,confidence in the,ir
k.reading.



Level II.
Independent Silent Reading

UNINTERRUPTED SILENT READING-.

(This activity it a version of "Uninterrupted Silent
Sustained Reading"--by Lyman Hunt, University of Vermont.)

I -.

' t

To help the child to:v i
:lit

Objectives:
;.%

DevelOphe habit of expecting sense
and pleasure from print.
Develop basic ObOk-handling skills
through Use.

,s

Focus: Children silintly read a' bookiof theirown
choice or other written text for an uninter-
rupted period of time.

Materials:. A wide variety of reading materials on a
range of levels of sophistication (such as
TV guides, children'Smagazines', pipture
books, easy readers, trade books, joke
books and craft books,, poetry) that are
easily accessible.
To,initip.te:this,actAyity,sonietealch

I"flood",4,.rUvin the center of-the-io6M-7-,
with book and ,StudentSgat'herround to
browse and Seledt.a book. 'Others catego-,
rize materials and topics in a class

_ . .

.library.corner. -

Procedure student s arehelped,to understand that
r: 1(4.Ale4p14p"(44 ari.ytMng.yOueMust DO it, sy

Mii0,:activity.iStohelpimpiove their
." . readingbY just doing it. They can be en-

couraged byytelling them that whenlelt
alone, we have found that children do have
extremely good problem-solving skills and
can actually read better than,they4think,
when they,nee,d to and want to EacliKtime
they are td independently' de-whateVe I. is
necessary to attempt to learn what the story
is about. They may not,interrupt,emyone
else.. Even the adultslead during"this time.
At the end of the perio , studepts may re-
turn the books or some might wih to keep
"them for further reading, even for the next
silent reading 'periddi There is no obliga-
tion to "report"..on the book to anyone.

*

4
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Hoverer, after this aaivity: some readers
often vgluntarily g4theLand want 'to tell
each other about.the.boall they read or looked

lat. Silcethi4i is the most_ desirable possi-
ble outc4pe, it' is bene4cilil to support this
extension of 40he activity. oc.

The yyunger chit may spendimost of these
sessions "reading Lures, even in word=
less books.;, This appropriate Many bene-
fits result from t) book handling experience
and the construction c a story-like text to
match i.11ustralyion%: It the teacher reads a
particUlarly_favorite story, children will
be more apt to read it later because they are
qamiliarlOfth it. Thus, it' is important for
the tea0e:to make sure that the books:con-
taining such stories 'are made. accessible to

, the Children: 'Similarly, seeking highly pre-
dictable Tinguage and subjects will bassist in
motivating, chiVren to read at .this initial
sthge. Five to ten minutes may be an appro-
priate i)ariVa at fUSt. The term silent
readinemay be too strong for thisgage
gro4p. klindergarten4pd-first grade children!
nity nee,AtovocaTize a,certain4ramount while
reading'Quietly could be substitIgted.

,

`Inte ration Circulate at the yndiof a'Period or ask in
small grpups for :individualb 6 tell favorite
pkrts of theiilbooksand,Ao find parts
their storWs like thir.own exppraence.

it'A
Evaluation: Observe which elaildren Mayloheed additional

as§istance in select* booksu4aining
intereSt'over.the neraod$ hanalinebooks
appropriately, an being ate to retell main
neventgelan&charactersofrom7the sftriese

4

n.

4'3
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Level 'II

Responding. to Written Material

,A MATCHING GAME BASED'ON A STORY

Objectives: To help the child

.FoCut:

Materials:

Procedure:

ti

Associate written language with other
forms of language and forms of infor
mation (pictureS1.
Derive meaning from written language.

Children prOduce a Vine by drawing pictures
and composing sentences.

5" by 8" oak tag cards (or file cards)
CI-ayOns.
Flow pens

After children have read a story they enjoy,
have them draw pictures from the story

Print sentences that the children dictate on
their pictures and on separate bards. You
will need 12 .to Wpibtures in order tb plaV
a.game., .

Shuffle the picture cards and deal them out
to the children. Hold,up,the sentence dards,.
have children r9ad them, together or with
you, and: mate with the picture.

Ch'ildren,can also work independently or ir°
pairs to match the.pictures with sentences.

GaMei'.can also be made by cutting ups inex-,
pensivetpicture bOoks.' This means Can be
the way,t.O,'.get the idea started.

Integration: gaNe the childrqn determine how many times'.
they nega to keep rpracticing the game to do.,
it well. Ask them to invent other (mote
difficult) way to use their pictures and

# sentences.

Evaluation: 'Observe which children read the sentences
e ,readily and which :show they grasp the, mean- '

ing of the sentence by qdIckly finding the
matching picture. 0

410
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Level II
Responding to Written Material

RETELLING STORIES

(This task originates in the Reading Miscue Inventory,:,
Y. Goodman sand C.. Burke, Y.Y.:" Macmillan, 1971.)

Objective: To help the child to:

Develop the ability .and habit Of
thinking while reading or approaching
books.

Focus:. After reading or listening to a story, stu-
dents tell'the story in their own words to
someone mho has not heard it.

Materials: A wide variety of reading materials
Tape recorder (optional)

Procedure: StudentS.read a story Of their choice or
listen to a story. Before they reador liS-
ten, explain that they are to retell the
story in their own words after reading. : To
initiate the retelling, you might just say-,
"Tell, me everything you remember" or "Tell
me the whole story in your own-words." .

Then listen to all the student has to say.
When he or she has told all he remembers,
you may wish to piobe further. ("What did
they do?") Or you may wish to encourage'
synthesizing and generalizing by asking for
major,ideas or themes. ("What was,the main
idea or ideas in this storyr)

1).

Students unfamiliar with this task might be
helped by practicing retelling an actual
experience or a.TV show or movie, just ..-to
be clear about the Ask itself.

4

Children of this level are especially. a
to retell stories they listen to and.pio re
bobk stories.,they look at. :This is an4r-t'.
appropriate point to establish the idea that
stories are read for the meaning they coney,
and that the child's ideas and interpreta7
tions are worthy and important. Som6 ofa
these oral retellings could even be written
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Integration;

Evaluation:

1.

down, to be treated as optional versions of
one story, to be shared with other peers.
Children shoUld'be encouraged as much, as
possible to look at the printed text as well,
especially in books they have heard frequent-
ly and. those that have repeatedi easily pre-
dicted portions.

The retelling is an integration activity,
but in addition, asking children for the
most important event or characters can'assist
them integrating the infOrmation. Their
ability to generalize can be promoted bw re-,
turning to discussing former stories days and
weeks later.

Notice whether children are able to retell
events of any kind, then whether they can
tell stories such as this with inc'reasi1g
confidence and thoroughness as well as' show
a beginning ability to generalize about plot
and theme,I.

A,



Level II
Practicing Comprehension Strategies

FILL -IN STORY.

Objectives: To help the child to :,

Regard reading as a..peaninp-bas,ed
activity.
Use other language processes .in con7
junction with reading:

Focus: A short story lacking key words is used so,.
that students can be asked to fill in, Words'
to complete the story.

Materials: Large chart paper
Flow pen

Procedure: Print the following.story or similar one on..a large chart.
, ,

Tell a group of children that -they, are to,..
fill in the blanks..with words ,thaiie'':would':
make sense. Emphasize .that .there-.ate no
"right" answers.

f.c :

tle (have children supply..ths,
:at the end)

Once pon a
named .

One clay she to a She net t
a ^, wbb Said, "Row'. are .,
you . e . What :are you ,

.4"I'M ," saic.the ''''''', ",Wouldi'
you like , ;', toO?"',' ',were 10
happy

,1.1' I,-

Write tbe,4 dsZ,g4th,e 614Adreii, icrtte'''t e
and the -eafl th tci:/ oketti'si-i'!two or
three t esic. .03 ',

Then pte'paitp.apptlabir.1. Airticq.
story'!-,baod task' 'not lar troy

the!gaip ;4',(,.pay hetirst story c

hidden 49,r. c vere
'74 t

te7
Ittfl



The two stories can be compared by both
groups and left up on the wall for re-
reading..

Integration Discuss the differences and similarities be-
tween the stories, and why people might have
different ideas.

Evaluation Observe wkioh children can make appropriate
-inSertions.... Then, note which ones can join

imiOn-the 'reading of the story , and to what
degree.



Level II
Practicing Comprehension Strategies .

DEVELOPING INDEPENDENT READING FROM LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

Objectives:

Materials:

Procedure:

To help the child to':

Readily associate written language
with its meaning.
Perceive himself or herself as.a
capable reader.

Children dictate stories, then match words
and sentences written on cards with the com-
plete written stories.

Notebook
Stiff paper folder
17-1/2"x 3" cards

In a notebook or on :one side of a folder,
'write an individual child's story. as she
dictates it:

Read the story over several times with her,%
, t;,t

40n small cards p lit the words of kkey sen
ienCe.fromthe orT.---kg.: "I like to

my. bike."

the.Mixtit'^the Wor ds bn the table and ask the

/4

Child-to re Ssemble Ahem into the original
sentence... She has the sentence in the
written' story available to matCh. You can,
refer to he'seParate'words as yodWork with
the. Child. "Oh', here'S 'ride'. over here,"
or "Where d 'like: go?"

When calling ttention to each word and thus
lifting words out. of context, you are' never-;
theless putti g the words intosentenceform
so that meaning .is not lost. Additional sen
tences tan.be added if thedhiqd'sintereSt
is sustaine4,'Hnntilat some point, children
might mahagetheWhOle stOrthen recopy
it for themselveS:'
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The next time you work with the child, read
the story, make the sentence agaia_and then
add a word or two so the sentence can.be
changed or lengthened... For exh.mple, you
could add "to school" or any verb the child
suggestq so he could make the sentence: "I

like to swim14 and "I like to ride to school."
This could lead into the next dictated story
which would naturally then contain some of
the' same words.

This activity can be carried out with a small
group of, children who will profit from hear-'
ing and sharing each others' sentences and
stories. Some can be making illustrations
while others are dictating and vice versa.

11 the story is printed on one sidd of a
folder, the cards can be stored in a pocket,
on the other side.

Word
Cards.

I like to ride
my bike.

I can go fast
down the hill.

Illustration
(drawn by the

child)

a to the
Sher: Don't work for recognition of a lot of iso--

lated words. Use the activity to present
more experiences with, words. It is <repeated
experience with context and a strong meaning
association that, will help the child develop
a sight vocabulary.

egration: The child's own experience and language
;supply the reading material, so continue to
"relate the sentences and ideas to the child's
understanding of these sentences. Focus al-
ways on, meaning,,not on whether the child
knows this or that word.
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Evaluation: Observe whether a child can visually match
a word card with thehword'in the sentence.
If he can't yet, givehim.more experience
with chime-in xeading,memorization and
group responses until he shows he is making
the.corinection between the visual symbols
and oral language.

If thechild can ,match the words, continue
with more activities of this nature.



Level II

Practicing Comprehension Strategies

TAPE RECORDING TQ DEVELOP SELF-CORRECTION STRATEGIES

(This activitY.is a combination of work done by
Y. Goodman, C. Burke and M. ,Buckley.)

Objective: To help the child to':

DevelOp the habit of striving for
sense to the degree that making
corrections or attempts, to .correct
is done readily when needed.

FocuS! The student listens to his.'or her own reading
on .tape- while watching the text to self-
assess, and -decide on any further changes.

Various.reading,materials
Tape recorder, blanktapes.
Copy. of the story text (optibnal. b t
convenient)

AS the student readS a short story unassist-
ed, she tape records hergelt. An adult or
older student can be present or not, as the
learner wishes. (The eventual gOal is to
have the student do this entirely indipen-
dently.)

After completing the reading, the _Student
,

listens to her own reading while watching .
the text. The reader' s task' is to decide
whether there are any changes to be made in
what she read originally So that it makes
"better sense." Encourage the student to
diSregard changes that really. don't matter
and assure her that "Ever body does that
when they read."

At least in the learnind ges , it . igd

tul to give the student -:',1to:copy of the
story so that she can, ma x.places where
she would.make changes. ha way, the teach-
er could listen later and seelhere the
.reader had detected her own inkotws and how
many of those left uncorrected were apt to
result in confusion about the text.
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Once the student understands the process,
regardless of adult involvement or record-
keeping, she is apt to be ableto continue
to listen to the tape recoreing to see the
extent to which .it makesksefise and improve
it,in the places it diffars to any signifi-
cant degree. Often, students eliminate the
use of the tape recorder because.the "moni-,
tor for meaning" is now-installed in their
minds, and functions simultaneously with
reading.. This., is the goal.

Care must be taken to avoidlplacing undue
emphasis on oral reading and its absolute
accuracy in this activity. That is pot the
goal,if one is reading to oneself rather''
than performing before an audience. A
'transition back to silent reading-will-be
necessary but 'how the child'is listening for
sense.

Children at this level-could'begin by tape
recording their dictation and any stories
they tell to monitor them for "sense" and
whether or not they tell a story. Then
"reading pictures" can be taped and'self-
checked for sense. 'Easy, readers with re-
peated and predictable ,language,are good for
this purpose. Afterwai;dn adult can listen
with the Child, to point out the positive
exambles of effective meaning-seeking s-eate-,

gies.

At this early stage, when children have been
primed to expect and ,semand sense, there will
frequently be nolatekevdfor the use of
the tape recorder to t ach self-correction.
It will,have occurred naturally.

ion: The, integration activity is the' dhfid's.eva
uation of what to change and what to keep
that he hears on the tape he made. ;(Readers
tend to correct a high perc'entage of miscues
made in a first reading, just by 'replaying,
it on tape.)

4-
Evaluation: Observe whether the children are involved

V enough and thinking for sense enough to be
able to detect the need for changes: Ob
serve regular oral reading behavior to see
whether the self-correction transfers to
that initial activity, rather than waiting
fOr a-replay.



Using/Basal Readers

a .baSal text is being used as part of the instruc-
tional program for this_level reader,. the materials needto be examined on the basis of:

. ,
4Ielevance and interest' (of topicS) to the readers.
trediCtability dan natural quality f the languageto the ear of the reader.

Frequentl, it, is this level text that might be mostinappropriate for Responsive instruction because of the-abcve factors For the beginner, it is especially impo.r-.`_t ante that there, be a,match between what,-is familiar orallyand what is encountered in print. Therefore, teachers.need to-determine the degree of match. One, way to do thisis to read some of the text stories :to the students to see*ether they can understand. and diScuss the content.on-.:that basis. While-reading, a teacher can pause,.to see ifstudents can anticipate key words, endings, and, so' ;forth.Ability to participate in these ways does not guarantee...a.7 high degree of suitability blit it assures some comprehen-sion: at least.

Frequently, this check pluS a teacher's intuitionsreveal that the language and topics of beginning.eadertexts are, not Closely related to the real world, of- the.beginning student. "Primer-ese" is generally;, 12 1, 'short sentences with very redundant, vague -coil ;41 hel-e-fore, if such texts must be used as a major oriQr Tart ,of instruction, the following techniques are
1. Selection of stories. Instead of following theeicaCt sequence of stories presented, select one for, todaythat pincides with, another current unit' of study in thedlas room, or have thestudents help select the day's

if? Story. (Hook tip to Some relevant topic and enlist theirthot iv,,at ion )

42. Before reading. USe the title and illustrations
to ask the students for predictions abo_ut the story.

3. During the reading. 'Read the story to the Stu-:sien-te the first time throughthe whole 'stoxy.After
'.Z,establishing, the setting 'and. characters, some may be ableA.to -join in and read along, at least in portionsof each -.

0 ti *paragraph. Use the second reading as a read7.0.1bng.
-

ai Cv6
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The degree of students'4partidipation will vary- greatly
from.not reading a.,11-Q.Ag the first time through to joining in
almost, immediately.; In the former case., the teacher can
read the text, 'asking occasionally for predictions of 'next
.eirents, words. Then for the second reading, ethe students
should be asked to join, in jliPt ae soon as', they scan and the
group will re-read the Ac:ry).' When there is time and in-
terest; it ,is 'sometimes.'hefPfu,1 have, students do a third
reading with 'partners.

a

When students cant join in. on the 'first readrink the
teacher can drop out entirely on ,par,ts; then. on whole para-
graphs, joining in only when needed fQr 'a new start'. In
this case; it may be liossib-le to have','Rartders-ailing the

esecond time through or even the. second half.. theT;fist. - te-
x

timp;. `-

'<criThe prOgression is generally .one. of ..th'tOacher:.

reading tai children
reading with children.;

4. After: reading: ,14,thc Student's to compose
that :detand comprehending the storS,,,,suqh is:

. /
Retelling the plo:f.

io Describing the
tant ictions.

,(Crea:ti

(b.00i1450:r

,'.Creating a different ending: and diffqient tit!- .
5. 'NocabularSa development TO satisfy.. cancgrnp%a,bouti,

:deveoping vocabulary t4rough reading star'ids;.sbme- teach-
ers like to check. on the key ideas, 'terms; and concepts
presented.' - After the reading ind the alfove discussion,
.studentS can be asked about certain items to learn of their
interpretation. - -

responses,

a sequel.
this with your J:if

For eXample:b

"The father talked la.;, tantalizing, fruit. What
does that mean to (Selve-ral responses.)

"Find ;PIO Pare of :the:story .that supports your"giiess
.about tantalizing. '.What words prove your answers?
(Several responses.)



6. Phonetic analysis and structural analysis. Thip,
kind of analysis should occur in a petiod separate,o

And
qtr.*,after a reading lesson.

Ip,proceeding according to the steps outlined above,.
most teachers see that.students are applying abstract rules,
such as vowel rules or pronunciation of blends, whether
they can recite the rule or not. Also, they may oiomay not
be able to state the rule and give arbitrary examples, but
this seems to have little bearing on their use of the. rules

idle actually reading.
ob

etefore, it seems more appropriate to observe for
lore instances of students using:the 'principles arid
grzing theSe to.suggest transfer during. a discussion

SIer the reading. For example, ."Cynthia, you might have
noticed a couple,of words in today's story.that.use the
letter 'c' as in your name." (City, cylinder.) "There is
one more that no one mentioned. Can you flhd the item
that Uncle Don wanted'to,,,give to Jerry?"' .(Cycle.)

}7

4 In sum, then, the reading lesson focuses on 'reading
the whole story and responding to and interpreting the
ideas. All efforts work to that 'end and do not distract by.
emphasizing segments too small to be obviously related to
the whole. No attention is drawn to words other than in
the context of their role in-the story. If such discus-
sions are deeded, they are,resetved for times'other than
the daily story lesson, which is kept at the heart of

-planned instruction.

/.2
In general, even whena basal text is used, this' is'

the level at which it is most important to upp daily,
amounts of students' own language and memorized-language,

o such as songs and rhymes. -The more they see and"read"
this highly familiar language, the better ate-the Con-
scious and unconscious generalitations formed' in a natural
way about the sound-symbol associations.

A

O''
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isloevel HI: The Developing Reader

Characteristics of the Developing Reader
.

The developing reader is the term used here to dent:rte
the less-than-independent reader who is beyond. the initial
stages, of heavy reliance upon live or taped competent *

readers. This stage may be the result of two very dif-
ferent.paths by learners, however. The first is the path
depicted in the two levels described above. This reader
A,s,ready for increasing,amounts of time with very familiar
4C.hd'less familiar printed matter, to practice the meaning-
seekipg strategies that worked so well in the company of a
competent reader. He is making the transition, toward be-
Coming lasawn monitor for meaning.

A second kind of developing reader had different prior
:,instructional experiences.. He is often older than the.stu7-
'dent described above,: and is probably lacking some of the
strategies and perceptions of self as a reader that were
emphasized in Levels band II. So, while sCeb or all of
the characteristics. described below will apply to all
developing,,readers, -the ;instructional strategieF..might
differ for any particular'student. The first type might
benefit most by a program of "business as usual," a contin7-.
.uatian of what is being done already, with increasing

:

amounts pf independence. The,secand type might need
several experiences from those prior levels.

.ty.

IN-
*

Regardless of age, the de eloping reader's behavior
usually Acludes some or all of the following.;

Is familiar with ,a considerable amount of litera-
ture of various types and forms-(prose,-poetry,
drama, fiction, nonfiction, fairyrtales) as well as
environmental and functional print' signs; labels,
menus).

Can independently read familiar,,, predictable lan-
guage, especially that which hag* been encountered
previously.

Can make logical guesses and self- corrections based
first upon retaining meaning and language sense and
then upon graphic and phonic similarity.

A

Can make logical predictions about new material
when participating in a structured activity, but

- may need support when encountering certain new
material, especially long passages, new forms of
/iterattre and less familiar subject matter..

0179 18D



Can make 166041 guesses and substitutions when en-
countering Unknowns and can self-correct errors, but

is not consistent, and sometimes loses motivation
and sustaining. power, so does better in company of,

a listener;*.4,17eading partner; or small group; °a
competent reader who helps tO listen for,sense, or
a tape 'recordet:ifto b0 later' oplayO late for oneself
and/or others

. .;;/i.° .

ThiS reader needs,contin egi:',8pport forusing.and re-
inforcing his or her effectiV eaning-seeking strategies.
This support will take 'than47.-t

.4'. from frequent to occa-,
sional physical presence wittWe reader to well-designed
individual, partner; small-grO,pand total-group activi-
ties before and after rt,adingOit demand thinking while
reading and integrating new inT6rmation with old. Often
it will be sufficient to provide a calM, thoughtful start
to. the reading of a 'story, using only b6dy language for
support during the reading, and then supplying an atten-
tive.listenerafter the reading or an interesting Compre-
hension-centered'follow.Tup activity. Again, the goaTis
to further the.student's self-perception of being a.Capa-,
ble reader who. is doing better each day at becoming' his
own monitor for making sense.

This level may also include students who show "some,
evidence of meaning-seeking strategies" on the TIRC.
Teachers may wish to refer to the recommendations given
on p, 96 of Chapter 4.

Activities"

As we mentioned in the introduction to this chapter,

the use of categories or levels'is not meant to imply that
Children-should be; grouped according to ability, or that
only. these activitieS:may be used with children at this

level. Childrea4taTying levels of proficiency can par-
icipate in the SaMe:.a:Ctivity, with the teacher 'making

appropriate adj. stments'to suit individual children.
TeachOrs may find that activities.suggeSted inthe other
sections. of this hapter can also be used with children ,at
this level. .The, ctivities described here are intended to

'°serve as startin points that teachers can deviate from,
.modify, and.exp upon.

The suggesAd activities for this level:are as
follows:

a. Oral Disrsionse'

1. Addle. Book
2. wpo, What, Where: *Mixed Up Sentences

1.14 g
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b. Listening to Written Language Presented Orally

1. Daily Story Time
2. Read-Alongs at the Listening P6st

Independent Silent Reading

1. Silent Reading Within a Basic Text Lesson
2. Group Uninterrupted Silent Reading

d. Responding to Written Material

1. Following Written Directions
2. Comparing Animal Characters
3. Book-Based Discussion Groups
4. Retelling Stories Orally or in Writing;:,,
5. Using Other Media for Follow-Up Actirities

e. Practicing Comprehension-Seeking Strategies

1. Story Completion
2. Clow Strips a 0 *
3. Tape Recording to Develop Seif-Correction

Strategies
or *

ti

3
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v.

LeveZ III
OraZ Discussions

RIDDLE, BOOK

Objectives:' To help the child to:'

Focus:

Materials:

Procedure:

Integration:

Evaluation:

t.

Us9, reading as 'a source of pleasure.
Derive Meaning from written language.

Children write4riddls fOr.fthers tolksead
and guess the answers.

Riddle books
Paper
Pencils" %.

Choose a theme. It dould,-be animals, TV
characters, undersea life toys, or some-
think from a unit the class .is studying.

Write a tew samples o' riddles on the chalk-
board or chart and read'them with the 'chil-'
dren as models. Talk about, what a §id40,;is.,
"Why is it funny? Do you know other ri441ps?:'
Then direct the class to write,a ridd1.01, 4;:
putting the answer ando.n illustration:o40,t4e,
back of the paper. They might work it; t

r
4

ners or as individuals., Bind the paperAie,,
0-e,

into a, 'book or let the,children .t.ii.0' f
. 0,0 ,

singly to exchange, HaVe them
,

other's riddles:

iThe children read each other"s es a
guess the answers. Have child', . interact
using their riddles and-the rea.ing of theM
as a basis-- The point is to try ta.get the
children to guess the answers to each other's
riddles. '

Check on children:g ability to read each
other's riddles. Listen to see if their sub-
stitutiOns for unknown words make sense.
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Level II
Oral Discussion

MIXED7U,P SENTENCES,

;1J",4-'

Objet; ,

o -help the ,

child to:

Derive meaning from. written language.
-Experience pleasure from a reading

4, act 4vity:
Focus,:' ,FC14.1ctren be supplying parts of sen-:,

tendes (wno,...what; -*here), picking them ou
:blind fi'am,gach :category and forming humor- ;
puss' sentences.:to'. ,oppy, and illustrate.
r.

,,..24 bali,..ep.g
',., gxo*.'pn

: io- Cards" of three 'different- colors: '(iarge
' ":'file of d nicely). ? . , .cards. ,cut,,in ,n-a o

,,.. . ..-1 t 0", ,-' .. : .:,-,.,-:,-:':::,.:,' .' s..- . .-,. .

.Procedure!.." AMake:, a, card ho apPrOxiMatelY.t 12." .x l8'"
byi,,.sta0.11;fig...piece-S' ,Of:. oak '.t a.g or Carabo ard
together::

01
N.;

V

s.

at

Who` Did What, Wheie

S
',Teal, the children that they, will be helping.
to make a game about mixed-up sentences. It
can be helpful to have a few cards made up,

advan0 for illustration.

Havethe chl.ldren supply the names of char-
acter4s/:...,1,Characters from books' or televi-
sion are- good. Write these thr one set of
colored cards and place in the Who slot.

Then elicit words fora the Did What section.
These are to be expressed in past tense
singular such as" "rode a bike," "ate apples,

11!,4
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I't is better to avoid "his" or
these on a different colored

The Vith?.4,'/6'.cards have such phrases as "under
j/tIt lied," fPlrn the bathtub," "up in the tree,"

on a11;d .color- of cards. .;

Whcyu haPve 'enough cards for your group
(tw6Tchill!;14-en can share a sentence), :Mix up

e,.:koafb, have the children draw one of each
iea'd their:sentence to the group, and

ttfien,.kopy it on a' paper With an illustration.
ages can be fastened 'together in a book..

.will be generated, such as "Darth.

i .

k .' ader'did math under the bed" and "Clifford
$0e cream in the sky."

- . ,:." s.,,,,:z..- ,-..;' ..,y' ,....
metimes, ask the children to keep drawing

'',I ' ,:',': '.., cards until they have a sentence. that rrnakes_,

'.; '' l'..'' '...', ,t.' ease or could really happen.' Other times1
...,....,,.',.. s, ;\..... sk them if their sentence is real or pre-

'":-" tend At certain times, deliberately strive
,4---2. °;,q:....H: :.:;or "silly sentences:"

The game can be left out for use as long as
bhil dr en are enjoying reading the sentences.

x.

rt' Later amwhy" or a "when" section can be
added and children could learn that they

-4-1. need the "who" and "did what" cards for a
sentence and the others are optional.

Interaon: Ask children to,explain this .game to another
child who does not know about it. Ask them
to say how they know when something is real
or, silly.. Ask them why they like or don't
like "silly sentences."

Ea.luat ion : Do children need help reading sentences? Do
they laugh at the silly ones? Can they read
them back after illustrating? Does the
illustratiOn match the sentence?
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tening to Oral Reading

ective:

us

erials:

cedure:

---,DAILY STORY TIME

To help the'child to:

Develop increasing knowledgele vocabu-
lary, anti appreciation of literature.

. .
.

.

Children listen to a'llterature:Selection
and respond to the story from their own ex.-
perience and hear others respond from theirs.

A'literature_selection appropriate to. the
particular group of children. Selections
will vary from new publications to old favor-
ites, and from books 'relat'ed to themes
(holidays, units of. study) to spontaneous
choices made by children in the group.

An adult reads a story to the entire class
or small groups, often at a regularly sched-
uled tiro 2. A typical session would be:

41

1. Display the book front and ask the chil-
dren to.predict something about, the
story. (Sometimes you'll read the title
first;,other times, not.)

. As, you read the story,,usugIly keep the 1
"flow" going without disiractionsaway
from the pic, but pause in places fo
children to join in where tie next words
or phras are highly predictable (rhymes,
repeated hrases).

,

3. After th reading, ask questions'
requiri g children to think beyond the
informar ion presented directly in the
story ("Why do you think they did that?
What might_ happen after the- storyi,.
ended?"), and ask for their'resPanseS to
the story from their'own point of view.
( "What did you like about the ory?
Has anything like that eyerhap ned to
you?"), Encourage a variety 9f_, 6sponses,
being careful not to stop__after.juot one.:
acceptable response is heard.

-
c(
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4. Frequently it is desirable to'follow a
story with an art, craft or writing pro-
ject. Especially when it, can be volun-
tary, with a variety of options available,
children can benefit from further inte-
gration through drawing or painting
favorite portiOns, sequels, or events in

sequence.

5. Make the book available to children for!

freeAime activities.

Children of this age begin to enjoy stories
Ahat,ontinue for several days via chapters
or ;other Units. They are less bound to
illustrations and can, si,t- back to enjoy a
story. There are tany 6pportunities to link
a story with ongoing projects, so reading
sessions frequently lead to writing tasks,
art projects, drama performances. Discus-
sions can interrelate different stories the e
children have.shared ("How might Charlotte
have behaved she met Charlie in the
Chocolate Fa#ory?") and attention can be
given to helping children examine their devel-
oping taste ,in'literature. ("Which of these
three stories did you like best? Why? How
are the kinds of-stories different? The

same?")

Integration: Ask children to compare the story or charac-
ers with their own lives. "Could that
happen to you?" or "What would you have done
differently if you had been a chara6;ter in
that, story?"

Evaluation: Observe whether students are processing'this
information in ways 'that will enable theinto
increase their under'standing of their world-,
and appreciate'the*contributions of litera-

ture. Occasfonally ak, '"Why do we read
these #pries? How do they help us?"



L6vel III
Listening to Oral Reading

READ-ALONOS_AT THE LISTENING PT

Objective: To help the child to:

. practice reading skills in context
when still needing supportive help

Focus: Children listen to a story of their own:
choice whilefollowing the print, and are
allowed to repeat the experience' frequently,
if desired.

Materials A variety of commercial.or. home-made sets
of short story books with accompanying
tapes (usually cassette), or records.
A*istening post where one to six students%,
may listen to records or tapes, with the
use of .earphones. (Individuals may listen:;
'with just a tape recorder, but flekibilitY
is added to the activity if the whole
group can- listen at:onbe.)

Procedure: Following an orientation session on how to
handle and operate the equipment, the lis-
tening aspect of this activity can icle carried
out by 'children independently. In fact, they .

enjoy the responsibility of doing so Usu-
ally a child or group will. select a book to
liten to but there are occasions when the
teacher finds it appropriate .to select With
or for -the child (e.g., a book related to a
topic of.study, a book espeCially:suitedfor
this reader to prepare to read,independently
to others) When introducing the, activity,
establish the.habit in students of thought-
fully choosing a.book-and pondering for 'a
moment what it might be about or reflecting'
on why it looks interesting.

As the children jisten; thpy ould follow
along, turning'pages.as signal d. (Some,
commercial tapes alsO involve c ildren by

0 asking- them to supply predictable words.)
.

The usual use -otthis activity would have
the children listen only, once and then per-
haps do -a follow-up activity (such as going
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Integration:

Evaluation:

to an adult to discuss or retell'ihe story,
or drawingor writing about the story).
This format accomplishes the basic goal of
the activity.

However, listening to the story additional
times, voluntarily, has definite benefits in
helping children acquire effective reading
strategies. The purposes for repeated lis-
tening vary. Some children just like to hear
a favorite story many times. Others can be
motivated to use,this as a practicing aid
to "coach," them in rehearsing a story to read
to otherd (especially when older children
read to younger ones). They can listen any
number of. times (even take it hoTe) until
they feel confident at reading the story
themselves.

Frequently, childrdn who have listened re. {'
.,peatedly to the.same-storyYcan_rpad more f

.
the story on theirown than they realized.
To:add stories to this Collection: you can.
tape the daily story reading session "live".
and add that tape and book to" the read-along
library. This is especially valuable to do
when multiple copies of the text are-availa-
ble.

Ask children to'listen as many times as-,
.
necessary to be able'to read whole sections
to you;. Later, they should be able to read
WholeStories'independently after listening.
If they can use the tape recorder indivi-'
dually.they.can pace their own practice.

Observe whether children are intently in-
volvedin the listening and are increasing
the amount of text they can red0 alone. ,
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Level III
Independent Silent

- SILENT READING WITHIN 'A BASIC TEXT LESSON

Objective: To help the child to:
Read independently with a focus on
comprehenSion.

Focus: Children silently read part or all of a
story that is part of the regular basal text
lesson.

The basal reading text used for reading in-
, struction or any other story; one copy per

child.
Maf-terials'?

Proceture:: Within a regular reading lesson, independent
silent reading is emphasized. Children are
helped to realize the importance of prac-
ticing reading the Way it is usually done in

.t,*.real situations. They are encouraged by
'Iearni4 that using,the common-sense strate-
gies they- employ when . reading alone (self7
correcting., guessing, etc.) is. the best. th,,ing
to do, to learn to read better and that th4iti
isv what all good readers do.

A typical- lesson .might gi:thei the grolip
the begiriningt0 read' the.title and brse
the illustrations to 1) discuss4what si
experiences each has had, or wha4. they already
know about the topic, and 2) piedict what
might happen the story.- dTHa. , after re-
ceiving or formulating ttogeth* a focustnglr''
task (read to confirm or reject your inOt.1
predictions; read Ito' find:.a character like

;yourself ; or just ,Tea.ea 'atccremeinbet the :maim
ideas to dis.GusS individu41; go' ol.f
to read the story ,ind§pbritiently.' '4.

r

After the reaeling, they return to discuss
the Xdeas and..qdesticns.. During the `discus
siOn, there may be ft,equent opportunieie td'.

say, "Can, you findz,the part that prov4
Read, rt to us." ',¶Ibis, approaCh teaches t
child to employ :gcfdd. skimming techniques
also florci.vides §,nia.1-1 glimpse ofchis or-

' present oral reading skills" i



If a basal.text:iS being used.in the class-.

'Vo.op, it is strOngly',suggested'that thA
.activity be used with Other reading content
as Well, such'as.paperbackS and magaz.ines,
so.:ti'lat students do not come to separate
schoOl-type reading from other reading
(home: recreational etc.).: Some children
at thig, level may prefer to read with
partners, especially at first.

Integration: Ask 'the children "What would you do if some-
thing Xike%that happened to you?" After
diScusSing content, ask the childr9ri to dis-
cuss their feeling's about thejor,readin
abilities now "What is hard/easy for you?".
etc.

Evaluation: dbserVe children's reading' behavior and .4

ability to aisauss the story content to de-'
termine which students' might need additional
tithe to practice or more opOriunities to
read with a partner or competent listener.



Level. III

Independent" Silent Reading,

.!7

,Ggou.p. uNINTERIWPTg.D SILENT. READING,

(This activity is a Versiorr of';iininterrupted
Sustained Reading" by Lyman,'Runt, University of Vermont.)

Fdcus

To help the child to:

Materi.als;:

. .
a

e op,effective reading skills and
apriZeCiation.,,fOr the worl o print.

. . .

'Child 81:silently-'read. a book of their own'
choic ..g5r4;otlier 'written text ,;for an uni'nter-
ilipteikperibd-of time:

A widq .variety o#-' reading materials on a',
ra..nge,..,ipf aeirels of sophistication, (such as
TV glades and children's magazines,- pic-
ture 4.Ok,s, easy' readers, trade.,books,'
joke- 43&>ks .anct craft ',books,- oetry) that

-are e,rily,aCcessib,le.
Td icy'et. ate,this 4ct,ivitY some:teachers
"flag's'
with 15.(e

,..brOwse _

rite that
library

,a'srifein the center of the room
les and studentS gather around to
tdrselect "a'book.- Others categd-
rials and topics in a, class

flex. :

Procedftre: The studentS: are helped to understand that
to learn to o ,knythitifg,;you mist:DO it, ,so
thi'S. act is to 'hOlp iiiipro'Ve 'their
reading .doig it. They can be
couraged b g told that wh9n left a!Vas e,
we have fo d that children.. do have- extreme-

.. 13i good pro 1qm-solving skills and can
actually read better than they--think i when
they need to and want cito,, Each time they
will Select their `ownbook and find`-a.com-:
,fortable Peading place to,,Tead, silently' for
a periOd 'of minutes.. During that-time, they
are to.',indepeaidently do whatever IS necessary
'to 'atteMpt to --.read their selectiohs...(gueSs;
skip,,and go back, etc.). but they may not
interrupt anyone Even, the adults read

;during this time At the end4'of the period,
students may return the bopks or some might

:..wish to keep t'befor ,fUrther reading, evenfor the reading..per,iod. There



is n9 obligation to "report" on the book to
anyone : Alowever, after this activity, same
readers often voluntarily gather And want to
tell each other about the'book they read,,
Since this,is the most deSirable possible
outcome, it isbeneficial to support this
extension of the activity.

It is important that the children who label
themselves non-readers have several thoiCes
of books that will afford them success. It

,is equally impoqtant to avoid allowing any
stigma or status to be attached to certain
books or materials. The length of the period
Will depend on the particular childten, but A

/about 2D minutes.is often used,

Integration: Close the period bSrasking students to think
silently about an important part of the
story they read today (most exciting part,
worst problem, happiest, etc.). Sometimes,

(s.
ask students to write or draw about this
idea.

te -
Spot check all children over a period of
time as, to whether they are reading with
understanding. Ask for retelling or infer-
ences that muStbe based on thoughtful
reading. Continue to check more fPequently
on children who seem inconsistent or show
signs of waivertng attention when left alone.

Evaluation:
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eve l' III ,

Desponding to Written Material

FOLLOWING WRITTEN DIRECTIONS (SPOON,DOLLS)'

Objectives: To help the child to:

Use reading as a natul-al sourced of
inforMafion.,
Use reading in conjunction with "other /

language procesSes,
A

Focts: Children will be reading directi'onw,to con--;

/ struct dolls from wooden spoons, prOpeeding
with little or no assistance.

Materials: , i'Wooden°ttce cream spoons
Dress patterns
Yarn .

Colored pens
Scraps of cloth
Paper
Glue
Pipe cleaners

Procedure: Prepare a work. area with the necessarymate-
rials.' Have cards available with. printed
directions on them. There could be a large
card with general directions followed by
more specific oneson the containers for
yarn, patterns, and so forth.

.

The general directions that children will:
read are

1. Take a wooden spoon.

2. Draw eyes,,tnose and mouth on the large
Ord.

3. Glue yarn on the head.

4. Twist on pipe cleaners, for arms and legs.

5. Use one of the patterns to.trace on cloth
to make a dsess. Cut out the dress.
,Glue 4 in lace on the doll.

1

_Put away the; materials you did not need. , -
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Children are told to read the rections and
do the best they can. Encoura -them to help
each other. Have sufficient terials,so if
one attempt fails, the child an make another
try.

Tell children who help each other to refer
back to the directions sip that everyone readsi
an&doesn!t just copy:another's product.

Extension: bo a similar.altivity with a recipe!

Integration: Ask children to explain how they felt,about
doing' this activity. 'Did they like following
the directions? Would they like to make their
doll differently? ;How? Were they satisfied
with what they made?

Evaluation: Discuss with children how easy it was to
follow the directions and what, if anything;
caused them difficulty. Observe which ones
relied on others for help.
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eveZ III .

espondinj-to-41-ritten---Material--

- .

ectiveS, .To help:the child t

,`COMPARING ANIMAL CHARAgTERS

Focus:

Materials:

Procedure:

4 USe.re ding as a source of information
and pl asure. I

Associate mewling readily w ith ,written
ipiguage.

Children :read stories about animal charac-
ters to compare characteristics,and descrip7
tiofts,/

Largepaper
Flow' pen
Books containing, animal stories

Develop with the children a chart.abput ani-
mal characterr m stories that they have
read to. them, i°. e=. "Harry the Dirty allog,u,
Lyle, the Crocod4 " "Peter Rabbit," etc.-,

What He Li ked What People Said What li-lippen'ed?

Animal To. Do About Him To Him

a.

Harry P1 ay . Di rty Hdd a bath
.Peter Eat Naughty Mr. MacGregor 'al most

, puf him in ,a pie
Lyle Help; eopl e Lovable I i
,LeaNe enough blanks for the stories they'will
read.

Distribute the'books, explaining that aftev
they read, they will be asked to fell about
their story and. fill in the chart.

Have the children read indetlendently'ot in
partners. Children who need most `help could
be coupled with readerg who are knOwn to be -
independent. -

After the reading is finished, bring the . '

,group, tiagether to tell about. their animal
and ffll in the chart.
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he first time this' activity ione, all
children could read. the same story ('from "

,,multip10 copies) : Subs9quently, each
partner,,smallgroup or individnaldould
elect a different story.

Zu est d
.Books Gene Zion, "Ifarry the Dirty Dog " New York:'

harper .and Row, 1976. .

Beatrix Potter, "Tale of Peter Rabbit',."-
NeW York: Warne, Frederick and Co.;' 1902

, -
Bernard Waber;-"Lyle, Lyle; Crocodile,

.Boston:Houghton-Mifflin, 1973.
. v. -

Hans A. ;Rey, "Curious George',"pOston:,
Houghton-Mifflin, 1941.

Else H. Minerik, "Little Bear" (I Can Read
BoOks), New York!: Harper and Row, 1978/.

Arnold Lobel; "Fi-og. and Toad Together"
(I. Can Read Books), New York: Harper and
Row, 1972. 'Also "Frog and Toad Are Friends:"

Norman. hridwell, "C;ifford,,the Big Red
D6g," Englewood,;Cliffs, N.J.: Scholastic
Book. Service, 1969.

Russell Hoban and Lillian Hoban, "Charlie
the Tramp,:' Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Scholas-
tiO Book Service, 1970.

Integration: Ask children to look at the whole7chart and
decide which animal they like best. Why?
What else would they invent to put in.the
last column'(Whai happened to their favorite
aniMal?). -*

Ask them if they would like to do their own
chart about their own firily pet. They can
complete their phatts individually or in ,

small groups.

4.

Evaluation:. Observe individual'Participation. Can they
readily'sort tht.\ story plot into these
categories?* Did ,their 'reading focus on
comprehension?

4



LeveZ III
Responding to Written Material

BOOK-BASED DISCUSSION GROUPS

Objectives: To help the child to:

Begin to read independeritly within a.
structure foisupPort and, assessment:
Benefit from various ideas expressed
in a group.

Focus: Children discuss personal and, group under-

standing
-of a book 'of mutual interest.

Materials: MUltiple copies (up to five or six) of books
frequently selected by this age group.

0,

Prodedure: Children form groups on the basil of a book
seilcted to read. Either an existing group .
can reach consensus on which.book.all will
read, or groups can be formed, spontaneously
on the basis of the books'selected by indi-
viduals. This can either be 'a. whole -class
activity oya_small-grouP activity operating
simultaneously. with several other±activities.
,Book clubs may be formed within a. class
around interest areas so that one-group reads
aeries of horse stories,.for example, over
an extended petiod of time.

. .

All group members read the designated book'
during class time; at home, during leisure'
time, or durin5>eombinations of these.

4 At a prior arra4;ed time, the group gathers
to discuss theMbiok. The teacher or another
'leader elicits all members'-ideas andopinions
about the whole story,' main character, favor' -'
ite event or other focus. Probing.questions
are used to'explore certain aspects in depth
(e.g. "Why do you-think Glenda acted that
way? What might have caused the king to
leave early?") Some'form of synthesis-or
cldsure.is.suggested to-conclude the activity.
Children might,tell, write, draw, or paint
the character most like themselves, the
turning point in the story, their favorite
part or their alternative ending:

a
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Make ,a distinct effort to have the children
.see some of their own language in print,
either by writing it themselves or by seeing
the teacher write it. Use terms new to the
children in the context of the story to in
quire about their understanding. .Elicit
.synonYms for new terms and encourage sharing
cof terms and phrases related to individual
dialects and regional br family background.

Once the act vity is, established,, children.
may be'capabl of ,managing much of it by
themselvesse ecting the book, setting a
date.;.. and choosing f011Ow-uP'activities and
discussion'tOpics. The acher will usually
still want to be ihvolved° equently, if not
always; in the d4cussion to ose Interpre-
tive:iueStions and suggest, .n a ay of
related .activities.

Integration: Ask the 4hildren at, the beginning o the .

discussion to listen carefully-to ach.other
to be able to state an idea they arned
from or about another classmate this pro -

cess. Ask later for thete resp Ses to
encourage the mutual appreciation of differ7
ent interpretations of one idea or event.

Evalua ion: Observe children:s behavior during the
cussion to assess depth of comprehension and
ability to listen and respond to peer contri-
butions.
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Level III
Responding to Written Material

RETELLING,S7MRIES ORALLY OR IN WRITING

(This task originates in the Reading Miscue Inventory,
Y. Goodman and C. Burke, N.Y.: Macmillan, 1971.)

Objective: TO help the child to:.

ocids:

Materials:

'Focus primarily on understanding while
reading.

After reading:.or listening to a story, stu-
dents tell the story in their own wordS to
someone who has not heard it, or ?rite their

. re-told story 'to' send to a friend. ,

.. A wide variety..of reading materials
Writing materials
Tape recorder (optif2y.1)

Procedure: Students read a s ory of their choice or an
assigned story. B fore they read, explain
that they are to retell or write' the.story
in their own words after reading. To ini-
tiate the retelling, you might just say,
"Tell me everything you remember" or "Tell
me the whole story. in your own words."
ThenliSten-to all the student has to say:
When he or she told all he remembers, you
may wish to ,probe further, on the basis of
information already given' ("You mentioned
two pilots. What did they do?"). Or you may
wish to encourage synthesizing and generaliz-
ing by asking for major ideas or themes.'
.("What was the main idea or ideas in.this
story?")

If the students do this,t ask in writing, they
either writeNlown only their own spontaneous
retelling, or they conclude by answering
some general designated questions such as
those mentioned.pove. Such students will
probably have already done oral retellings
before written ones. Also, students are en-

. couraged to use "invented logical spellings"
to get their stories written when they are
unsure of conventional spelling. They, are
not 'penalized for the inaccuracy of this
type of spelling.
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Students unfamiliar with this task might be
helped by practicing retelling an actual ex-
perience or a TV show or movie, just to be
.clear about the task itself.

4\

Many of these children will prefer'oral to
written retellings,tbecause of the time and
"labor." Also, they enjoy and need an atten-
tive audience, which they get in the oral
form. Mihere time and staff do not permit
frequent individual retellings, you can
(1) have a sTall group take turns contribut-
ing to one total retelling and (2) conduct
individual 'retellings primarily with children
lacking confidence in expressing themselves
and with'those needing experience in recalling
and summarizing_ information.

Integration: The retelling is an integrating activity but
it can also have extensions. such as:

"Think of another story similar to this one;

/

co pare them for similarities and differ
en es."

6

Evaluation:

.1*

"Compare this main Character with another
main character from a favorite book of
yours."

"How would you change the way this story
ended?"

"On a scale of 1 to 10, how, would you rate
this story; explain."

Through listening or 'reading, determine
whether students are composing adequate re-
tellings. (One means of judgment is that
of the TIRC: assess on basis of characters/
events/plot/theme.) Monitor the work of
those who have difficulty and model more
complete retellings for them; urge,thoses
already capable to go into deeper meanings
and relationships with daily life.
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f, Level hi.

Respondingto Written Material

USING. OTHER MEDIA FOR FOLLOW-UP ACTIVITIES

Objective: To help the, child to:

Develop various forms,of response to
literature and reading.

Focus:

M-aterials:

After reading a story, childred re -enact or
extend the story using, other media and lan-
guage processes.

Variety of reading materials
Collection of scrap 'art and craft materials
(papers, fabrics, paint; "junk," etc.)
Writing,and,drawing mafer'als

tapes; came a (if available)

Procedure: This activity has unlimited ossibilities
but A few components might be

Write or tell a sequel to the story. (In
Case, the task could read, "write or tell"
to accommodate learners not yet independent
in their writing. However, just the word.
write will be used throughout.)

Write a story using this main dharacter and
another character from one of your favorite
stories.

Write the story into a play; design costumes;
rehearse; - present to peers.

Convert the story into a radio program-and
record it on a tape recorder.

Write and draw the story with your own in-
vented ending on scroll paper to roll through
a "TV box." .

Choose your favorite scene and create a
diorama depictiiieit.

o

Use the same characters to write a different
i story.

Use the patterns you see in this.storY to
write a whole-pew story.
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.

Children at this,leVel.omay,be _able to work
irldependently, esPeCidlly in groups acl;over:'
a series of daystoaccomplish e'rather cpM-..
(plex project::. .

. , .4,

. .

-.,'..-
. .

, . !

.
. _ .

Integration:. Ask the child to present his br:.her project.:
to pee/.s, sometimes within, aASOokgrolip, -:

other times to., total class 'Alio'ask thee,
child to assess his own p;Tsoject:. - ,

1,

Observe the, children work-4g' and preening
their projectsto:determins. the: depth of'
understanding and ability to express' ideas
.

n various.in forMs..

Evaluation:

o



Level III,

Practicing Comprehension, Strategies

Objectives:

Facus:

Materials:

J 'STORY' COMPLETION

To help the child to:

. ,

Regard reading as a meaaIng-based
activity. ,

-

Use other language processes in con7
c. '4

' ") J junction with, reading.
0

4 A Short story lacking 'key words is Used for
students to fill in the *words to complete
the story.'

raligq chArt paper
Flow pen .

.Inliiifyidual copies of a story,With
fol- certain key words 'and ;ideas

Procedure: On a chart, demonstrate the task of filling.
in words that- would complete a story. The
droup joins in to do one story together
before individuals or partners .do it inde--
pendently. .

Distribute copies, of a fill-in Story and
have children write in word,that they
think would fit the context. Students
unsure of their spelling can be instruct-
ed to (a) use their own invented spell-
ing that "makes sense" and/or (b) ask
someone/for help. (That is, inability 'to
produce' conventional spelling should not
hinder the, generation of .ideas. )

Have children read their stories 'to each
other and .theh bind them into a booklet for

someone else to complete. Partners cOu14
exAfiange or 'Small groups could share.

Integration: Children compare, their versions-of the story
with. each other to look for similarities/
differenceS. Then discuss' why one might
think -e- f- a Certain; word while 'another child
thought of a different word.

204
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Evaluation: ,-Observe which children can readily fill in
words that fit the context. Those who still
have not made a habit of expecting and de-
manding sense when reading might benefit.
from reading the completed story of another
Child-and having the----thor"--.-monitor the
reading.



Level III .

,Practicing Comprehension Strategies

CLOZE STRIPS

Objectives: To help the child to:

Associate meaning readily with written
language.
Use all language cues in combinatiOn
to interpret information.

Focus: Students supply words that are left blank on
a sentence strip.

Materials: Oak tag strips. 4" x
Flow pen

Procedure: Write a short paragraph with each gentence
on a separate strip of paper. Fold back the
last word. Sometimes leave the first letter
of the last word visible. The story might go
like this:

i
Big Bear liked to I eat. (.fold on line)

He likes to eat Id erries.-

Each day he sat in hisl cave.

He wondered when the berries would bel ripe.

Have the children read the'sentence and guess
what the hidden word might be. Get as many
plausible answers as possible. Then show the
hidden word, ask the children to react it and
discuss hdw close all guesses that would make
sense were. Point out how some children
changed their guess when they saw the word;
and ask why.

Thig is a good way to encourage the use of
context in gaining comprehension and rein-
forcing the importance of the combined use
of meaning, syntax and graphics.

Integration: Discuss with the children their feelings about
being able to make good guesses and predictiohs
when they are reading. Help them see that no
.reader predictS a word he or she has never
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Evaluation:

/
heard, so they may need to put in another word I

or idea when reading. Emphasize thoughtful
reading at all times.

Notice which children,haVe difficulty predict-
ing and need more practice. Note which are.
still hesitant, and fearful of being "wrong."

20?
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Level III
Practicing Comprehension Strategies

TAPE RECORDING TO DEVELOP SELF-CORRECTION STRATEGIES

(This activity is. a combination of work One by Y.
Goodman, C. Burke and M. Buckley.)

Objective: To help the child to:

Focus:

Materials:

Develop the habit. of striving for
sense, so that corrections or attempts
to correct are done readily when
needed.

The student listens to his or her own reading
on tape while watching the text to self-assess
'and decide on any further changes.

Various reading materials
Tape recorder, blank tapes
Copy of the story text (optional but
convenient)

Procedure:" As the student reads a short story aloud un-
assisted,sshe tape records herself. An adult
or older student can be present or not, as
the learner wishes. (An eventual goal is that
the student can do this entirely independent-.
ly.)

Upon completion of.the reading, the student
listens to her own reading while watching the

A text. The r ?ader's task is to decide if
there are any changes to be made in what she
read Originally so that it makes "better
sense." The student is'encouraged to dis-
regard 'changes that really don't matter and
is assured that "Everybody does that when
they read."

At least in the learning stage,s, a photocopy
of the story is helpful because the student
can marif any places where she would make
changes. That way, the teacher could listen
later and see where the reader had detected
her own miscues ,and how many of those left
uncorrected were apt to result in confusion
about the text.
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Once the students understand the process,.
regardless -of adult involvement or record -
keeping, they are likely to be able to con-
tinue to listen to the tape recording to see
the extent to which it makes sense and im-
prove it in the places it differs to any
significant degree. ,Very often, students
eliminate the use, of the tape recorder
because the "monitor for meaning" is now'

installed in the head and functionsimul-
taneolisly with reading. This is the goal.

Care must be taken to avoid placing undue,,

emphasis on oral reading and its absolute .

accuracy in this activity. That is t the
goal if one,is reading to oneself, ra her
than performing before an audience. tran-
sition back to silent reading Will be neces-
sary but now the child is listening for
sense.

The older readers an come to hear their own°
miscues while rea ng and label them as good
ones (it still m es sense) or ones that
needrto be changed. When this levelof
sophistication is achieved, we merely need
to expose this reader to-an even greater
variety of challenging situations in print.

Integration: Evaluating one's own tape is a form of inte-
gration in itself. In .addition, readers can
begin to comt ent on how they_feel abouttheir,
own progress. "How do you compare this tape
with an earlier one you did?" Help them see.
and appreciate their growth.

Evaluation: Confer with children doing this activity to
confirm whether they do. indeed detect most

0 errors that-need correction, and whether
they have'questions about what they are
doing. Also listen to these same students
in oral reading situations to observe the
transfer of these skills to less structured
situations.

4
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USing Basal Readers

In using a basal text as part of,the-instructional
program, as with the beginning reader'it is importaflt to
ascertain the suitability of the materials.

Is the subject matter relevant and of interest to
the learners? ,

Is.the language predictable to them?

Since most mass-produced texts are not highly suitable on .

these two counts, the six techniques recoMmended in,the
section on-beginning readers .k 175 to 177) are applica-
ble here as well. They probabl can be modified more in -

the direction of having students assume more and earlier
responsibility for thefr own reading. It would also be,
important to urge and,a6cept students' appropriate' substi-
tutions for unknown words and, phrases.

Again it must be emphasized that the core of the, daily
reading program is to read h story, sandwiching it between
comprehension-centered oral discussions .with a focus on the
story (rather than units too small to carry substantial

.Meaning).. Word study. and the.like would be done in other
, periods, but still kept in context and related to the story
at hand.

Readers at this level primarily need considerable
practice at actually reading, scY rereading familiar stories,

intonto a tape recorder and silent reading preceding
_group discussions and/or choral reading are, all high prio7
rity activities in using appropriate basal text stories
and/or other materials. The goal is successful reading
and lots of it!
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Level IV: The Independent Reader

Ch racteristiCs of the Independent Reader
_

The independent reader stage is the) goal of all the
instruction discussed prevOusly. By this point the
student gives considerable evidence of .independently and
ConSistently,using effective meaning- seeking strategies
while interacting with:print, as others term it, while
'making transactions with written. language, For a student
to achieve)this level, little, 'no,' or substantial amounts
of formal instruction mayhave taken place. ,Instruction,
here is used to include a wide range of behaviors from
very indirect organizing of space and Ma'erials to direct
contact with one or more students. In Ouit-print-dominated/
culture, many individuals manage'tO'learn.to'read quite
naturally as a logical part of -being curious about their
total environment and using language extensively to
clarify and refine their understanding .of their wdt,ld.
In such a context, written language accompanies much of
their normal daily world, and they integrate and use that
knowledge in incteasing,ways,from'infancy, on. Early
recognition of food labels leads to noticing'print on
television and in books, leading td'a substantial tacit'
knowledge of how to interpret the ideas represented in
-symbols. .LVcewise, listening to stories repeatedly leads
to unconscious knowledge of which way to hold books and
turn pages as well as what symbols represent words and
ideas we know about.

This is to say that varying amounts ofinstructiOn
are needed for different learriers. Considerable attention
must be given to discovering what each learner already
knOws about the print in his, or her daily life, and
planning subsequent instruction as bridges from that
knowledge to a wider and deeper facility with language
in its various forMs Many students have far more under-
standing of language than the school presently.recognizes,
sometimes owing to an inability or unwillingness to
respect, learn about and'vallie the student's primary
language or dialect and experiential and cultural back-
ground. In a respectful, supportive environment the gap
can be narrowed considerably .between 61 can't read" and
"Sure, I can read. It's easy." as well as between "can
read" and "do read,"

'Regardless of age, the independent reAder's behavior
usually includes some or all of the fol-lowing:.
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Continues to build a broaderbase of familiarity
with various form of literature; follows favorite
authors,' poets, xplorers.

Consistently uses various.:effectivemeaning-seeking
strategies while reading (self-corrects, makes
appropriate substitutions, continues readineto
gain, context).

ff
t Can provide evidence of reading 'comprehension

(retelling, stimmatizing, highlighting
ideas) and the relationship of ideas in print
to self (individual response, interpretation,
critique)."

Can approath.new material containing unfamiliar
topics.and/or less known language patterns and
determine its .usefulness to self (not Confusing,
unfamiliarity with content. with an inability to
read).

.

Is continually fearningto read different kinds
of materials, formats and subject areas; continually
building-the necessary experience base to bring
meaning to a wider range of.print and ideas.

Has confidence in self as a reader and uses
reading'as a tool with little or no attention

r.
to the,reading'process itself.

This.reader has developed the necessary confidenCe
and skills for gaining meaning from printed language. Such
readersare another excellent resource for assistance to ,1
less capable readers. TheSe readers can read to and with
partners dr small groups to serve as the necessary-support
to monitor meaning, provide encouragement, and keep the
language flowing, r

This level may also include students who show
"moderate and considerable, evidence of meaning-seeking.

'strategies" on the TIRC. Teachers may wish to refer to
the recommendations given for such students on pp. 97 to
98 of Chapter 4.

Activities

.As we mentioneab iheintroduciion'to this chapter,.
the use of categorieSor,levels is not meant to imply
that children should be grouped according to ability, or
that only these activities may be used mith children t

this level. Children at var§ing levels of proficient
can participate in. the same activity, with the teach

r
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.
.

making appropriate adjustments to suit individual children.
, .

Teachers may find that activities suggested in the,other.
sections of this chapter can also be used with children
at this level. The activities described here are Intended
to serve as starting points that teachers can deviate from,
modi y, and..expand upon. H

-II

'-\
_ . _ t_

...

The kiggested activities. for this level are as'
follows:.

a. Oral Discussions

1. Somebody- nted-ButLSo
2. Class Newsfiaper

b. Listening' to -Written Language Presented Orally

1. Daiiy.Story Time
2. Read-Alongs-at the Listening Post

. Independent Silent Reading

1. Responding to an Interview
2. Book-Based Discussion Groups
3. Group Uninterrupted Silent Reading

.4. Silent. Reading Withiftka Basic Text Lesson

d. Responding to Written Material

1. Question the Reader
2. Using 'Other Media for Follow-Up Activities
3. Retelling Stories Orally or in Writing

e. Practicing Comprehension-Seeking Strategies.

1. Reading to Find Facts
2.v Judging Important Facts'.
3. Completing ClOze Passages.

4
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Level IV
brca'Discussions

SOMEBODY-WANTED-BUT-SO

V A Story Structure

(This activity is adapted from an activity
by Dr..Ba!rbara Schmidt, Sacramento State
University; Sacramento, Calif.)

Objectives: To help the child to:

Derive meaning from written language
Use reading to obtain information as
well asvleasure.

Focus: Children read a story, then retell the plot
by giving the main character somebody)
what the character wanted, what the'conflict
was (but), and how the conflict was.
resolved (so).

Materials: Paper
Pencils
Story books

Procedure: 1. Help the children analyze a well-known
simple story such asl:Cinderella." Ask
for these items =w

,,,
Somebody - Cindbrella

4

(Who was it\ about?)--
Wanted - to go to the ball (What did

she want?)
But - her stepmother and stepsisters
wouldn't let her (What was the problem?)

So - the Fairy Godmother came'and helped
her go. (How was the problem solved?)

2. Assign the children to. watch TV show
--and analyze it the same way.

3. Have the children read a story and analy2e
it by the same .pattern.

Extension: This format can be used to write an individual
or group story. See "Writing a Group Story."
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Integration: Have the children compare this pattern with
.their own lives. "You are the,somebody.
Finish the wanted, but, so portions.for
yourself." They can share their stories
if they wish to.

Evaluation: Check on children's ability to pick out
these important parts of a story and to
process that information.

ti



Level TV
Oral Discussions

Objectives:

CLASS NEWSPAPER

To help the child to:

Use reading in conjunction with other
language processes.

PerCeive himself' or herself as a
capable language users

Focus.: Children write newspaper articles for
classmates to read.

4

Materials:

Procedure;

,

Paper
Primary typewriter
Pencils

Have the class plan a weekly or monthly
class newspaper. Discuss what type of
articles they wish': Joke of the Week,
Class News, Book Review, Artist of the
Week, Sports News, etc. Have children
select which articles they wish to write.
More than one might write on'the same
,..subjeci, so that authors are. comfortable
Avith their topics.

Choose .an editorial bdard-to edit Lhe
articles. Have childrft proof,read for
clarity, spelling, punctuation, etc. before
final copies are made.

The newspaper can be typed, copied, and
dist*buted to the children. Some classes
make(e/fough to distribute to children and
teachers of other classes.

An alternate plan is to pin the articles
fn a bulletin bord reserved for this
purpose.

Integration: Children compare their newspaper,with other
young people's newspapers. Are.tliere ideas
they would like to incorporate?--BT titles
of articles fit what's in the artiCile?

Evaluation:

.

Do children enjoy reading the produ,ct? How
well can they plan and execute their plans?
Do the newspapers improve over a-few weeks?'

219.
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Lev-12 IV

Listening to Oral Reading

DAILY STORY TIME

ct,

-Obective: TwIelp the child to:

Develop increasing knOwledge vcrcabulary
and appreciation of literature.

Focus:, dlildren listen to a literature selection
and respond to the story' from their own
,xperience and hear others respond trom
:theirs .

Materials: A literature:selection appropriate to the
particular *pup of children. Selections

A

will vary from new publications to old
favorites; and from books related to themes
(holidays, units of study) to spontaneous
choices made by children in the group.

Procedure: An adult reads a story to the entire class
or small groups, often at a regularly
scheduled time. A typical session would be:

Display the book front and ask the
children to predict something about, the
sfpry. (Sometimes you'll read the title
first; other times, not.)

2. As you read the'story,. usually keep the
"flow" going without distractions away'
from the topic, but pause in places
for children to join' in where' the next
:words or phrase are/highly predictable I;
.(rhymes, repeated' phrases).

3 After the reading, ask questions requiring
children to think beyond the' information
presented. directly in the 'story ("Why do
yoU think they did that? What might
happen After the story ended?and
ask for their responSes-tothe story
from their own point of view. .("What
did 'you like:aboutthe story? Has any-
thing like that ever happened to you ? ")(
Encourage a. variety of responses,'
caretul...nOttostOp afterAust One
addeptable'respongis heard.;

. .
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'LL Frequently it is'desirable to follow a
story with an art, craft or writing7
project.. 'Especiallrvolien it can be
Voluntary with'a variety of'options

children :Can benefit:from
furtherintegration through drawing or
painting favorite portions," sequel's, or
events in setluence.

5. Make the book available o children for.
'free-tithe activities._

Children of this age enjoy stories that
continue for several days via chapters or
other units. They are less bound to illus-
tratons and can sit back to enjoy 'a story.
There are many opporturivities to link, a. story
with on-going projectso so reading session's
_frequently lead to writing tasks, art projects,
drama perforthances. Discussions can inter-
relate different stories the children have
heard.

Integration: Ask children to compare the story .2_Ir cha
r

rac-
tes with their,own lives. "Could'that
happen to you?" ori"What would you have
done differently if ,you had been a character
in that story?"

Evaluation: Observe Whether students are processing this
information in ways that WiI1,enabie them to
increase their understandingoftheir-world
and appreciate,the contributions of litera-
ture. OccasiOnally azi, "Why do we read
these stories? HOw d6 the help US?"
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Level IV
Listening.to Oral Reading

READ-ALONGS AT THE LISTENING POST

Objective: To help the child to:

Focus:

Materials:

Procedures:

Be introduced to more technical content
than he or she could normally read
independently.

Children listen,to a story of their own
choice while following the print, and are
allowed to repeat the experience frequently,
if desired.

A variety of commercial or home-made sets .

of subject matter books with accompanyihg
tapes (usually cassette) or records

St/

-(science, social studies, history).

A listening post where one or six udents
may listen to records or tapes, with the
use of earphones. (Individuals may listen
with just a- tape recorder, but flexibility
is added to the activity if the whole
group can listen at once.).

Following'an orientation session on how to
handle and operate the equipment, the listening
aspect.'of this activity can be carried out by
children independently: In fact, they enjoy
the responsibility of doing so. Usually a
child or group will select 'a book to listen
to but there are ocVasions when the teacher
finds it appa'opri4te-to select for or with
the child (a boOk related to a topic of study,
a book especially'suited for this .reader'to
prepare to read'independently to" others).
When introducing the activity, establish the
habit in students of thcitightfully choosing a
book and pondering fop a moment what it .might
be about or reflecting on w1y it looks in-
teresting. 4,

While listening, the children follow the
text to learn about the topic athand:
DepRpdin on-their familiarity with the
copOnt, they may' be reading most of: the
text. simultaneously with the recording, but
are being assisted with new ideas and/or
cabulary:
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Students can tape such material for each
other on'various hobbies, crafts, and other
special abilities or subjects they.have to
share with each other.

Integration: Ask students to use the information gained,
in some way: tell others, write a summary,
incorporate it into an ongoing study or
report.

Evaluation: Observe the use of such resources to determine
the student's ability to use this procedure
as a bridge from the known to the unknown.
Look for the students' subsequent use of the
new terms and ideas in their own work.
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b Level IV
Independent Silent Reading

RESPONDING TO AN INTERVIEW

Objectives: To held the child to:

Use reading in conjunction with the
other language processes.

Derive meaning from written language.

Focus: After reading a story, children assume roles
of characters and are interviewed in the
format of a TV interview.

Materials: Sufficient copies of a story for a small
group of children (four to. six). The
story should have several characters and
some interesting events.

Tape recoVer, tapes

Procedure: Introduce the story to the children as .a
group. Explain that after they read the ;

story oJce, they will be choosing characters
and then will be interviewed (questioned) as
if they were that character. Have the
children read the story independently or
with partners.

Call the children together to discuss the
broad outlines of the plot and the characters
each will, represent. If there are not enough
characters, one or two children can be
observers who describe the action. For
example, if the story were "Red. Riding Hood,"
a bird in a tree could describe what he saw
and heard when the wolf met Red Riding,Hood.

Ask the children to reread or sc.n the story
again to review the part their characters
had in the action.

Call the children together to begin the inter-
view. It is fun to tape this for future ,

listening. It might be advisable for the.
teacher to be the interviewer the first time
this activity is attempted, but later a
child could do it.
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Begin .the interview something like this:
"There was a very interesting happening
today in the. forest. We have in our studio
Red Riding 'Hood, her Grandmother, Mr. Wood-
cutter and a Bird who observed the action.

"Miss Riding Hood, how did you happen to be
in the forest that day?"'

After Miss Riding, Hood answers, the other
characters can be questioned'in the sequence
of the.. story. If any of the'characters do
not remember the action, they can be directed
back to the book to check.

Conclude the interview with a question about
future action, such as, "Miss Riding Hood,
how do you feel about walking in the forest
now? Will you go again?"

Listen to the tape and discuss whether the
entire story was told, if the speakers were
in character and experienced feelings.

Are there any suggested improvements?

Integration: Ask children how it felt to "be" their
charact'er. Would they have acted differently
or the same in that situation?

Jo,

Evaluation: 'How well did each child remember his or her
part? Could he or she scan and find th'e
part of the story needed?
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Level IV
Independent Silent Reading

BOOK-BASED DISCUSSION GROUPS

Objectives: To help the child to:

Focus:

Materials:

'Procedure:

4

Find pleasure and information in both
reading and discussing a book of
common interest
nefit from various ideas expressed
in a group.

Chirdrpn distuss personal and group under-
standing of a. book of mutual interest

Multiple copies (up-to five or six) of books
frequently selected by.this'age group.

Children form groups on the basis,of a book
selected to read. Either an existing group
can reach consensus on which book all will
'read, or groups can baxformed spontaneously
on the basis'of the books selected by
individuals. This caneither be a whole-
class activity or a small-group activity
operating simultaneously with several other
.activities. Book clubs may be formed within
a class around interest areas so that one
group reads a series of horse stories, for
example, over an extended period of time.

All group members read thInesignated book
during class time, at home, during leisure
time, or during combinations of these.

,At a prior arranged time, the group gathers
to discuss the book. The teacher or another
leader_elicits all members', ideas and"opinions
about the whole story, main character, favorite
event or other focus. Probing queations are
used to explore certain aspects in depth
(e.g., 'Thy do you think Glenda acted that
way? What might have caused the king to
leaye early?"). Some form of synthesis;or
cloSure is suggested to conclude the activity..
Children might tell, write draw or paint
the character most like themselves, the
turning point in the story, their favorite
part, thpir alternative ending..
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Make a distinct effort to have the children
see some part of their own language in print- -
either by writing it themselves or by seeing
the teacherwrite i . Use terms new to the
children in the co text of the story to in
quire about their nderstanding. Elicit
synonyms'fOr new terms and encourage sharing
of terms and phrases related to individual
dialects and regional_or.family background.

On* the activity is established, children
may be capable of:managing much of it by
theMselves-Hselecting the book, setting a
date, and choosing follow-up activities and
discussion topics. The teacher will usually
still want:to be involved frequently, if
not always; in the discussion to pose inter-
pretive questions and suggest an array of
related activities.

Integration: Ask the children to:

Make one summary statement about hOw
they liked or didn't like the book.

.Recall'at least one idea they learned
from a classmate in this:discussion.

Evaluation: Observe chi4ren's behavior during the
discussion to assess depth of comprehension
and ability to listen and respondto peer
contributions.
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Level IV
Independent Silent Reading

GROUP UNINTERRUPTED SILENT READING

(This activity is a version of "Uninterrupted
Silent Sustained Reading" by Lyman Hunt,
Univers,ityV Vermont.)

Objective: To help the child to:

Focus:

Materials:

Procedure:

Develop increasingly efficient reading
skills and an 'appreciation for the
world of print.

Children silently read a book of their own'
choice or other written text for an uninter-
rupted period of time.

A wide variety of reading materials on a
range of levels of sophistication (such
as TV guidesand. children's magazines,
easy readers, trade books, joke books,
craft books, poetry) that are easily
accessible.

To initiate this activity.-some teachers
"flood" a rug in the center of thd room
with books and students gather around, to ,

browse and select a book. Others cate-
gorize materials and topics, in a class
library corner.

The students are helped to: understand that
to learn to do anything you must DO it, so
this activity. is to help improve their
reading by just doing it.. They can be
encouraged by being told that when left
alone, we have found that children do have
extremely" good problem-solving skills and
can actually read better than they think,
when they need to and want to. Each
they will select their own book and find a
comfortable reading plaCe to read silently
for a period of minutes. During that me,
they are to independently do whatever s
necessary to attempt4o read their se tions
(guess, skip and go back, etc.), but they
may not interrupt anyone else. Even the

4 adults readAuring. this time. Atthe end
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of the period, students may return the books
or some might wish to keep them for further
reading, even for the next silent reading
period. There is no obligation to "report"
on the book to anyone. However, after this
activity, some readers often voluntarily
gather and want'to tell each other about the
book they read. Since this is the most
desirable_ possible outcome, it is beneficial
to support this extension of the activity.

Integration: Close the period by asking students to think
silently about the message or lesson this
author wasetelling the reader. At times,
this interpretation could be written, drawn
or depicted in' some other way.

Evaluation: Observe and talk with children to maintain
a level of awareness and interest in their
reading. Discuss inferential types of
issues and relationships between the story
and their own lives, feelings, and beliefs.
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Level IV
Independent Silent Reading

SILENT READING WITHIN A BASIC TEXT LESSON

Objective: To'help the child to:

Read independently maintaining a
. focus on comprehension.

4
o a

Focus: Children silently read' part or all of a
story that is part of theiregular basal
text lesson.

Materials: The basal reading text used for reading
instruction or any other story; one copy
per child:

Procedure: Within a regular riding lesson, independent
silent reading,is emphasized. Children are
helped to realize the importance. of practicing
reading the way it is usually done in real
situations. They are encouraged by learning
that using the common-sense strategies they
employ when reading alone (selq-correcting,
guesSing, the.best thing to do to
learn to read better and that that is what
all good readers do.

A typical lesson might gather the gtOup at
the beginning to read the title and browse
the illustrations'to 1) discuss. what. similar
experiences each has had or whatrthey already
know.about the topid,' and 2) predict what
might happen in the story. Then, after
receiving:-or formulating together,a focusing
task (reRd to confirm or reject your.initial
predictions;- read to find a character.like
yourself, of just read. to remember the man
ideaS to discuss:later), individuals go.off
to read the story'independently.

After the reading, they return to discuss the
ideas and questions. During the discussion,
there may be frequent opportunities to:say.
"Can you find the part that proves that?
Read it to us." This approach teache8 the
child to employ good skimming techniques and
also provides a small glimpse of_his or her_
present oral reading skills.
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If a basal text is being used in the class-
room, it is strongly suggested that this
activity be used with other reading content
as well, such as paperbacks and magazines,
so students do not come to separate school-
type reading from other readink (home,
recreational, etc.). Some children at this
level may prefer to read with partners,
especially at first.

Integration: Ask the children global and specific questions,
about the story content. Later ask them to
assess their own reading/abilities.. Compare
the present with time in the past.

Evaluation: Observe children's reading behavior and
ability to discuss the story content to
assist in decisions about, other reading
materials to offer these students. Also,
compare their comRrehenSion of these text
materials with their comprehension on
materials they have chosen, for themselves.
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Level IV
Responding to Written Material

QUESTION -THE READER

Objectives: To help'the child to:

__a Associate meaning readily. with written
language:

Derive pleasure from stories.:

Focus: Children listen to a Story and f rmulaie
questions to ask the reader

Materials: 'A story of interest to the particular
1 group or,: child.

Procedure: Explain to the'children that you::,are Otng
to read a page of 'a story -to.theiii:mndt at
when you finish they are to ask you one
qUestion, each about the,story.%

Ilead the story. Ask-forthei? queStions.,
firSt there.Willprobaly,be simple

recall questions. Encourage and praise
all_questions at first; later on-you can
point out the more thought7.prdvoking ones,

Invite a' child toread. the next page.
no oneWants'to, go on, reading yourselll:rt

'''usually,someoneWill choose' to
`you will have. an opportunity to ask one of
the 'questiOn.S:yourselfand can ask something
that reqUirOS:.inferenceeMparison or
.prediction.

Children wilL1probably imitate the more
difficult queSAAonsbecauseit,is fun
"stUW,therelOter, particuly:if it'
the teacher!;

0

Integration:

At the end, the questions, can be discUssed
and evaluated:

Hover doeS,it feel to be theone asking:the
queSionS? Is, this easier or harder ,.than
answering them?
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Evaluation: Which questions showed. the most perception?
Which children had difficulty 'formulating
questions?, Was it because they didn't
remember the material read or was it hard
for them to forMulate questions? Could the
listeners answer the questions?

^.r

f.,
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Responding, to Written Material

:

OTHER.MEDIA FOR FOLLOW -UP ACTIVITIES

To help the child- to:

Develop various forms of
literatur'e and reading.

. . .. ..-

Afterrpading a story, Children re-enact or
.

extrid the story using ;other media and
.. ,.., .

language_processes.
, . .

Materials w Vaiety of reading materials
41;COrrpction of scrap art'and-,craft,Matertals

(papers, fabrics,*paihts,:'Suuk," ete;:)
Writing and drawing.'ffiaterials
Tape recorder, tapes; camera (if available)

response to

Procedure: ThiS activity has unlimited possi fities
b:qt a few components might be:

1

Write or tell a sequel .to the story., (In.
each case, the tasX'bould'read, "write ,or
tell" to acco odate learners not yet. in--.
dependent in t eir writing. Hbwever, just
the word "write" will be used throughout.)

Write a story 'using this. main character and
another 'character from one of your favorite
stories '-r

,.,y,

,Write the story into a play.; design costumes;
rehearse; present to peers.

Convert the story inta_A radio prOgram and
record it on a tape recorder.

Write and draw the story with your owns.
inVented ending on scroll paper to, roll
througha "TV box."

Choose your_favorite scene and,create a
dibrama de icting it.

USe thesame c ters to write a. different
story.
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Use the paterns you see in'this stpry to
write a. whole new story.,

Children"at this level may be able to work
independently, .especially in small groups
aid over a series of days to accomplish a
rather complex project.

Integration: -Ask 'the,,:dhlid to present or her project ,hisl
to peers, soinetimes.within'A bbok group,
other times to the total '0,*ass. Also ask
the child tb assess his' or her own' project.

Evaj.uation: Observe the children working and presenting
their projects to determine the depth of
understanding and ability to express4aeas
in various forins.
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Level IV
Responding to Written Mdteria,:.:

o

RETELLING STORIES ORALLY OR IN WRITING

(This task originates An the Reading MiscUe,
Inventory, Y. Goodman and C. Burke, New'York:
Macmillan 1971.)

Objective': Tolielp the child

1- '4) Focus primaribh,AinOrstanding
.."

while reading.
,,

p

Focus: After reading or liSteningto-a story,
students tell the story in their own words:
to someone wffd hasnot heard it, or write
their retold story: to send:to-a;friend

Materials A-Wide vaqeWof reading materials
.Writing

Tape recoiK,Oer(optional)

Procedure: Students read'a story of ther choice or an
assigned story. Before they read, explain
that they are to retell or write the story
in their own words after reading. To
initiate the retelling, yop., might just say,
"Tell.me:eVerything you remember" or "Tell
me the whole story in your.O*1 words."

: Then listen to all the student has to say.
. - When he or she has told all he or she
.4 , remembers, you may :wish to probe further.'

on the basis of information already given.
("You merg4oned two pilots. What did they
do?") Or you may wish to encourage synthe-
sizing and generalizing by asking for major
ideas or themes. ("Wha,f was the main idea
or ideas in this story?)

.

If the stude-ntS-dq*hiSt-aSk-iffW-fititl, they
,,either write dOWK'only their own spontaneous
'retelling, or they conclude by answering;
some general designated questions, 'such as
thosementioned above. :Such students will
probably have already done oral. retellings
before written ones. Also, students are
.,.encouraged to use )'invented logical spellings"
"-to get their stories written when they are
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unqUi7 bf conventional spelling. '-They are
nibt'penalized for the inaccuracy g"thI,s
type of spelling.

Students unfamiliar with:this task might be
heird by practicingtelling an actual
exp rience, or a TIYShow or movie, just to
be clear about the task itself,

Integration:: In the,retelling, emphasize the ,students'
'thoughts on tlie theme or message of this
Particular story. Ask them to compare it
(with themes of other recent stories.

Evaluation: mine the Oral and written retellings for
rea able and substantial theme statements
(that s, no one theme is "correct," but
if students'can,use antaccimulation of story
clues to arrive at their notion of a theme,
this is-what As sought) .
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Level IV
Practicing. Comprehension Strategies

READING TO FIND FACTS

Objectives: To help the child to:

Regard reading naturally as a source
of information.

Use a range of wri en materials to
suit specific pu oses.

Focus: Children skim and read several books to
locate information.

Materials.: A selection of books on a given Subject,
choscn by tlIeLeh414ren--(4114--teas..14)

Procedure: Children .and teacher meet to discuss the
-trogiT7amtLthe,information They want to f-trid-'
out,_____If the _Sub4ect-were
could chooSe a bird and then hunt for infor-
mation on a4uestion they select (e.g.,
what it eats, where it lives,its.appearance,
its enemies its-est, etc.).

It may be necessary to help individuals
formulate important questions to answer.
It may even be helpful for children to
browse some of'the.materials first, and
then select a category or area to research.

Children then scan the available books for
the information, read what is pertinent,
and report back to'the class orally: or by ,

a,written report.

Integration: Children should be encouraged to joll'ow their
own interests in choosing their subject.
-Then, at the conclusion, ask them: "What
did- you learn about--t-h-e- -top -ic that -yclu
didn't know before? What was a review for
you?"

Evaluation:. How independent are the students in finding
and 'reporting information? Are students
willing to skip unimportant words or text
when reading in the content areas? Can they
determine what is important?
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Level IV

Practicing Comprehension Strategies.

JUDGING IMPORTANT-FACTS

Objectives: To help the child to:

Derive meaning from written language.
Better understand how written language

is used to convey information.
A

Focus: Children read a brief passage and decide
which portions. are essential.

Materials: Overhead projector
Marking pen

s-TranspaTencics

Ptocedure: Type a passage or short story on a trans-
parencyahow_t_o_a_group_of-students on
_the-overhead-projector.-

Have the students, in pairs, look to see if
all sentences are necessary for conveying
the meaning. Locate unnecessary sentences
and cross them out.

Look at the essential sentences and see if
any words or phrases can be eliminated.
Cross them out.

Have each,,pair meet with another pair, or
total group, and compare different views of
what is essential and what is not--and why.
Encourage an increased awareness and appre-
ciation of ideaF. that are different from

'one's own.

Discuss how the crossed-out parts enhanced
the selection, if at all.

Integration: Ask, "How could yqu use this idea when you
write' a story? When would you want to keep
all the parts you write?"

Evaluation: Observe which children have difficulty picking
out the essential sentences and give them 1
experiences at an easier level, such as essbn-
tial details in a picture or filmstrip or a
very-familiar brief story.
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Level IV
Praticing Comprehension Strategies

Objective:

COMPLETING CLOZE PASSAGES

To help'the child to:

Read thoughtfully to be able to
anticipate upcoming words.

Focus The reader-supplies words to fill the blanks
in a story to maintain the sense of the story.

Materials A copy:of.a story text from Which words have
been-deletedThe deletions can be based on
various citeti.e.g6: every fift or tenth
word,_the_1144:::*ord tU±the n ce, the
major noun). 'Ilie:Specific deleti n pattern
S hould be seietted-to suit the purpose of the
task Yor beginning rapricars, sn'easy=to-
determine,..Obvious item serves we llto--7-----

':demonstrate'what readers need to be doing
YWhile4ObkIng:at.a text: Later, a More-
,'ditfi3O*1:10:1 supplying every fifth
w ord ,miht b :appropriate.

Trocedure:. -1?:1-0-readnt,cTOZetask. The student writes
that would complete the passage to

Make sense (imperfect spelling is not pena-
lized). If the passage was created solely
for this purpose and there is no. original
version, individual students can'readtheir
versions to each other, or even create new
ones from each other's ideas. If the deleted
version was actually based on an original,
-students may compare their version withthe-
author's to look for similarities and
differences. There is no tone of right and
wrong, but one of appreciation for diversity.

_Post !-_reading doze' task. As one means of
developing and assessing comprehension, the
studentcompletes a deleted passage based on
all or-a portion of a story just read. Or,
the specific purpose may be better served by
delaying-the task a few days or weeks after tI
reading of,tile original passage. Either way,
students then compare their copies with the
original copy.
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One way to expand vocabulary,and increase
flexibility and risk-taking is to ask stu-
dents to insert ites'synonymous to the
original as they, xemember it. The highest
value is placed.on.metaning, not on exact
terms. This objective may alsloobe achieved
with a_"reverse cloze" task.. In a reverse,
cloze exercise, a complete pasSage has.,words
at regular intervals or key words underlined
or. otherwise marked. In each of,these

. . ,
,

instances, the student is to substitute a
synonym for the word marked. This 'Can be .

especially. helpful in oral reading with
heSitant*readers who are bound to an
accuracy model of reading.

This activity helps children become accustomed
to the practice of haVing to think while pro!-
cessing language. :These prediction, antici-
pation and recalliStraegies:are central to
their independent.reading (just as they 'are

central to critical, thoughtfullistening).

Oneespeciallybeneficial useot_this_activity_
is to have children.devise thei,r own cloze
exercises, based on their own or othetT short
passages. Considerabie thought mustlgo into
deciding which words would be easily predict-
able and which ones are crucial to meaning;
or4to determine any other criteria for
deletion. Such criteria should emiihasize
the two-way nature of communication. The
process of exchanging passages with a peer
promotes learning in other areas, including
expressing oneself clearly to others, and
understanding the importance of using
logical spelling and legible handwriting.

Integration: Ask students to share their completed,exer-
cises to hear other possible responses for
the same context. Discuss the slight to
great change. in meaning caused by 'tile
,different responses.

Evaluation: Read the passag s and listen to the students'
discussions to rn whethenl they are using
the same problem-solving Strategies being
promoted for good reading in general (supply-
ing terms that make sense and supplying
appropriate language forms). Listen to
determine whether these strategies transfer
to regular oral reading.
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Using Basal Readers

Using a basal text as part of the .instructional
program is usually more compatible with activities at this
level than the others., ThiS compatability is due to the
fact that these students are quite confident about their'.

. reading ability and use effective strategies without
assistance, so they can face the challenge of a wide
variety of reading materials' used for'-a. range of purposes.

It is still important to help the reader make a .

connection between himSelf and the text, so that compre-.
hension-centered activities before and after reading are
still needed in some form.' Also, to obtain a reasonable
degree of involvement from the learner, a change in the
sequence of stories or units of study in the text may fit
better with current seasons, news, ,other curriculum areas,
and so forth. Therefore, the suggestions presented in
the sections on beginning and de'v'eloping readers can
apply here, but there is less concern about the.'student's
lack of confidence and background to cope withtirec-cnrre-Trt
Also, the-higher-levei basal-text-is often-written in
Alore natural language (not in stilted "primer -ese ") and

ViS more predictable. Againit is hoped that a wide
variety of materials will, be used.



6. PROG ASSESSMENT

No siligle assessment or instant'of assessing-can be
relied upon to provide enough information about students
toJplan individual r class programs._ While many different

-fOrms of evaluat' n hould be used to'assist in creating
an instructiona program, the total sigtional context
must still-be considered so that genergIOtions do not

. go beyond the data gathered.

Our program's position on assessment. is similar to
the statement made by the International Reading Association
(IRA) in 1979 on competency-based testing. Just as the
IRA statement recommends that a, battery of tests be used

wrto assure reasonable accuracy, we recommend multiple
evalu6tions. The IRA position states:

No single measure or method of assessment of
minimum competencies'should,ever be the sole
criterion for graduation-Or promotion of a
student: Multiple indices assessed through-a
variety Of means, ineludin0 teacher observations,
student work saMples, past academic performance,
nd student self-reports, should be employed
o assess competence.

Furthermore, every effort should be made
thrtiugh---evry-possibi means to remediate

_

weaknesses diagnosed through tests..' Retention
in grade or non-promotion of a. student should
be considered as
of remediation a a. ne that shoujitkbe considered

one alterptive means

only when all other availablemethods have
failed.

For these reasons, the, Board of Directoxs of
the International Reading' Association is,firmly'
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.opposed to efforts of Any school, state,
provincial or national agency which attempts
to determine a student's graduation or pro-
motion on the basis of any single assessment.

The informal And more formal measures described Blow
are presented as suggestions for carrying otit_assessment
in accordance with this position'. The first section
describes internal assessment for the teacher's use within
the classroom and the second section describes external
assessment. 1

Internal Assessment

While a certain amount' of external assessment may
have to take place, we believe that teachers will gain'?
the most valuable information for program planning. froyfi

, -orTM71=t-e-4414b-rmal
.These evaluations can. be carried out_ within the _context
of the normal operation 61 the classroom; inlact,!they
can serve as an integral part of inStructionThe Taylor

_.Indicators_otReading-CompeenCe4ISoussed_inChaptei- 4
will serve as the central means of internal aSsessment.
-in the reading .program, but complementary_means will be
discussed below.

It is important to mite first, wever, that the
most effective way to use the TIRC .to employ it at a
range of levels of formality. That is, once a teacher
has completed even two or three full assessments, he or
she can adapt an abbreviated system to:capture the infor-
mation even moreArapidly and in spontaneous, unrecorded
situations. For,example, some teachers sit with a blank
piece of paper while 'listening to individuals or small
groups-of readers and simply jot down +, 0, or - following
each sentence read,, in keeping with the ratings used in
:Level B. Also, .specific.notescan be taken regarding
''effective strategies used so the. teacher can discuss
these positive behaviors after the reading is concluded..

Also,.the TIRC can be used far beyond beginning
reader assessment.. Once a reader shows.effective
gies with familiar, "comfortable" content, the instrument,
can be used when the reader enCounters'new content in
topics quite unfamiliar to the-student., This use of the'--
TIRC As consistent with the program objective that students
gain competence in reading a wide variety of written
materials
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Student. Assessment :0

In keeping .with principles ,of the 11:00vke Education
Program, the most desired and effectiveant is that
which is'performed by the learners themselves. . Therefore,
the basic means of assessing both individual and group,,
progress willbe the ongoing and final evaluations under-
taken, by students themselves.

.

We recommend that teacheruse a,reading conference,
or something Similar,as the means for exchanging this
information and offering support and guidance to students.
Some teachers schedule.brief individual conferences daily
or twice weekly; others hold one long indlvidual conference
weekly; others use individual,, partner or small-group
conferences from time to time.

The student interview described at the beginning of
Chapter 4, along with other.'CluestiOns:generated by the

t-ea-c-h-erxndst-uden-t-Teans c r veas--as-t-ruct-u-r-e---f-o-r-ra
--,confarence_and_for_keeping_track of a student's progress.
That-way, the teacher is aware of how the student/ feels ,T

and mare_importantly thetu
--isg-i-ven--the---t-imefor---re_flection and the _support :sh _needs__
to clarify her own feelings and ideas. The intervi w
should also m t-o--__thest_u_dent_that
success in reading is measured by a variety of tests,
not a single test score, and that the most 'important

question are, "Do you feel good about it; Do you like to
do it; Do you. choose it voluntarily?" This approach helps
convey a broader message that is part of every REP curri-
culum: You are very capable and you will be able toAo
most of the things you really set out to

A convenient means of recerft,keeping for both student
and teacher needs to be devised. -Some ,classroo o&
others, use'card files, file folders, three-ring notebo ks,

etc. Whatever record-keeping'device bas'ipeen selected
is brolight to each conference and is used for reviewing
past progress and entering current activities, feelings,
successes and next steps. In addition to the interview
information (gathered once per month or six .weeks), the
log will contain records of:books read and rqsponses,to

a book.title; author;, a?statement about the topic in
general; major-ideasieheme% reader response as to likes/..

(dislikes and why; relationship to own life; potential-
recommendation to other readers. Such inclusions must be
adapted to age level, time constraints, and:So:forth.
To record this information, many children'may.do one or
more of the following (1) draw pictures to represent
ideas, (2) use-invented spellings to write wordS.:theTare
unsure about, (3) ask for assistance with spelling,' and
'(4) dictate their information to an older student or
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The log can, of course, b much larger than areading
record. It can track plans and assessments of all curri-
cufar activities in the child's school 'ady. This integrated
approach is preferred,. since reading and writing are
integral parts of science and social studies topics and
yrojects. Students need never think of reading as a
rsubject area.Rather, it is a,wayof getting informatspn
and enjoyMent, that,reason;--it is desirable that
these ccinferenceS center on the student's current project,.
unit:4f study, or a similar'fheme. The information abolit,
reading (relative to the student's project);:plUs other
111.leasure reading ins then just g small part of: the
conference discussion.

Teacher_Self-Assessment`,:
,

Teachers' can use the brief '`survey given here to'guide!,,
the initial, organization of a and /ornd/dr to assess

,

the ongutag7c-Ia .. v-- ,

the characteristics of classroom operation thatwould be
ant cipate when the.!,ResponsiVe Reading Program is being

menLed. Ft-haS three-areas:

I. Room environment

II. Teacher behaviors

III. Student activities

In= combination, these three areas are`. to:. "paint a
picture" of what 'is happening regarding reading instruction.
To serve a range of teacher levels of experience and under-
standing, the items presented are quite specific (e.g.,
a daily silent reading period). 'These items-are not to
be interpreted literally in a rigid manner.. For instance,
while daily silent reading in some form is strongly
suggested because it is found to be a significant contri-
butor ---to readin roficiency, a particular teacher may
have sufficient re on to modify this item in some way. ,

Indivi ual variation always encouraged; only the actual
applica ion can determine whether the change maintained
the spi 't of the original item and achieved adequate

--success, ____________________ _ _

With regard to classroom environment, the user indi-

.
cateS.'whether these ''items are present to a "high degree"

.

or ,only "some." "None"'indicates their absence. To
examine, teacher behaviors and, student activities, users
make a decision on the basis of frequency: "daily,"
"frequently," "occasionally," or "never."

;ra
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.

Teach Self-Assessment Related to 'Readying/
...,j,angUage'%LeathingAppOtUrlities

L. Room Edmironment
. _

There iS, evidence of and as .access' to

Children's own'languageAnprimt:and/or
Ontape

-.Language that is mei.,:famdldat to these
children

. .,Functional language aTgropriate to this
age level and to their interests in print

Language written in student's own hand-
writing

wide variety and, number, of piinted
material's:::

F. Maten,iaU. reflecting the cultures and
backgrOUnds...Orthechildfed

. A variety of media other than print
(tapes ,-- recards-,,:filinsir,ipS, photos,
lnnguage-master)_

z

H. A comfortable, Tleasant Setting in which
to select and enjoy.printed:materials

(Where non-readers or beginning readS,,s
are present): Stories to,read that art,
written in langtage prediCtOe to
ileaners, on topics interesting and
':familiar.

The language environment iS.,phanged by
adults and children to mai4ain. !:81irrency"
of interest and variety: displ4S and
materials ar seasonal and lifiitedto
what is curl'ently being used.

4

II. Teacher Behaviors

Classroom adults.:

A. Listen att-66tiVeTY-16-Childrnformally
and in instructional Situations

Converse informally with children.

C. Haintain'a major focus on meaning and
enjoyment in all language instruction
(reading, writing, speaking,-.listening)

D. Practice minimal intervention
reading, writing to not disrupt taiiw end
to promote student AndependenCe '



Promote confidence in the student own
.problem- solving abirities. in Janguage
activities (with many. opportunities to

kself- correct)
. .

F. Model .competent pOitive uses)6.4 all
foUr language 'processes (reading,
writing.: speaking, listening

III. 'S'tUdent Activities

-Children' )iave opportunities, to.:

A. Listen to a story rie.aa:pr.;told live

COMMENTS :

B ilentlr..,UninterruPted
selection of their.Own: ChOice ."

C., interact informally with Adultsand
children in ,the classroom
. _ .

D. 1Participate in differentized groups;
Alone, partners, small,:groUPS4 total
group

E. (For non-readers .or beginning readers)
Listen to reading being, modeledeOrre'd0"Y
while watching the print simultaneously
(liVe or recorded) .

Select (and repeat., if.desiredigitage
activities of own choosing

Assume. increasing responsibility for their
own. planning; conducting and :evaluating
of language ,aCtivities

Check which

s

select own reading, writing material:'
elf7correct while reading,. writing

[ 1 eyalUate own performance.
Ij :select and Create own pre/post

activities
.

-11-447Y6Wdtpg7-spelling; "'handwriting!i-ec.
as tool's iacommunication tasks*, not.
ends. in theMselVe8

.

.

Use their own language_ and experiences in7.
language activities

Participate in',ActivitAe.S...tbAtj,ntegrate
.trip,:Useq.- of verbal, language ,

- slcills `(art,' music,. dance4computatiOn:,



Externil Assessment

The issue of-asselsment is important because parents,,
school administrators ffid others want to ensure that
someone is accountable for'children's,proficiency at
reading and that the' children are making gains in their:'
reading adhievement scores. In addition,in a program.,
supporting holistic learning in natural environments,
there.is anotheF kind of pressure. The traditional
standardized.te'sting systeths tend to assess skills in
isolation, especially in the young learner., in direct',' ;4-4:2!9

contrast to what we believe to be supportive ,of
-..cant learning. Therefore, we need to show that practices

of the Responsive yEdupation, Program not only achieve as
great or better gairis, bdt that the whole child benefiis
in lasting .ways'-that'do not resqlt from teaching isolated
skills

. The f011owing assessment procedures are destgndd-to%.---
document rand` present that data Additional instruments
w0111-d-be-_-_rieeded-'-to-compIdte-a----11bat-ter-ym---of----tests-to
Iddress all-the language arts of an interrelated curri-:,
cuiUmi.but the particular'focus here iS reading. The
first part,Ovf the discussiOn below concerns the topic of
group assessment,;. the second part covers the issue of
administering §ta:ndardized tests.

One comment pertains to this entire diseugsion: it
is 'always regoirimended that where mandated testing procedure§
and/or testea tasks' 'and terms violatethe.Responsive.
`Education Program's goals14pthe actual use of' the reading
proceSs, educators make krian,their objections to these
tests; and continue-to worieto make the necessary changes,
.that would make testing reasonable and equitable for all
children.

- Group Assessment'

The Responsive guideline si that pertain to indiyidual
assessment apply to groups as well. This requirement, of ,

course, makes it difficult to find an acceptable published.
test.,

At present, it seems most TIvasonable to ask the
teacher to examine the existing-reading tests that con-
taro subtests specifically termed' comprehension. Determine,
whic ones actually contain whole passages and Fequire
'reading of tI text rather than4j'ot visual matching.
Of.those tests, select the one(s1 that contain written



passageS most relevant -Co thVexperience,andbatkKrounda
of your school pop10.ation.,' Then, wheniinterpreting test*
results, lOok at deviant ..responses so. that you.scan identi- ,.-

fy patterns and possible linkages with backgrounds.!differeat
from those expected by. the teW

;
maker

.
,t .

'.'i

, 9

4 $4;

ASecond source ,of information tn growl performance,
----1-s---the-Use-of a cloze-test . ,Trithig- casel-the teacher-7', . T-7

.can select 'content that4is yeleylant V. thb particular e,
:

population and ensure,that'moreAhanlone pa4sageois
included so th4theinfTbence=of..pontentdroan-be-bett

. 6ontrolled. Students can coMplete a.cloZe passage froff.
.material they.haVe,aiready*reed,and/or-from new material...,-!

n
t . ,

A third Source is to usethe TIAC as 'an ongoing
--group assessment. HRather than (aclising on the individual A

reader, group retellings owl' be conducted following silent
and partner reading (Level A). The other leVelg lehd
themselves to group work' as well; once the teacher) is
familiar with the assessment process for individual use.
That is, when meeting with small groups of readers, the
teacher continues to aisten for the readers' degree and

rways of seekingeaning inAhe print., Informal notes
can be recorded by 'the' teacher to determine whether there
is any significantamount 'of reading being performed where
readers settle for nonsense or lack of understanding
(Level B).- And finally, daily listening to readers in
partners and small groups can be used to identify the
effective,strategies (Level C) readers are using to
obtain meaning. ,

A8 mentioned7-0aTrier, a variety of tests can be more =-
useful than depending upon one test or one, kind of material
on one particular day. A standardized comprehension sub-
test'plus, perhaPstbrAec107,e pi2ssageS___using three_
different selections can provide rather, complete informa-
tion on pre- and post-progress of a group of students.
(Research indicates a minimum of 250 words per passage
is preferred:) =

We would recommen/ d adding other information pertinent
to students' success in reading as well, such as library
check -out rates, stud'ent questiionnaires o'r interviews '
regarding readi , parent survey, about thell Child%S

tig
. reading,.and cher observatiOns related to reading
activities. W therathe child selects' reading as a
leisure time activity (pre:= and post-comparisons)ks anc .4

.important qvestion.for parents and teachers. This is to
say that a compositetf in formation is more helpful khan
any one by itsdtf.,

254
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Mandated Standardized Tests
4fr

Standardized testing is a "given" for many classrooms,-
_whether anyone likes it or not. Someone has compared this
procedure to that of planting a seed and then digging it
up-daily to check on it. When such "monitoring" is manda-
tory, teachers can .(1) work with 'decision- makers to

--inst all, more appropri-atean-dmea-rangfur-me-ang of -agges-gment-:
wh i 1 (2) putting the 'mandated test in a context meaningful
and asonable to ,the.

One way to help children understand and learn from
the testing situation, as well ds comply with mandates,
is to'use familiar materials to phase, into the actual
test material. ..erhaps , if. one means 'of adapting the
test situation ig suggested, teachers can 'invent their
own modificatitns... Thus, adapting the mandated. test is
described below:

44,

1. List for yourself the different tasks asked of
the child. For example:

a. Matching words beginning, with similar
initial consonants

b. Identifying rhyming words

Atc. Reading a pb.ragraph. and answering 'question

2. Find material very familiar,to the children to
use to practice these tasks. For example,. use
a_ song- or- poem they-- a11--knowT-such
Land is Your Land."

3. Have thesailfire_n_asT_a_group_cor,-smai-1g-roups)---------
perform the testing tasks on the familiar material:

This land .is your land
This. tandkits my land,
From California
To the New York Island,
From the redwood forests
o the.Gulfstrearn waters

Thissland was made for yOu and me.

For example:,

a. initial consonants

"In this first line (point), is there a
woriA that starts th same as (child in
claps) Laurie's name? .(A word is called
out ) 0.K: Say' both words : Laurie/Land.
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Proceed to other classmates' names,
other lines in the song, etc.

b. rhyming words

Using words they know and have read in their
own reading instruction, ask for rhyming
pairs in the-song, e _sounds_
the same at the end, or rhymes like a poem,
with sand, etc.?"

c. Write questions beneath the song, similar
in format and type to those in the test.
Read the questions with the,students and
disCuss the possible answers. For example:

1) What-is the song about?

(a) sand (b) band

(c) land (d) landing

2) Nhom was the land made for?

(a) me (b) everyone",

(c) you and die (d) all

4. Discuss test-taking strategies. Throughout"your
work with the familiar material, ask children
what clues they see to help them in selecting
an answer and what they might do when they db
notknow the answer. __Elicit ideas on:

logical guessing

the process of elimination': 9 ,

always making a selection.

5. After doing-the task as a group, ask each one to
pretend he is doing this all alone and must make
his own best guess.

Use a new set of questions and tasks on the same
material for each child to imagine what item
he'd select in each case. Afterward, discuss
thy choices and what clues helped to make those
choices. The purpose of such discussion is to
reinforce problem-solving strategies and help
children become comfortable with a task of
forced choice.
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6. When children can perform the tasks with
familiar material (this may take several
sessions)', move to predictable but new
material. (familiar topic, recognizable

language patterns, but not ones that are
memorized) and perform the same tasks,
first, as a group, then pretending to do /

7. When children feel comfortable with these
tasks and can say why they made specific
choices, have them perform the task in
writing with pilot test material. (Most
districts have already developed mock tests
for this purpose.) You may do some practice
items together but the ask children to

-try-on-their own.

Some children may need additional experiences
with any of these steps to become adequately
prepared for the task.

Additional Comments

°.While children can be aware that there is a time
limit and they will be stopped. (perhaps with a warning),
the time limit need not be stressed to the point of "on
your mark, get set, go!" With practice at working
within, a given time limit, which they should baencourageigi
to do with a relaxed attitude, they can. come to expeCt
to betopped in some cases, Prior_to_ finishing, but know__
that's;a11 right, or they can use the time after the
warning to make ttipir best guesses about remaining items.'

Although thig description is lengthy, it is not
intended, to suggest that a major project should be made
out of teaching. children about test-taking. A few minutes
at a time can be spread over days, or may be condensed
into three sessions. Vary the steps, tasks, and pace to
fit your children and your particular tests. Strive for
a balance between helping children be prepared and test-
aware, and giving testing undue importance.
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FOOTNOTES

1. "Listening" here refers not, only to hearing but also
to recognizing and interpreting spoken symbols. This
process is sometimes__term.e_d__"_auding."

Such researchers as Kenneth S. Goodman, Robert B.'
Ruddell, Frank Smith, James Button, Russell Stonffer,
RoYdh -1Ta7n- Allen., JaM-6§-Moffett, Michael Halliday,
',Walter Loban, Ruth Strickland and Lyman Hunt have
written extensively about these ideas.

.

Responsive_Educatiou StaflThe.Responsive.Education
Program (San Francisco: Far West Laboratory for
Educational Research and Development, 1976). See
Chapter 3, "Cognitive DeyelpApent in the Responsive
Education Program."

. Responsive Education Staff, 22. cit., Chapter 3,
"Cognitive Development in the Responsive Education
Program"; Chapter 4, "Healthy Self-Concept in the
ResponSive Education Program"; Chapter 5, "Cultural
Pluralism in the Responsive Education Program."

5. William W. Purkey, Self-Concept and School Achievement
(Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall, 197M.

6. Y. Goodman, C. Burke, and B. Sherman, Strategies in.
Reading (New Yorkv Macmillan,,in press), p. 23.

7. -Kenneth?Goodman, The Psycholinguistic Nature of the
Reading Process (Detroit: Wayne

__
State University__

Press, 1967).

8. Ibid.

9. Kenneth Goodman, "Goodthan Taxonomy of Reading MiscueS,
in K. Goodman, Final Report, Project No. 9-0375,
Grant No. OEG-0-9-320375-4269 (Washington, D.C.:
U.S. Department bf Health, Education, and Welfare,
Office of Education, Bureau of Research, April, 1973).

,10., Example based on data taken from tapes of children
reading and retelling'stories in Mount Diablo Unified
School District, Concord, Califor ia, 1970-73, and in
Lebanon School District, Lebanon, 7 N.H., 1974-75.

-
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APPENDIX A

Abstract of
"The Challenge of Individualized Reading Instructiori"

-an article by Dr. Lyman C. Hunt, Jr.

With increasingly powerful_audio and_vis.ual_madia clamoridg to_satisfy_

the informational and! entertainment needsof.the public, it is becoming a mai

challenge to contidUto_prodUCe4ritere#ed, prodUctive:readers. As a teacher
..,

'responding to:thi*:thaljehge, it is i portant t0"400O0-a reading Program

that valueSchol6e,, independence, and-selfdirection and allows children to

learn to read by reading.,

Important Aspects of Independent, Individualized Reading

Independent, individualized reading is' such a program. Its basic goal

is to have children read for and by themselves. In order to accomplish this,

children are taught the skills of independence and self-reliance. Those who

---adirdnister-the-prograuratourage-thil td'Otttice these skills just as

they would praCtice any other skills, by incorporating the following_funda-

,,,,

mental pri-hciples into the program:

1. Each reader chooses his-or her own material.

Each reader sets his or her own pace, with help if necessary, for

completing material selected.

3. Each reader, with, the teacher's help, engages ih responsible,

productive reading.

The first impbrtant aspect of Individualized,

encouraging readers' to select their own materials.

Independent Reading is

Reading will only be
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independent and productive ifthe''readers are able to choos..what they will

be reading. Reade .;;Will read if theA-material interests them.-., In addition,

.
.

.. . .

the decision - Making, t-involved selecting.Mateialos is necessary tothe.
, ..-

it, '

:reading process:
p

. _

.'.. 14
In the;b0ini.101* readers may.experience diffi ty at tbi5 new..

task of self-selection: .lnetdaCheilnps-Lbe patient.. ar understandthat at

.

first there may be some ifial0i.pni&te-ChOtes: made, but that this too can be2
--Ta7valualale-leanoingekperiencemW4h-tie-p- per-lowkeyed guidance. Teachers

. . . .

can provide aS"much incentive as pbssible for making appropriate choices by

halVng, a wide variety of materials available to readers. Basic texts, paper-

backs, library books, newspapers, and magazines can all be provided. Parents

are usually supportive in allowing the children to share their own books.

There should be approximately five to ten books per child that vary in

difficulty and cover a wide assortment of subject matter. It is beneficial

to rotate the collection ,occasionally, being careful to retain titles that

some children may, be waiting to read. Some sort'of libirary systeM to keep

tracks-of-bboks and'reqUests is usually helpful.
-.

The second significant aspect of the Independent. Individualized Readin_g:

Program is to create, readers. Who can read independently. Reading independent-

ly involves sustaining 'coricentratiOn and motivation, and keeping track of

ideas wiThe reading foraCOnsiderabLe-diiibUht:Of time TheSe characteristics

of independent reading ,develop with continuous, prolonged reading. It is

imp&tant to 'the program tO..provide the opportunity for and a climate con-

.ducive to uninterrupted sustained silent reading.

.14
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Uninterrupted, Bustained Silent. Reading

Uninterrupted, Sustained Silent Reading (USSR) is the foundation'of.the

program upon:which all of the other components,.confei-ences, -evaluations,

etc., rest. The following are some elements to consider in implementihg USSR:

A. Establishing the Atmosphere- in the Classroom

The teacher must be prepared-and determined to continue -having the

children prattice USSR even if it seems a difficult task. It will require
-careful-planni n g-and-t-i me ,--and-i t-- may-beTnec-essary-to- take-a firm-stanct-agaixist

disruptive behavior. In the beginning stages of the Program, priority mist'

be given to USSR.

B. Key Points-to Establishing the Climate Necessary for USSR

1. Silent Reading, Practice - Establish a schedule of regular

practice periods. Time should be devoted to silent reading

each day.

2. Changing the Teacher's Role -- In the beginning stages, one

the best ways to encourage the children to get as much as

_____vossible-from silent reading is-for-the teacher to also read

during_ this period. Setting this example helps to_let_the _

message across.,,

3. .Stressing Independence -- Use .a variety of strategies for help-

ing readers become more independent. The children should

understand that itfis important that they spent the time

reading quietly. I\t may be a good idea Lto- establish a class

motto that says, in effect, that no one may do anything that

disturbs the productive reading of another. Teachers too must

make it clear that they are not to be interrupted daring the

time that they are reading.
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Be Prepared -- Have plenty' of reading material available to

choose from and help the children prepare themselves, for the

reading veriod.

. Comfortable Positions -- Make sure everyone is comfortable

before' starting and reinforce the idea thatthis is .an indi-

'vidual, rather than grodp effort.

C. Be Prepared for Variation in Reading PerfordInce

There-Will-ptObably-be-qUite a-- range of condentrationT-especially in the

beginning. At firSt, about 1/5 to 1/4 of the class will not take it seriously;;

'smile will not understand what silent reading means. Allow the already able'

readers who enjoy reading to settle down ild; USSR right away' to 'serve as a

model for the others. Give ample encouragement to all who need itc let them

know, they can succeed if they pers i Offer guidance when necessary, empha-
- r

sizing reading for ideas and exciting parts, rather tharv.remembering every-
.

thing. Allow for some children to just pretend to ,readi'at first. Aim for '

getting' greater amounts of silent reading ac:tompl i shed during each session.

D. Guidelines ..for Sustained Silent Reading

-Plan the framework-of-L-the-Stl ent-re a di ng-period-w-i-th4heTcl_ass_____=When--=1----

Tans .are decided upon, make, them visible' to eve'ryone. The following are

...,.,,,...

4:,
sapple guidelines 'fo%,the readers .that Can be adapted: to the needs o

a'-',' _____ _ u 4.,,,f4.t i -,

lii dual cl asses : . 'I/ is . ..,i,.'

1. Have enough reading material for the entire ..rading.::pOriod.'
,- a 6,r.,-4. (.1t, :..

Readt6 yourself :the whole' VAT.

Read as .Much as youi;can:in,,..tlits ' O'dri* Q.,tt
......,..'.c.,'!: ,..'.....-......

Do not 'interrupt others coi-7.4.fz,:for 11 415.,;,*.

Think about what; yOU arez f-eading, not ibcr

. '6. < ; T.
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' time to stop.'.

Read. for as' long as you can.

es

In allotting t silent reading, the important' thing remember is

tobegin with a, short peril, of timeond gradually extend In primary-
.

grades, children fray read! sci 1 ently, 'for' as little as fi vt-Mihutes or lesS ,

As-mueh ten-minutes.-444.i4tmediatelevets could -also begirt

to ten minute' periods'. Eventually, depending on age, group and purpose of

the exercise., the period could go from thirty to sixty minutes,each,dai..

Evaluation

_

9 Thd gol*.,of'the program is. 'to develop Cluafities of independence, self '.=

iretti011ad& sel f-iufficienty EValuation:mustrtflect the growth of these,

qUalities j0 the individual, as well a's:whethe4.:arnot

stands what is being read.

One of' the most effective ways of determining the extent to which

tyliViduals are .acquiring tkekitlk of independenc4, and self-motivation-is

through' keen dbservation. Observe how,a, child goeS about selecting reading

---materialL-and-tf-the-Photce -seems-appropriate. .Note how quietly -andccon-
. ,

U

° scien4ously a child vorki, and if upon eompleting one task 0 she goes

on to the next without prompting. Concentration Should increase with prac,

tpiCe,, as should the length of time Spent r-eading '4"

The concept of t'extensiVe" reading underlies, Independent, Individualized

Reading. 3Extensive reading is exploratory.or detective "reading clueing WAich.

reader goes throfJgh. a good deal of print constantly, searching for ideas

that are importanCtti him or her It is the .antithesis of ",-intensive" or
,

,I.. .. .
...

sponge-like readingwhiCh tnOretically requireSYthe:ea8er_to remember_
14-

... .



everything that is read. In intensive reading, comprehension is determined_

by how much is remembered and can be recounted. In extensive reading,
A

comprehension entails judgingfideas encountered in the rda g, in order to 4

select-those that have the greatest relevance to the reader:"

Evaluation of he reader's understanding ofn the material he or 'she has.
0

;Tad is base4pn extensive reading standards. gt is important to know -cif the
A

reader has responded to ideas of personal impprt e, and whether or.not he
a, P

or she hasIthe interest and enthusiasm' to voluntarpy express these responses.
y.

-'Book talks,.cdnferences and. discussiong are all good ways of deeeliiining
.,

whether a readercissorting out important ideas and searching for significantf '"

.

elements in the readinTmaterial. The iteacher needs to sample soire,of each
, .

child's individual reghing and discuss selected partt from one or two of the

several books thatmay have been read between.cOnfefences: Asking interested, 4

A. '1 . e 4

.

stimulating questions will encourage the child to
1

indicate keaningful scenes,
.
i) CO

characters, pictures and 4d weas, which ca-then be discussed'fur'ther. For

' 4
example, "Did anythingfliappen,in the book that you would ie.to have happen

to youl",. "Did ybu.learn anything.new from, this book?", "Would you to

*share your bookWith anione else, and why?" Other kinds of questions c4 be

asked to determine iftheselection of material was appropriate -- "Could you

tell what was happening-all the time?", "Did you get mixed up?", "How did ypume)

straighten yourself out?" you want to keep on reading?,"

Even though only a few questions can,be asked of each child!eadh time,

It, the teacher will come to,:recognize which responses indicate that the child

has thought about arid assimflated some of the ideas that have been read, and

which are superficial-:, This will become clear even if the teacher is not

intimately acquainted with all of the materials. Readers, on,the other hand,
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will become familiar with this kind'of discussion and be able to talk" with

increasing confidence about whatthey have read. As the program continues;

teachers will find' that they come to '<how eadh individual as a reader, and

that th.aNL-4avel a clearer picture of each reader's performance and progress

' than ever before.

Keeping Records of Reading Progress

Keeping records is an important part of thetprogram, but is secondary,.

particularly in the b@ginning, to silent reading. As the, program develops;

rdcords will become more important as .a means of documenting both progress

and performance and helping the tdacher guide the readers. To this end,,
P : ,

readers can-share the responsibility of keeping records. tach'can have a
*

notebook in which entries are made about each piece of material read; The
v.

class. may determine what questions are important to answer for ,the record, ,

2 and the.class together or each' individual may wish to devise some kind of

record-keeping form.
.

. I.

Reord-keeping should not becbme an overwhelming, top time-consuming
P

e ''''

jN ,).

chore for- either teacher or students. .;?-t should not take time away from
.i.1, , , , . .

other activities, but should be integrated as,well as,possible into,ths

program.

el 01, 4
Conclusion

w 0.

*
q

.

In addition to encouraging Oildrtn to read and stimOating interevt and

'illesire
i

for reading, Independent, 'Individualized Reading hasa number of dOer. v.

(.
.:,

0 4,4, 4y

advantages. "helps children:develop the extgtmely important cognitive
t . 4

skills olideci5ion-mating Ird cr icalAudgment. It improves conceqtration 0
le

...',$4,4

abilities,whi,ch carp over iptoother subject areas!, his reading program
in

kIv
4

4 -

a,
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also seems to stimulate voluntary interest, and independent research and study

in other areas. Furthermore, the children seem more anxious to share some of

the results of these independent forays in pursuit of information that interes

them.

r.A

,
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APPENDIX

Abstract of
"The Role of Prediction in Reading"

-an article by 'Frank Smith.

Studies done over the lst ten years indicate the'mportance of encourag-
,

ing the reader to use prior knowledge to make sense of the material being read.

Using prior no edge in this way is known familiarly as guessing and is re-

ferred to here as'prediction. Prediction it a natui-alpart of both listening

to spoken language and reading. Everyone who is able to understand spoken

language also has the ability to predict as they read or listen.

When we come upon an unfamiliar word as we are reading, we usually eitherA

skip ove it if the sentence makes sense without it or guess the meaning from

the contex of the sentence or paragraph.° We go through 'a similar process as

we listen to something being read or to spoken language. This is-prediction

in action and there are four basic reasohs why it is'automatically practiced

by most fluent readers and why it should be encouraged in beginning readers.

l. Certain words have many meanings and can serve different grammatical

functions. Often it is only from the context that we can predict the meaning

of even simple words such as table, record, force, drive. Usually only one
"

meaning of the wonl is l' make sense.
- 7

e ,1 ,e I. --,_ ,,, ,,N
,

their written equivalents. The rules of phonics are complex and readers may

4

ers

mord s spelled does not indicate how to pronoundit.
t

Ma beginning read are familiar with the sound of words, but not with

j

Y ,I

,2. The way 4

* ,

have difficulty soundjng.out a word like laugh. However, if they predict .what

faMiliar word beginning with "L" would.make sense, they will easily "read"
-,
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laugh even if they cannot "sound out" the same word.

3. The brain can only process a limited amount of visual information at

any one time. If a long line of random letters is flashed on a screen for 'a

raction.of a.second, even an experienced reader will only be able to recog-

'Pize four or five letters at most. As long as one attempts to read letter by

letter, reading is unmanageably slow, restricted and distorted.

4., Short-term memory cannot hold more than six or seven unrelated items

' at a time. If a word of more than six letters is read letter by letter, the

begjjining will have been forgotten by the time the end it reached. The same

problem will occur if the words of a sentence are read one at a time. By the

end of the sentence the beginning words will have been forgotten and it will

be impossible to construct the meaning of the whole sentence.

These four basic. reasons for prediction all lead to one conclusion --

in order to read effectively and efficiently there is a need to reduce the

amount of visual information the brain has to process. This is the role that

prediction plays, for prediction is the use of prior knowledge to eliminate

unlikely alternatives and bring the choice of possibilities down to a workable.

number.

Making;, use of prior knowledge is the key to prediction. All ,df us do

every day quite automatically in a variety of situations. 'Our knowledge

of the English language is such that if most of us saw this much of a. sign

partially blocked by. a tree:

is ream

we would easily fill in.the missing letters and read "ice creami". It is

especially easy:to predict in this' way if the WOrdtarOnSoMe sort of,Con-
. , .

. .

.
_ .

text.beCause tkere are then additional clues. Experiments have shOWn,thai:: fc
.

. ,

4



even children have enobgh language foundation to be able to automatically

...-rfecognize familiar sequences of letters. Thus they are able to combine visual

familiarity with 'groups of letters with 'their own previous experience in order_.

to make sense Opt of,a'word" or groups of words.

There are many..adventageil in encouraging the use-of edictionto develop

skill at reading. ReadirTg be. Taster and more efficient the fewer.;alterne
:.

-Lives the IDra.in?has process keqeli,n6 With predictien entails reading withr
underttanding; working at fa level -meaning rather -ditspciited

letters And words, BeciaUse'shart-term memoridi is. limited, is,'more 'efficient

to fill .it with large Wilts of meaning as. Opposed:to dissoCiated,,bits and

pieces:, If the,reader is predicting,"he- or she 'is constantly ',seeking the
5. ,,

meaning of what is Being: read, and forming relatiprfships a'atopg othe

wprd,s;.

When reed) n

read each word

paragraph ,Make

prediction ano

reference, does

r'He ..has' no home

Is not ,necessarily to

hole Ohrase, $ept.nco, ors'

oyerabS014te:,Acc4racy glv

r,'.s l ariguagej:init'frame':i4f,

,the .wri ter. The meaning., o

goat n omework. toe

of this senience a reader were tb

inng

i'bus ba4 to her house." There is nough after the meaning has 'been
g \

., , .determined to acpdaint the reader , unfamiliar words or ways of expression
;`,:c`

. If prediction,is. to be practicerin the dlaSsraomi two basic conditibns%, .,

;must be met. The first is that the materials being read' Must have some
-(, "<4 ' '; . .

Meaning for the ;children. Wh should they be expected, to, try, to make: sense::
4h.

Y

/

e,



out f s'omething

take place more

more about whati, rp'reading.

The second ftOn is that thechildren are made to feel comfortable

o meaning ;for them? Conversely, prediction will

if-the children are interested in and want to find out

and confident a 1:predicting..-They must believe, that it really is all .

right to makeiii: iket and that tie most important thing it to make sense out

:Pi .

of what they ere{' a child is reading with this attitude, it would

e unlikely? eor;She*ou substitute "horse" for "house" in the example

just given:?. ',chil feel: anxious, on the other hand and are afraid

.

of mikihg Oistake g anger, ridicule or disappOintment, they. will not

1).-take the ri

-There are sPine,i

o predict,

us ways .that prediction can be stimulated in the

classroom can be encouraged to guess what a difficult word might, be.

various reading games, such as stopping suddenly and

ildren to predict what comes next; leaving out occasional words

or maki vious mistakes., Most importantly, children should'be allowed to

The-teadher

predict"qatUrally, Thfs may-mean leaving a word out or substitutingitlier

:.words, and May often entail pausing to consider what an unknown word Mright.te:'

Theuses should be yespected, as should children's ability to self-correct.

It, it satisfying for,both:teacher and child when the child realizes thatAhe

word he;she predicted.inone sentence does not make sense in the light of

e next, sentence,' and goat back and adjusts it accordingly.

V' It would be wrohg.to'assume that prediction is the whole of reading.

Other imporiant,aipectt",indlude efficiently using short-term memory, making

minimal use of visual cuet, developing strategies for identifying unfamiliar

words, 'and selectipg appropriate rates of speed for different reading tastes.

All of these skills, hoWever, develop with reading practice. Perhaps the
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most significant advantage of prediction is that it actually facilitates

successful, meaningful reading experiences through which all the other skills

necessary to fluent reading can be acquired.
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APPENDIX C

Jo Ellyn Taylor.

Far West Laboratory for Educationtallesearch and Development
San Francisco, California

Making Sense: The Basic Skill in
Reading

Have you ever heard a student read
this way?

"I went h'onte with my fry-end."
(friend)

OR "She stopped to piCk a flowed."
(flower)

OR simply stop reading altogether be-
cause she did not "know" the next
Word? These students belong to. the
large group of ineffective readers who
do not know or have forgotten what is
basic.

Constructing Meaning is Basic

What is basic in xeading and the other
language arts? To the effective language
user it seems, obvious that the communi-
cation of thought is what is basic.
Whether the communication takes place
verbally or through writing the receiver

The author wishes to acknowledge Carolyn,Burlte,
Marilyn Hanf Buckley, Jane DeLawter, Kenneth
Goodman, Yetta Goodman. Dave Nettell, and
Barry Sherman for their contributions during the
preparation of this manuscript.
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is tlever passive. He unconsciously dog
what is necessary for him to understand
the message of the speaker or author.
Using the signals (oral/written) as trig-
gers, he constructs his own Meaning
which reflects his own lthriguage and life
experience. His focus while keceiving,
these signals, is "what sense can I make
out of this?"

ViSion" of Whole is Neessary for Parts
to Make Sense

While ta en for granted by effectiVe
readers, this demand for meaning' seems,
to be the basic ingredient absent from
the ineffective reader's approach to
print. Well-intentioned traditional in-
struction, rather than emphasiiing a
commitment to understanding, has dis-
tracted the reader by paying undue.at-
tention to the mechanics of the process
(decoding, pronunciation, intonation,
etc.). The ineffeCtive reader, as indi-
cated above, has no focus or goal be-
yond attempting to figure out the parts.

Language Arts Vol. 54, Na, 6 September 1977
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There, is a lack of awareness that the,
parts add up, to a whole with potential
meaning.

This disproportionate attention to
mechanics can be likened to driving in-
struction. If the inStructar.,were to isolate
the use of the brake and accelerator,
emphasizing mastery. tif.,those aspects
prior to the learnees fOcuSAKii total road
awareness, the, student rnightt.w.inceiv-
ably direct all of his attention to the ped-

. als instead of the road! .Obviously this
does not make for effective.. driving.: If,
hoWever, the student is first helped to
understand the relationship of his car to
the road and other vehicles:the use of
the pedals and other instruments comes
more easily and makes sense in the eon-
text of the total driving experience.

Such is the case with the young read-
er. If she first comes to realize the rela-
tionship, between oral and written lan-
guage and is aware that language is
Used to convey ideas, feelings, etc., this
gestalt will assist her in plugging in the
other subservient pieces, as they are
needed and useful. With such an orien-
tation, the readers might have made
these subStitutions, instead of thOse cited,
initially:

I went: home with my girlfriend.
(friend)

She stopped to pick d daisy..(floWer)

My own findings and those of persons
conducting research on miscue analysis
are that, by and large, American chil-
dren have enough phonics skills. to be-
come competent readers, but that
phonics -;is not enough. If the reader
were to seek meaning at all times, the
universe of options Would be narrowed
to those items that are, potentially rea.
sonable. In, The girl climbed the
(if fence is the unknown) the options are
immediately !Milted. to nouns that are
"tlimbable." The field is severely re-

Making Sehse:,TherBastc.Skill in Reading

fence

duced again when the "climbable" noun
must begin with the letter f. A student
Maintaining a focus on making sense will
not even entertain notions about words
beginning with f, fe, fen or whatever, if
they do not denote, climbable nouns.
This synergistic sorting system (process-
ing the options simultaneously through
semantic, syntactic and symbolic "fil
ters") is a natural proceSs and much
more efficient than the traditional
single-focused "What does it start with?"
(symbolic) approach.

Natural Process of Self-Taught Reader
is Synergistic

Young self-taught readers verify these
notions for us. Not influenced by con-
ventional instruction, some five-yew
olds have revealed to 'us; their intuitive
strategies for,becoming headers.:

First of all, these children
from

hear
stories and .enjoyed books from an early .
age. The adults in their fainiliesare seen
reading daily for tireir own 'interest,
needs, and enjoyment, as well .as shar-
ing reading time with, the children.

After hearing some of their favorite
stories read repeatedly and watching the
print, these children begin to recognize
some portions, and, after a period of ap-
parentAnemorization, phase into actually
discerng the words themselves, with-
out reliance on picture clues.; Patterns
begin to emerge in this process. "That
word starts like my name." "These two
look alike." "These are the same at the.
start." When asked, "How do you figure
oift something you don't knoW?", they,
respond with such statements as"rthink
about what would go there." or "I jtist
say what would sound right."

Obviously, context and the speaker's
sense of the language, arethe major
sources of piles: When one fiVe-year-old
Was reading Silverstein's ."Recipe for a



Hippopotamus Sandwich" (1974) she
stopped unsure before the word mayon-
naise. Her teacher asked, "What kind of
word is it?" She replied, "Food." He
then asked, "What do yob think it might
be d' "It starts with.A (sound)," she said,
"so' it must be mustai-d or mayonnaise,
but it's long, so it must be mayonnaise."

4" By anyone's common sense criterion,
such , children are reading. They
thoroughly re-tell.and discuss the Mate-
rial they read. At the same time; these
self-taught readers neither know, nor
have they found a need to know;:.:

alphabet letter names
- sight words in isolation

letter sounds
phonics rules

As Frank Smith (1973) points out, this
knowledge,, if important. at, all; develops
when' one needs to.spell, to locate words
in the dictionary, etc., but is not neces-
sary .ta. be able to read. In fact, it .dis-
tracts from the basici of reading.. Begin-
ning, reading: experiences build 'the
reservoir' from which these. other. skills
develop. Attempting to teach these skills
as a prerequisite to reading actually vio-
lates the natural sequence that these
self-taught readers 'make evident.

.

'Gestalt" Instruction Based op
Natural ,sequence

Effective reading instruction is a mat-
ter of develOping or reinstating the stu-
dent's natural desire to make sense:of
his world, in this case the world of print.

Ways of4oing this can be tailored to fit
the level of the reader.

The Young Beginner: In the young.
child this intuitive demand for sense can
be further develoPed by:

watching while familiar stories are being read
seeing known songs-and poetry in print
seeing product labtli, ads, commercials
dictating own stories and seeing them emerge in
print
reading along with competent readers
silently reading (or looking.at) books of own
choice on a regular basis
beginning independent ,reading 'on' familiar, in-.
teresting topics, expressed in language similar to
one's own . .

learning to constantly. aslt one's self, does this
make sense?

Having internalized this fervent de-
mand for meaning, the young reader'
develops more and more refined think-
ing skills to deal with the unknown,
bringing more experience and language
:knowledge to eachr storyew sto and poem:
A large storehouse of integrated experi-
ences and sophisticated knowledge of
grammar Ind spelling patterns are sub-
sequently brought to bear on reading
and writing tasks in all content areas.

The Older Reader with Difficulties:
For the student who did not build her
skills of ;reading in this natural way and
is now not pFbcessing prinf tufficierftly
Well to be able to re-tell a story after
reading, the habitual demand for mean-
ing must be established. A procedure
such as the following can be very helpful
in this re-orientatian::.,,

Tape record ihe;:stUctent, ,s present unr
assisted oral ieacti performance and
listen to it, asking

I. Is she trying to make sense of it at all?

A. If so, to what degree?

1. How'many sentences still make sense in the total context the way she read them?

2. How many sentencesIstill make seise just as a single sentence? t, 4
3. What percentage do these two figures represent of the total number of senteneelr

in the story?

670
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In what wags is 'she striving for meaning:0',

1. Self-correcting
2. Logial substituting
3. Using her own dialect
4, Indicating dissatisfaction with, nonsense

IL Is she appearing to settlefortnonsense?is

A. If so, to whaftlegree.). ..
. 1. Say.: many sentences (as she read their) do not make sense?

What percentage do they represent? (or simplyAbstract the combined figure in
IA,3 from 100'percent)

B. In'what toays is she arriVinat nonsense?
1. Substituting words that don't make senses_

.2. Making critical omissions
0

3, Pausing so Icing that she forgets what she has alreadY read
4. Other

You now have a broader view of whit meaning is developed through-the con-
strategies the reader presently uses to Stant , reireklser, "Does that 'make
process printed language. How can you sense?'" Thi:s.Will not and should not al-

. use this information?. ways result inso-called "accurate'read-
.
If she has few or no positive strategies ing of e actual printed words. If we

(Section I), you may find. the most direct were . 0 monitor. our own reading we,j:`route to instill the habitual emancl for would.discover..frequent, miscues to
sense to be .through her n oral Ian. make the most sense of what we see.
guage. After she dictate's 'StorieS,.de- Children, too, who are reading effec.:
scriptiong, aneedOtes; memorized Songs, tively "replace wOrds or phrases of a
rhymeS;° ads,... or any other .stontaneouS text, because, asthey see it, what they
language, yov.can use this printed copy are reading is not as sensible, common,
to help establish the copcept that read- or familiar as it should be" (Bettelheim

,ing is merely listening to a long-distance pm, p..I3).
speaker o,r: interacting with someone Later,.,,or with a More Advanced Stu-
whO Cannot be heienow.;By rereading' , -:cierit:, For a reader who strives to con -
her own words TO her ancl.:WatI 1107,, struct some meaning from printed
you can build tae ,bridge frorredernand: t stimulit; progress can be achieved by
ing sense from a speaker whois.present, '. building on .th already Positive
to demanding sense. Vmke print' fthe strategies: In fac with the tape record
absent speaker:(author).lhe sea h for ing of Ihis tteadi nd the story text to

. ' .., follow, he rimy now become his own best
N '

'Appearing is used since, w re as teacher ancLevaluator. With a.fodus on,
sessing to see if .it makes- sense," read-oral. performance, not necessarilli actual
reading.-in the head." Thfgwo may di ut this

"Liston

is an issue too complex to teat lightly re. :ers. uspallyAspot the majority of their
p)**Nonsense = less than sense, in t context: former semantically inappropriate ,rnis

42
_ This does not imply random word7Calling beCause ,c4s, and .cleltange-' them or sense'the

,
most suCh miscues do display graphicsimilarity to "need ' to do so, IrP this,practice,' the ern-

. the word in the original text (think for thief) Non-
sense denotes semantic unacceptability or: inap- rihals ',41141.5, 'from teaching to learning
propriateness. ' ',I. ,. and 'i5 redre- apt to deVeloP alpng the

z 'a
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natural lines demonstrated by the self-
taught readers. The teacher's role be-
comes one of assisting the student in
locating vitally interesting reading mat-
ter, urging predictions prior to reading,
and discussing story content following
the student's independent reading and
tape monitoring. This could be ac-
conylished in a small -group forinat as

Reading is'; learned by reading.'
creasing mileage through,,print, and con-
structing sense, or print are efficient av-
enues to reading competence. This may
,appear.On. the surface to be :overly

.

simplistic;. but. reading, need not be re-
.garded as'a.mysteriOus proces.s. The
miracle, .. ,there is one,, is the .develpp-,
merit of oral language, and'this, coupled graphed; University of Vermont. Riiading:.`
with the student's recall of life eZ
ences,. comprise the ever-increasing
bank account frarn which he draws the
"stuff'. to make 'sense of printed lam,
guage..;Thus, teachers'. can 'perform one
vital function in.a studnt's.developriient
of reading competence.: to ..reinforce.''Or.
reinstate the desire to make sense.of the
world. This is what is.basic to reading, to
all of language, and to life itself.
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